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LOS ANGELL.% OALIFORRIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEFIEER,23, 1970 

9:08 A.I.4 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court, all counsel with the except ,on of Mr. Hughes being 

present, the jury being present; none of the defendants are 

present) 

THE 0OURTt All counsel with the exception of 

Mr, Uughes, and jurors are present. 

You may proceed, Mr. Bugliosi. 

NA* BUGLIOSI: Thank'you, your Honor. 

Good moaning, ladies and gentlemen4 

We were discussing yesterday the second home in 

Pasadena, you recall 1 showed you this photograph. She 

said that appears to be the home right here where lianson 

stopped the car. 

Then they drove on. You recall that Sergeant 

frank Patchett of the Los Angeles Police Department 

testified thatin March of 1970 he and Linda ana myself 

and Several other officers went to this particular 

1.0oation„ 

Linda testified that when they were parked in 

.front of this house Manson said that the houses were too. 

close together;. that was the reason that he gave for 

driving oft, 

Then he drove t* a Ohureh in Pasadena. She 

said he pulled into the parking area or the church and 
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18,940  

remarked, she recalls, there were a lot of trees nearby. 

Linda said she was not positive, but she thinks 

Manson said something to the effect, that he was. gOing to go 

into the church and get a minister, a preacher or priest 

or whoever was in there. 

Manson gOt out Of the car alone, walked to 

the door of the church, came back to the car, and said 

the doors were locked, so he drove off. ' 
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This is PeopleN3 57, a photograph of a church 

in Pasadena. 

Linda identified this as the church where 

Manson stopped the car, and placed an X on the photograph 

depicting. where-  in the parking let he parked the car. 

Patchett also testified -- Fri Patchett --

that he and I and Linda and several other officers went to 

this location in March of 1970. 

Patchett testified that the church is between 

One-half' a mile and two miles from the home which is 

depicted in the previous photograph I showed you, 

After Manson drove off from the church,. he 

then got cmto the freeway. He eventually got off the 

freeway, and ended up on. Sunset Boulevard in a residential 

area beyond the SunSet Strip. 

At that point, Manson iAstrUcted Linda to 

take over the driving, as She dia. 	_ 

"Where did you -drive froth there, Llyla? h 

"First he directed me up a dirt road. 

"Again off Sunset. Boulevard? 

"Yes, I believe I took a right and. it.  

was a dirt road, I remember that, and it was 

dirk,.very darks  no IightS4, 

"We stopped in front of a house which seeMed 

to be the only house there on this road. 

"It seems to me I saw a'corral or a fence 
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"or some sort of a, barnyard Scene on the 

passenger side, and then there was a house 

on, the driver's side with, no lights, and we 

stopped for a minute and then he told me to 

drive off, which I did. 

"What happened next? 

"Then he directed me up another side 

P;s4a. It was very confusig, he kept telling 

me to go left and right and left and rightand 

back and forth, and finally he told me -- we 

got to one certain point and he told me, 'Okay,' 

it was like a maze. 

"Be told me, 'Okay, now I want you to,  

go back the exact way you came,' which Was 

totally confusing,. you know. I wasn't really 

paying attention to,his rights and lefts. 

"I think he had to direct me out. 

"Did you eventually get back on Sunset 

Boulevard? 

"les. 

"At that point did ,you continue driving 

toward the ocean, or inthe opposite direction? A .  

"No, we still went towards the ocean. 

"What is the next thing that happened? 

,"I remember we were down toward the 

Will Rodgers area park, I remember seeing the' 

sign, but we 	went' beyond that." 
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Linda identified People's 60, identified 

tills as the sign she saw, WillRodgers State Historic 

Park, off-Sunset Boulevard, 
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Nowl  you recall,,Gregg'Jakobson testified, 

ladies and gentlemen, that Dennis Wilson, a drummer for 

the. Beach Boys, who Manson knew very, very 	lived 

across the. street from that sign, directly across the 

street from that sign. 

. In factl  Brooks Poston testified -that tManson 

laved ,with Wilson for a few weeks in early June of 1968.. 
And T believe Altobelli and Uelcher both testified that 

they,first met Manson at- Dennis 'ikon's residence on 

Sunset Boulevard there. 

Now, the question ist Was this just 

Coincidence that Manson drove. to this exact spot in Los 

Angeles County on-the night of the La Bianca murders-, 

or is it.potsible that at sometime during the night of 

the La Bianca murders Charles Manson was contemplating 

murdering Dennis Wilson? 

"r? 	After you were driving in the vicinity 

of the sign which read Till Rogers State Historic q; 

Park,' what happened? 	 041  

"He directed= on another side toad.'nc  

Tlfr  

directions? 

"Yes. 

"Was anyone else giving you directions? 

"No, not that I recall. 

"At any time during the entire night 

"Was he the only one giving you 
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- .2a-2 	1 	"did anyone other than Mr. Manson give you any 

2 	 directions? 

"lib. 

4 	 "What direction did,Mr.Manson give yot? 

"Going toward the ocean, a little bit 

6 	 past the sign that I saw, and he directed me up 

7 	 another side road which was hilly, and it's very, 

very, very- steep. 

"And we got to the top, and there was 

a mire chain fence and 1 turned around and he told- 

me to go back down. 

"I did, and X remember I had a bard 

13, 	 time stopping because tha brakes did not work very 

14 	 well and we cOuld have had an accident. 

15. 	 'That is the next thing that happened, 

16 	 Linda? 

17 	 "Then we started to come back, where we 

18' 	 came back -- 

19 	 "14 other words, driving away from the 

gg 	 ocean? 

"Away from the :ocean, yes. 

"Arcybu still on Sunset Boulevard? 

a& 

24 I 	 "'Were you in the residential area of 

24. 	 sunset Boulevard? 
.i 

"yes, the houses were more far, you know, 

'12 
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2a-3 1 

2 

4 

"far back, there were foliage and trees. 

"Were there large homes? 

°I cannot tell. I cannot really remember 

seeing a definite home. 

just know it was residential% 

"Did anything unusual happen while you 
were driving east on Sunset Boulevard in the resi- 

dential area? 

"Yes, after I had been driving for a 

few minutes there was a small white sportscar in 

front of us and there were stoplights here and 

there, and Charlie -- 
"no- you know wholes in the car? 

"I believe it was a man, one person. 

"No one else was in the• car with him? 

"Na, I don't think ea. 

"Was this white sportscar in front of 

the car that you were driving? 

"Yes, it was, 

"There was only one man in the car and 

he was the driver? 

"Yes. 

"Did 5r. Mattson say anything, to you 

with respect to that white sportscar? 

"yes, he did. 

"What did he say 1a you? 
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"He told me to follow it and at the 

next stoplight when it was green to pull up beside 
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24 

/8,948  

114 
	When the stop light was green? 

tt 
	

mean,,,  excuse me, red, I get my 

colors nixed up. 

"So that we were stopped. Xt, 

would have been red, excuse me. 

"Charlie wanted me tO pull up 

beside the ear, and Charlie was going to get 

out and kill the man, shoot the Pan, whatever. 

itg 	Did you in fact pull up next to 

this white sports car at 4, red, light? 

11A, 	Yes5  I did, ' 0 

Did Mr. Manson get out Of the ear 

or start to, get out of the ear? 

Be proceeded to. get out of the car, 

yes. 

3-1' 

3 

4 

6 

Z6' 

- 17. 

18 

19 • 

, 

21 

11Q, 	And what happened at that point? 

The light turned green, so the 

car-  left,: 

When you say the car, you mean the 

white sports ear? 

tt 	The white sports ear, yes," 

And I think one point is abundantly clear, 

ladies and gentlemen, the only reasonable inference that 

cad be drawn from. Linda tasabianls testimony, that up until 

the time of the white' sports car incident, up until that 

point in tome Manson was looking for, his victims totally 
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719r  Up to this point did MansOn tell- 

• 25 	 tiL 

26  

No. 

Now, after this White sports ear 

r' 

at random. 

There is no other reasonable inference that 

can be drawn. 

Therefore, up until the time of the white 

sports car incident, the only reasonable inference that can 

be drawn is that in this vast spraWling metropolis of 

7,000,009 people, no one, be they in a home, a, car or a 

church, was safe fromManson's insatiable lust for death, 

blood and murder. 

But after the white sportS car incident it was 

equally obVious that Manson had a particular des ination In 

mind,. whereas he had heretofore given Linda random Nand 

seemingly aimless directions; that all Changed after the 

white sports ear incident. 

you or indicate to you that he wanted tolgo tO ' 

any particular place that night? 
18 No, he didn't tell me he wanted'to 

go to a particular place. 

"q 	You seem tO be 	around left 

and right per his instructions; 

"A. 	Yes. 
n 	At no time did Tex, give you any 

instructions? 
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before? 

rte 

H4 

Had you eVer gone to that vicinity 

Yes, Y had. 

Had you ever been parked in front 
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"incident did Nz Manson tell you to go 

direot4 to any particular place? 

Yes, he seemed to know 'where he 

At what point --I' Strike that. 

At that point? 

Yes, and he gave me specific 

directions, 'Take this left and take that 

right„" and we finally ended up at one spot. 

You stopped in front of a 

particular place, Linda. 

Yes, we did. 

Were you in front' of the home?' 

Yes, 

Vas it in a residential area? 

Yes. 

erg 

was going. 
II 

Hck  

. 11A.  

of that home before? 

Yes. 

. ,HQr 	in the exact same spot?" 

You remember Harold True testified that Linda 

had been to the residence, to. his residence the summer of 

'68 with her husband. 
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"4 	When had you been parked in 

front of that home prior to. this occasion? 

• A year before, approximately, 

	

4 
	

in ,July 'of ,68. 

	

5 
	 What was the occasion for your 

being in -that parti-cular location a year 

earlier? 

	

8 
	 11A; 	My husband and I and friends 

	

9 
	 were on our way down from Seattle, Washington 

	

1.9 
	

to New Mexico and we stopped off in Loa Angelea, 

	

11 
	

and this one particular person knew Harold.True, 

	

12 
	

so we went to his house and had a party. 

	

13 
	 1r4 	Is this the house in Front of 

	

- 14 
	

which Manson told you to stop the car? 

	

:15 
	

Yes, it Is. 

	

16 
	

How long would you estimate after 

17 • 	 you left Spahn Ranch"the .second night that 

	

18, 	 you finally ended up in front of Harold True's 

	

19 
	

Place? 	 , • 

I know it was VerylIatetap,night, 

	

2i 
	

there was very little traffi,C„. -I would say 

around 2100 o'clock in the, morning. 

	

2a 
	

Now, when Manson directed you to 

	

24 
	

stop in front of Harold, True's place, did you 

recognize the spot? 	
sy 

• :26 
	

Yes, I did right away. 
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with respect to this? 

Yes. 

What did you say to him? 

Chorale, you are not going into 

that house, are you? 

ula 	Did he say anything to you when 

you said that, to him? 

"A. ' Yes, he did, he said, 'No I'm 

going next door. 

"( 	What was the next thing that . 

happened? 

11A. 

Qt 
 

t.A4  

t 

happened? 

saw him put something in his  

.pants, an object, i don't know what it. 

What is the,hext,-thing that he 

•1.  
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Did you, say anything to Manson 

He got out of the ear, 

What was the next thing that 

He got out of the car alone. 

Did all of you remain in the car? 

Yea, wedid. 

What is the next thing that 

did? 

He disappeared up the wa)ltwaY*  

the.driveway leading towards Horoldtsho#8,04 

It A.  

u4.  

happened? 

irk 

411 

11 
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"and I gould not follow him any loni4er. he 

just disappeared." 
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Here is. Peoplei,s 61, a photograph of Harold 

True whom Linda identified. Of course you saw this man 

testify in court. 

This is People/s 61, ladies and gentlemen. 

Linda pointed out on this photograph, here — as I say, 

later in the Jury' room you will sec this more closely; 

now it is just a brief g1tce. Some of you cannot see it 

Very well, x understand. 

On this •  photograph here Linda pointed out where 

Manson parked the car,. right down here, and she said he 

walked up this drivcwtly • here, marked "Path Manson walked, t' 

there• is an • arrow. 

'This is Harold Truets home right here, the La 

Bianca residence over here at the far left; you, cannot see 

it in this .photograph 

Linda looked over her left shoulder; saw 

t4auton walk up Harald Trues driveway and out of her sight. 

It was dark at night, Of course she did not know where he 

went to. 

• Here is another photograph of the .driveway 

looking don the driveway towards, where the car was 
T 

parked.. 

There is ;another' gar here, of course that is, 

not. the ear. • 

Linda said, in any event, h..s is were the 

car was parked. This is an aerial photograph. of the area. 
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11Q 
Several minutes? 

11 When Et. Manson returned to the vicinity 

"A  I don't really think I noticed at that 

3a-2 
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At the end Linda points out where the tar was 

parked right hare. There is True's driveway right here; 

there is True's former residence, and of course this is the 

residence of Leno and 'Rosemary La Bianca. 

Next to it is a large estate, a walled-in 

estate: 

Did Hr.. Hanson eve4tual1y return to the 

car? 
s 

"A 	Yes, he Oid. 

flow .dug after he left the tar did 

he return to the car? 

"A 	I remember we all lit up tigatettes and 

me smoked about three-quarters og a pall 

cigarette, however long •that takes. 

"A Yes. 

of the tar did you observe whether or not he still 

had the leather thongs around his neck? 

point. 

"0. 	Did you at any time later in the 

evening notice whether or not be still had the 

leather thongs around his neck? 

"A 	Yes, I Aid. 

"cl 	When was that? 

110 
✓ 
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Uhen walking on the beach. 

"Q 	Several hours later? 

Yes.4  

Linda testified of course then that while 

walking on the beach in Venice she noticed that Charles 

Manson no longer had the leather thongs around his neck, 

although earlier in' the evening when the seven of them 

droVe off from Spahn Ranch Manson had leather thongs around 

his neck. 

Linda was shown PeopWs./5 and People's 95. 
, 	. 

These are leather thOngs found' on
. 
Manson' s clothing, 

. 
November of t69`when he Was incarcerated' at the- 	County.  

jail. 

And she testified that these thongs looked jut 

like the type of thongs that Manson. was wearing that night. 
• 

and also looked like the type of thongs that he gave her 

earlier in the evening when they left the 'Spahn Ranch. 

Of course these thongs right here, ladies and 

gentlemen, 75 and 95, looked like the same type of thongs 

as these thongs here, People's 241, the type of thongs tied 

around La Biancats 

°Q. 	What happened after Mr. Manson returned 

to the cat? 

"'A 	Be called Leslie and Xatie and Tex: 

out of the car. 

"0. 	Was he out of the oat at that point too? 
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3a-4 'A 	Yes. 

'1 Q, 	'What happened next?  

8 
	 sr.ti 	?adie 	 Clem Jumped La the 

4 
	

back seat with Sadie.  and I pushed. over. on, tb.4: 

passenger side, and I heard bits and pieces of the 

conversation that he had with Tex and ;Katie., i 

7 
	

What did you hear him say? 

"A 	I heard him say that there a 'man and 'a 

9 	 woman up in the hou.se, and that he had tied their 

.io 	hands and that he told them not to be afraid; that he 

was not going to hurt them. 

lg 	 "Q 	Did he say anything else to Leslie., 

s 	katie and Tex? 

"A 	Yes, at one point he instructed them, 

45 	for Leslie and Tex, to hitchhike back to the ranch, 

15 	 and for Katie to go to the waterfall." 

17 	 Of course you recall that on what oast likely 

8 was the mOrtling of the La Bianca murder the back house 

19 incident, Leslie Van Houten told Dianne Lake that she had 

gotten .a ride back from the Griffith Park area of Los 

21 ,gales, in other words she hitchhiked back. 

22 	Here 'we have Linda' testifying that Manion told 

23 Leslie, Katie and Tex to hitchhike back. 

24 	 In addition to those instructions,, ladies and 

25 gentlemen, Linda also recalls hearing Manson telling Tex, 

.26 Katie and Leslie not to cause fear and panic to the people. 
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4 

11 

He was concerned about the people. 

And although she is not positive, she testified: 

"It 'keeps ringing in my head that he said 

'Don't let them know you are going to kill them.'" 

Nov, wasnit that considerate, wasn't that 

considerate of Charles Manson?' 

I mean„ this man Charles Hanson ought to have 

amemortal, erected to him at/United, Nations in New York, 

ladies and gentlemen, or at any place in the world where 

the flag of peace hangs high. 

This man has got to. be one of the most peace 

repo loving menito NialiCtbe face of the earth. 

Can you imagine, he is so thoughtful and 

so. considerate of Lena -and Rosenlawta Bianca that he tells 

them not to be afraid, he is not going to hurt them and, 

mind you, ha doesn't even want his Zombies, Tear, Leslie and 

Katie to let the La Biancas know that they ate going to be 

murdered, because he doesn't. want-them to panic. 

Though their life blood, ladies and gentlemen., 

was going to be gushing out of their bodies in a matter of 

minutes, and they would be defenseless and brutally slain 

like animals, Charleslfanson tells them not to be afraid. 

Of course, -Why should they be afraid?' They 

had entrusted their welfare toChakie, and Charlie told 

them everything was going to be 41 right, and, Charlie 

woo:Matt lie. 

3a-,5 	1 
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Not only wouldnit Charlie lie, but the evidence 

at this trial shows that Charles Manson is as harmless as 

an emaciated moth. He wouldnIt hurt a glea. He vouldnit 

hurt en ant. ' 

The only problem is that he thinks it is just 

grand to murder human beings. Be,dgmbelieve in murdering 

human beings. 

Since Manson was able to leave Mr. and Mrs. La 

Xiiance in their home all by themselves while he walked back 

ta the ear, we can assume that Mr. and Mrs. La Bianca 

believed Charles Manson. when he told them that everything 

was going to be all right and he was not going to hurt them. 

If they didn't believe him, right after' he left, 

it seems to Xae that one thing they. could have done would be 

to run out of the house, to set help. 
Zaiol 

There is evidence that Leno's wrists were t-lwri.a. 

There is no evidence that Zeno and Rosemary had their° 

Beet tied. 

o if they did not fall for Charles Manson's 

Iles when he left the house, they could have ran out of the 

house for help, or they could have locked the door. 

They could have screamed for help, they could 

have called the police. 

They could have done One of many things. 
4' 4  

Apparently tIley id none of these things, ladies 

and gentlemen. 
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Manson probably left them still alive with 

pillowcases over their heads, and they probably thought he 

was just some freaked out hippie, and if they did everything 

he told, them to da and did not resist him, no harm would 

Come to them. 

To fool the La Biancus, ladies and gentlemen, 

'Charles Manson had to wear the same mask that'  he is wearing 

in, this court, just a. peace-tloving individual. 
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1 , 	 In fissuring them everything Was going to be' • 

Ilk 	
2 :all right, and not to be afraid, obviously Manson had to 

3  talk to. Mr. and Mrs, La Bianca. 

4 	 Gantt you Just picture the scene, ladies and 

5 , gentlemen, Lena and Rosemary with pillowcases over their.  

heads„. Manson saying to them: 

7 	 "You two piggies just stay put, now, and 

8 	 everything is. going to be all right," 

And then silently snaking, snaking out of that 

.1(y residence to go down and get his blood-thirsty robots. 

It, 	• — Mr, and Mts. La Bianca had 'no way of knOwipg 

12' that Charles Manson and his soft voice, his soft demeanor, 

13 was preparing them for their horrible death 

14, 

	

	 Linda testified that she did not hear all of 

the inStruptions Manson gave to "hex,, Katie and Letlie. 

i6 	 Outside Of the car, You recall, she said she 

' 17  heard bits and pieCes. 

She testified that when Tex, Katie and Leslie 

Is left the tar, she thinks each of them were carrying a change 

O of clothing in a bundle. 

Manson then got back in the ear ,and handed 

22 Linda a wallet. Linda testified that she did not ace the 

23 wallet in the car before Manson got out of the car. 

Shi also said it was the only thing that. Manson . 

appeared to have brought back to the car with him. 
t1Q, 	Did he tell you to do anything 2 , 
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this is while we were driving off -- 'OEM and then 

the wallet, 

114 

wallet? 

did you do that? 

Yes, I did. 

Did you. remove the change from the 

Yes, I did. 

What did yOu do with the chtt.nGe? 

I believe I put' it in the glove 

compartment," 

now, Linda testified that when she opened the 

wallet she Saw credit cards and a driver's license with a 

woman's picture on it, and she remembers the woman having 

dark hair, 

And I asked her the,  name of the driver's license. 

She testified: 

tt.4 

f rpm  

1,6,962 
• 
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14 

11: 

12.  

13.  

14 

15 

16 

Is 

'19  

21 

. zz 

23 

24 • 

25 

26 

"with respect to this wallet after he handed 

it to you? 

Yes, he did. 

What did he tell you? 

He tot. me to take the change out 

of the wallet and to wipe off the fingerprints, 

and we drove a feW blocks and he told me that he 

wOuld stop, and he wanted me to throw it out on 

the sidewalk. 

111, 	Well, when he, gave you those 

instructions abbut wiping the fingerprints off 
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' 6, 

8 

'9 

11 

18,963 

11I remember flashing on her last name. 

/ couldn't pronounce it. I just remember that 

it was a strange name, maybe Mexican or Italian 

or something.IT 

When I asked her 'what color the wallet was, she 

said, "I thought it Was red, bright red, I don't know, 

I'm not positive." 

I then shoWed Linda this wallet, People's 65 --

the change is still in the• envelope, I won't take that Out 

and Linda identified this as being the wallet which 

- Charles Matson gave her on the night of the is Bianca 

murders, and she said she wiped the fingerprints off of it. 

Now, yOu will note that Rosemary La Bianca does 

have dark hair. 

Linda said the woman On the driver's license 

had dark hair, and I believe the name La Bianca might be 

difficult for Linda to pronounce. 

She said she thought it was either Mexican or 

Italian. I believe Len° and Rosemary Were Italian. 

You will also notice when you look at the 

contents of this wallet that ,t' contains many credit cards, 
1 Linda said the wallet had many credit card!' in.it. 

You will notice that this waIlet.is not red, 

nor was it ever red)  according to drank'Struthers, 

Which is Rosemary's son, I think you should keep a couple 

of points in mind with respect to this*z 

2 

3 

4•  

13 

.14 

zs 
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17 

18. 
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2 

3 

6 

9 

.10 

Number one, Linda never did say that wallet 

Was categorically red; she never did say that. 

$he said, "1 thought it was red," But then she 

added, "But I don't know, I'm not Positive." 

Keep in mind the further point that this 

obviously was a very fast-moving situation, this was late 

at night, obviously dark in the car.. 

Linda's error with respect to that color is a 

completely minor discrepancy and certainly understandable. 4/<' 

With respect to the change in the wallet,. al-

though Linda thought she had removed all of the change from 

the wallet, she did say she did not look in all the 001... 

:partments of the Wallet, so when she removed the change 

from one of the Compartments she probably assumed there was 

no further change in the wallet, but apparently there was. 

Again;, keep in. mind the faet.mOving situationi 

very dark, and that Was not a big issue to Linda, every 

penney or every quarter in the wallet 

With respect to Manson telling her to throw the 

wallet out 'of the window, T asked Linda: 

"Did he tell you why he wanted you to throw the 

Wallet out pf the window?" 

.she answered: 0Yet2  he did. He said he 

wanted a black person to pick'it;;UP and use the credit 

cards sDthat the people, the estaplikhment.would think .  

it was some sort or an organized group that killed these 

11 

12 

20 

21 

22,  

23 

24 
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18,965 
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30 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

'4. 

15 

16 

1.7 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

people." 

Presumably the Black Panthets. 

However, Manson changed his mind and told Linda 

not to throw it out of the window of the oar. He, changed 

his bind at that point. 
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3c-1 

2 

• 3 
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9.  

.10  
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22.  

23 
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Manson then got on a freeway which Linda said • 

did not appear to be too fax from the La Bianca residence. 

While on the freeway Linda vas in the front 

passenger seat and Susan Atkins _and clerdwere in the back 

seat. 

As they were idriving Me.n.son said. that he wanted 

to show blackie how to' do it, driving on a freeway Manson. 

says "1 want to show Blackie howto.do it. ty 

Well, we know what he was talking about of course. 

In other words, brutally murdering seven white 

members, Q.£ the establishment was going to be an example 

for the black man to, follow, a blueprint, as it were, for 

blackie to follow in igniting Helter Skelter. 

Linda said Manson. drove a long way on the 

freeway and eventually got off the freeway and pulled into 

a gasoline station which he said was right off the freewaY. 

H Q 	To your knowledge did he purchase any 

gas? 

No, he didat.t. 

"Q 	What did he do? 

"A. 	Re parked right in front of the ladies 

room and he told me to take the 'wallet and place it 

somewhere where it 'wouldn't t be 'found for a long time." 

Then I asked Linda, "Did he tell you why he 

Wanted you to place the wallet in a womatxt s rest-room?' 

She answered:•  
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. "Us, so that a black man or a black 

woman, whoever, would find it tad use the credit 

cards. 

	

11Q, 	Was there any type of a business estab- 

lishment next to the gasoline station? 

Yes, there as a restaurant. 

	

"-Q, 	Pas there'anything In particular you 

recall about this restaurant 

Orange, the color orange, it just seemed 

to radiate the color orange!  

	

g 	There' seemed to be something orange 

' 12 

13 

14 

16 . 

17 

la 

19.  

• 20.  

22 

about this restaurant? 

"A ,Us." 

Linda said 'that she went into the rest-robin with the 

wallet and; 

"I picked up the top of the toilet 

bawl, the cover,. I lifted it upgnd placed the 

vallet on ..the ball, or some sort of thing that is 

in the toilet that helps'kou flush the toilet, 

and put the lid back down," 

Linda identified Peopless 7 as being a photograph 

of a gasoline station, a Standard Station on. Ensenada Boule- 

vard in Sylmar. 

Now, you will notice that Denny's Restaurant in 

the background does have what appears to be an orange sign. 

I presume it radiates at night. 

2 

4 

s 

9 

11 
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This photograph shows Denny's Restaurant, the 

2 background, the pumpS of the service station. 

	

3 	 This is. People's 70, ladies and gentlemen, and 

this shows behind the toilet 	and Linda placed an X on 

s the spot where she placed the wallet, and that is the top 

6 '.of the over-flow valve here, the top of the over-flow valve. 

The same place, of course, whore Charles Koenig 

:a found the 'wallet in December of '69. 

Koenig -- I will cover histestimony nest and 

jcs then we will get back to Linda.' 

Koenig testified that an DeceMber loth,,' x969, 

12 he was working as an attendant at a Standard service station 

13' on Bnsenada Boulevard in Sylmar. 

On that date he cent in the womants rest-room 

is to clean it -- the -water was running -- he lifted vii,the 

lid and found a wallet. 

	

17 
	 X showed him 65. 

	

18 
	 He said "This is the -wallet 1 found." 

	

19 
	 showed him 70 for identification, a photo 

23 inside in. 

He pointed out the spot *Where he found the wallet, 

22 the same identical spot where Linda found the wallet. 

	

23 
	 He opened the wallet, he recognized the name, 

21 apparently, from theSe murders. He called the police; 

25' they came out and picked up the wallet. 

Now, goenig's finding that wanet, ladies and 
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18,969 

the same gasoline station in the vast 

Los Angeles„ finding it in -bhe same gasoline 

Linda said she ,left it, and finding it at the 7 ,  
the gas station,the same place where she said 

gentlemen, in 

metropolis of 

station where 

same place in 

she had placed it, obviously proves beyond,all'aoubt that 

Linda gasabian was with these defendants on the night of 

the La V.ianca murders. 	
, A 	. , 

When Linda returned to the car from the rest-roam, 

Hanson had bought four milkshakes -- four milkshakes at the' 

restaurant, presumably Denny's, had one, and gave one each 

to Linda, Clem and Sadie. 

Be had just left TeX and Leslie and Katie off 

to mutdet Leto and Rosemary La Bianca, and Charles .Manson is 

buying milkshakes. 

What adjectives or words can I use to describe 

this? Can i say unbelievable? 

Unbelievable means you can't believe it, Well, 

apparently it happened. 

Manson instructed Linda to become the driver of 

the car at this point. She drove off from the gas station. 

Manson, was seated on her, tight. Manson told her to get on 

the freeway, and she recalls driving a long way, for an 

hour or so, eventually dnding'up in the beach area off the 

Q9eark, 

Linda doesn't recall what town or near what 

town she Stopped. She' testified she really didn't know 
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TIQ 'What happened after you stopped the car? 

Ve all got out of the car, started 

la, 970 

'where they were. 

walking towards the beach, we got dawn to the beach,

walked on the sand and Charlie told Clem and Sadie 

to stay a little bit behind us. 

"And Charlie and I started walking. hand 

in baud on the beach, and it'was.sort of nice, you 

know, we were just talkngs; add I gave him some 

peanuts, and be just.of made-me forget about OverytIling, 

jUst made me feel good. 

"I told him I was pregnant'and Started' 

walking. 

"I remember we got on same concrete. 

We came to a gate and there was a man there, and we 

just vent walking. 

"We got to ,a.side street, a cornet, and 

a paide car came by and stopped and asked what we 

were doing. 

"And Charlie said "'We are just going for 

a walk. " 

"Charlie said something like "DoWt you 

know who I am?" or "Dion"t you remember my name?' As 

if the policeman were supposed to knaw him. 

"hey just. said no. It Was a friendly 

conversation. :It just lasted for a minute. Timm' 

.they walked back to the car." 
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. 	 , 
"With respect to this converaatien with the 

1 
policemen, did they write your names down? 

"Not that I saw, no, 
S 

Did you see them, write anything 114 

down? 

"No, they didn't even ask our names, 

"They did not ask your name or Mr, Manson's 

name? 

"No, 

'rand you were in their presence for how 

long? 

"inst for about a minute. 

"Where was Clem and Sadie at that point, 

if you know? 

"1 don't know, but when we got back to. 

the car, they were already there. 

"What is the next- thing that happened? 

"I tookOVer driving still. We just 

. pulIed out of the parking spot, drove down the 

hill;  got back the same way we had come in, 

and Charlie asked us, if we knew any people on 

the beach." 

Charlie wanted to pay a ,social visit, apparently, 

at 5:Q0 in the morning to say hello to someone and ask them 

how they were reeling and maybe have a cup of coffee and. 

then drive oft. 

2I, , 

:22 
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18,972  

They all told Charlie they7did not know anyone 

at the beach. 

"Then he looked at me and,he said, 'What about 

that man you and Sandy met?' . 

"He oaid, 'Isn't he a piggy?' 

"I said, 'Yes, he is. an actoi.f 

"And then he further questioned Me.an4 he 

asked me if the man would lot me in. 

"And I said, 'Yes.' 

"And. he Asked me if the man would let 

ray friends• it, Sadie and Clem, 

"And I said, 'Yes.' 

"And he said, 'Okay. X want you to 

kill him,' and be gave me a small pocket knife. 

"And at this point I said, 'Charlie, I 

am not you, I cannot kill anybody. 

"And X don't know what took place at that 

moment, but X was very much. afraid.. 

"And then he started to 'tell me how• to.  go 

about doing it, and I remember x had the knife 

in, my band, and X asked him, 4With this?' 

"And he said, 'Yes,' and he showed me how 

to do it." 

And she indicated on the witness stand* 

50144  'As soon as you enter the 

residence, the house, as soon as you see the 
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18,973 

1 

2 

a 

6 

7 

"man, slit his throat right away." 

And he told Clem to shoot him. 

'And then, Also, he said it anything 

went wrong, yOu know, not to do it„: 

"Who was this. man inVeniCe? 

"He was -a man that Sandy and 1: had 

met some day when we were hitchhiking and-hir 

picked us up. 

"We went to his apartment and had some- 

thing, to eat, and then took showers and 1 made 

love with him, 

"How long prior to this particular night 

did thiS man pick you up? 

"1 dOn't knew, a week, maybe a little bit 

more, 

"Do you know where he picked you up? 

"Yes, it was in Venice down near the 

pier area. it was on the road, 

°This man who picked you up,' did he 

"tell yOu what his Occupation. was? 

"Yes, he was an actor," 
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"Did he give you any indication or 

any evidence that he was an actor? 

"Yes, he showed me some pictures that 

he had played in, 'a movie, something to do 

with Kahlil Gibran, he played a part in a 

mo,'•Yie about Kahlil Gibran.. at is all I 

remember," ' 

6. 

7 

Linda testified that Manson,,  Sadie, Clem and 
. 	4 

she then drove to the manta apartment in Venice. 

'8 

9 

ti 
10 HQW faiowas this man's aPartient, 

12 

13 

15 

16 • 

from where you and Charlie had walked on the - 

beach approximately? 

"Quite a ways. 

"What happened after you arrived at 

this Pan's apartment? 

"Charlie wanted me to show him Where. he 

lived, 17 

"'Did you do that? 

"Yes, I did. 

"Did you get out of the oar with Charlie? 

"Yes. 

"What aboUt Sadie and Clem? 

"Nod they stayed behind.  

°What is the next thing that happened? 

"We entered the building and we walked up 

the stairs, I am not sure if Y took him to the 
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I 
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18 

"top • floor -.- I am not sure exactly what 

floor S took him to. 

"Then 1 pointed out a'door which was 

not his door. 

"Which was not the actor's door? 

eyes.  

"What is, the next thing that happened? 

"Then we walked back downstairs to the 

cat, and he gave Clem a gun, 

"Charlie Manson gave him a gun? 

nes. 

"At this point h'e.Said something -- 

"When you say the,' You are talking about. 

Charles Manson/ 

"Yes.. 

"He said that if anything went Wrong; 

.yoURnow, lust hang it up, don't do' it; and of 

course, to hitch hike back to the ranch, and for 

Sadie.  to go to the waterfall.." 

Manson told Clem and .Sadie that• while Linda 

knocked on the door, for theM to Wait arOund the corner 

until she entered and asked the man if they could come in. 

"Did either Clem or Sadie say anything to 

Mr. Manson at thii. point? 

nio, tot that I know Of. 

"Then you say Charlie drove off? 

20 
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"Yes. 

"What is the next thing that happened? 

"nem, Sadie and Myself walked up,-- I 

believe I took them to the fourth floor)  because 

I know I didn't go all the way to the top r- and 

I went -- as I entered the hallway, whatever it 

is, Where all the doors,arel  I went straight to 

-- to the first door, and I knocked..  

"They hid behind the corner. 

"When you say 	You are referring to 

whom? 

"Sadie and Olem. 

"And / knocked on the door, which I knew 

Wasn't the door, and a man said, 'Who is it?' 

"And I. Saidl  lbinda, 

"And he'.sort  of bpened the door and peeked 

around the oorner o, and I 'just said, 'Oh, 'excuse 

Pe. Wrong dbor.' 

"And that was it. 

"go* long did you look at thiS,man who: 

"opened the doorT 

"Zust for a Split second." 
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Linda identified this as being a photograph, of 

the actor, and we learned his name as being Saladin 

Nader from the next witness, vhom I will discuss in a 

moment. 

And these are photographs here, ladies and 

gentlemen, of the beach house apartments in Venice, and 

the actor lived on the top floor. 

This is the place where. Manson dropped Linda 

and Sadie and Clem off, 

I will get back to Linda shortly. 'Let's discuss 

Elinor Lalley. 

she testified: that she is the manager of those 

apartments, and she identified them. 

As I say, Lalley identified the photograph, 

Peoplets 77)  as being Saladin Nader, and said he lived 

room 501 of the apartment from July 22nd, 1969, to late 

March of 1970. 

She said the beach house had five floors, 

and Nader lived on. the top floor. 

Of course, Linda said that the actor lived on 

the top floor. So, there it just obviously no question 

in. the v/orld that the actor whom Linda was testifying 

about and whom she identified in that photograph, as the 

same person that Elinor Lalley was talking about, Saladin 

Nader, Vho lived on the top floor. lie was an actor.. 

sow, assuming -- of course, -we dontt know, 
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13@dause ?fader has not been able 'to be located 	assuming 

that Nader as in. his apartment - house that night 7- we 

dont t know, but if .he was -- "But for" '" " Mit for". rr  

Lindax s deliberately knocking on the wrong door, the 

• probabilities are great there would have been eight 

murders-, not seven; on these two nights of horrendous 

murder. 

.Recall that Clem Tufts had a gun which Xanson 

hadj3iVen him, And Sadie was with Clem, waiting around the 
• — 

corner. 

NOW,. I am . noiieying, ladies and gentlemen, 

i6t:I.Anda Kasabian tieServe.-F;an  y medal, any award from 

the Kivanis Club or anything like that, all T am saying 

isi tivt therg is a •distinct 'possibility that she saved 

the life of a human being on the night of the La Bianca, 

mardert, and this ,act '1:›y Linda in deliberately knocking on 

the wrong door .shows, along with all the other evidence 

it this case about .,her, that although she is not an angel--

and we have never 'said she was; And she would be the first 

one to admit that she is not an angel -- she is not 

cut out of the same cloth that these defendants are. 

Kfaep one further point in mind. Linda was 

not a hard-core member of this Family. She had just 

joined the Family a little over one month before these 

two nights of murder; whereas, Sadie Ilad been with Manson 

for over two years, and Katie and Leslie for over one year. 
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16 

I asked Linda why she knoCked on the wrong door. 

I said, "Why did you. knock on the wrong door, Linda? 

"When you knocked on the door of this 

apartment, did you know it was the wrong door? 

"Yes I did. 

"Why did you knock on the wrong door, 

Linda? 

"Because Z didn't want to kill anybody. 

"After the man answered the door and you 

had that brief exchange with him, what is the 

next thing that liappened? 

"Sadie Went to the bathroom. 

"Where did'ethe go to the bathroom? 

"As We were walking downstairs, oh the 

small 	I:don't know how to say it. 

"All right." 

"What is the next thing that:happened? 

"We,got down to the beach, and it was day 

break, and we started walking 'on the boardwalk -. 

the Speedway, I think-44they call 	and Clem 

wanted'to get rid of the gun." 

This is the, gun Manson gave him. 

"So, he walked down to the pier-to ataah it. 

And he. came back with the gun and said that there were 

people around, so he didn't stash it. 

"So we kept walking. I think Sadie and 
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1 

2 

3 

stopped in the ladies' room for a few minutes. 

"The ladies' room where? 

"On the beach near the pier. 

"And we kept walking, and we came to a 

SandpiI0 with houses, and Clem -. Y didn't 

watch him, but he walked up to the sandpile4  

and I don't know what he did with the gun, but 

he didn't have it when he Mlle down. 

"What is the next thing that happened? 

"We kept walking, and we started hitch- 

hiking on the entrance to Route ly I believe it 

is, the ocean freeway, towards Malibu. 

"Was this Pacific Coast Highway? 

"Yes." 

Linda, testified that someone picked them up and 

left thel off at the beginning of Topanga Canyon Boulevard 

by the. ocean. 

They stopped at a house beside the Malibu reed 

13in, and then they visited a. friend of Sadie's. 

There was a tan there, an olderman„ at the 

home, and they entered, and all five of therm smoked 

marijuana. 

This is the Feed Bin, and .this4s ,the home next 

to the Feed Bin where they stopped. 

She said for about an houto  T.hin'theygot two 

more rides, hitchhiking, the last driver letting Clem and 
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Linda off at the beginning of the Santa Susanna Pass, and 

they walked to the ranch, and Sadie went on with the driver. 

When Linda arrived back at the ranch it was daylight. 
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"After .these two particular nights), 

Linda, that you have been testifying to for the 

past few days, did you try to leave Spahr}. Ranch? 

"Yes, I did, 

"When did you first try to leave 

Spahn Ranch? 

'The morning 'after the second night."-- 

- the morning after the second night being, apparently, 

imorning of August the 11th, 1969. 

"12 

14 

15 

1.6 

10 

19: • 

20 

2L 

22 

23- 

a : 

• a 

She said: 

"Once I had woken up, everybody was 

s1eep•ing" atut, there -was nobody around, and 

I rf.membef paoking a sleeping bag with a few of 
" 

,`. Wanyat- si c1othes'a0 • Chfuige of clothes for myself, 

04 walking down.  behind the ranch into the gully 

,en4 pp` throUgh the 'corral. and planting the sleeping 

bag on, the side of the road into some bushea.• 

"Why ;did yo0..plant the sleeping bag 

Where you planted it? 	. - 

"-Why cad I hide it at  the Spot? 

Now She is asking me. queStionS. 

"Well)  I had to hide it because I had 

- to hide tt. 
rtl could not walk out of there. • 

"Linda, what did you do after you 

44-1. •  
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"the sleeping bag? 

"I walked back to the ranch, and I 

don! t know exactly what I did. 

"That night I remember I took care of 

Tanya. They called. them elves, they called the 

children elves, so I took care of the elves. 

remember Barbara was there,1' Apparently Barbara 

lioyt 

happened next? 

"I planned to leave that night, but • 

then nighttime came I was afraid because there 

; - 	,.were people walking around with guns, the guards. 

, 	 • "Wd. wei'e the.  guards? 

"I don-!t,knOw.. 
1 I : 

"Bete` -these 'guards members of the Family.? 

"here were they walking? 

"Usually they walked all around the 

tandu ,.aometimes - they stood on. the roof. - 

"What is. the next,thing that happened?" 

She . said:' 

"So I didn't. leave that night. 

"Then the next Morning" 	this apparently 

'would be the morning -of August the 12th, 1969 'P"' 

"The next morning, Charlie came.  to me and told me 

that he wanted ire -to go to Sybil Ilrancl, to see 
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"Yes. 

"Did you, in fact, do that? 

"Yes, i  did. 

"How. did you do it? Did you hitchhike 

13 
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• 4.  
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4e fls. 22 

• 13 

24 
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26 

"Mary and Sandy because they were in jail, and 

also to go  to 	I dont know the name of the 

r.think it is in this district 	to 

see Bobby BeausOleil. 

"You, say W. Manson wanted you to 

go- 4nto town and visit Mary and Sandra and Bobby 

Beausoleil? 

into town? 

n 

"There was a new ranch hand that had 

coMe o the 	to hap out with the horses. 

Re was.  employS 	Spahn, and he hada ear. 

He'lto could" use his car, and he • showed, me,. 

you ktlow,,how, 	to 'dive it, and certain things to 

watch out for. 

"So 'this i& the 'car-  that I used." 

• We found out that was David Harimmit car„ 

and I will: get into that .shortly.. 

. 	, 	• 
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"Did you actually see Sandra and 

Mary that day? 

"NO, I did not. 

"You were unable to see them? 

"Yes, 

"Did you make an effort to see them? 

"Yes, I did. 

"What happened? How come you didn,t, 

see them? 

"They Were in oourt.." 

nlow, there was a stipUlation, of course, 

that Mary.Brunner and Sandra GOOd were tn. court 

on that date," August the 12th, 19.69. 

nMary, and Sandy were in court, and when 

I went to see Bobby, the men, whoever you show 

your identification to, wouldn't accept my 

identification. 

"Did you then return to Spahn Ranch.? 

"Yes, I did, 

"Did you toll Mr.,'MansOn that you were 

unable.to see these three people? 

"Yes, 

"What did Manson say to you,. if anything„ 

when yoU told him that? 

Nell, he told me be wanted me to go4gain 

the next day, and also it was around suppertiMe, 

• 
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so he told who  and X believe,  3* was Littls 

Patti)  t*. 	or a orbazto run)  and to Iltit 
At the waterfall. 

"kihat 1u tila twat to 	that happeneils 
I4ndat 

4Litt10 Patti:Ana X went 4nd got sotAe 

food, I remeptier-we get a pits*, an* we came 
back. to the ranch. 

Ex %wet rossatbar how w WI to the itatorc- 
tall. 'It soma to no loo *Or* on true, and we 

ItoAt & ditrarant routs that 3 has now boon 
- Wore* 

mere were A rew'Veeple that 1 ttidnft know)  

zuorto-x  anylitay #  we Vot.to the watorrani, and 
- practically the whole lewdly was there. 

1 don't think Charlie came with us. X 

thinkhe stayed at the ranch. 

. 	Charlie told ste;and X soli**. Tex 

end lull* and Little Pattl*  to come bask the .  

next mornine„ which we did*m 

X will lea*. Lind‘t just rot. A second*  

Deputy -Ralph rshall testified,ihat on 

August the atu, 41691  he ierreated:4Andra 0004 -. that is 

Ltndy 	and Mary 3r az 	tourecoklerp 	c sri Mir$ 

are tho people that Linda rittorroa tn. Arrested thou 

on Au5ust the 8thl  190 end transported thoo to pyill 
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1 Brand Institute For Women. 

2.  	Lieutenant Holt of the Sherifrs Office 

s • testified that the Sheriffls records reflected that Sandra 

4 Goode and Mary Brunner Were booked at Sybil Brand On, 

,August the 8th.,. 1969, at 1(421 

Sergeant Whiteley testified that Beausoleil Was 

.booked on. August the 7th, 1969, in the County jail. 

on August 120  1969, Sandra Good, Mary Brunner 

nd Bobby BeausOlell were still in jail. 

o 	 Gloria HardaWay„ a clerk at Sybil Brand; 

13; testified that Sandra Good wat released August 12th at 

12 :3 :12 p 

as 

	

	 Mrs, Birch is another clerk. She tettified, 

that Nary Brunner was released September 23, 1969. 

1s 	 And Sergeant Whiteley testified that. Beausoleil 

'16'was transferred out of the County Jail in June of 1970, 

17 	 'So, this all confirms .Linda's testimony that 

14 Manson told her to gO, down and visit Nary Brunner and Sandra 

19 Good and Bobby Beausoleil right around the time that they 

20 were'still in custody. It is totally compatible with 

21 LindatitestimonY. 

22 	 Obviously, he is not going to tell Linda to 

. 23 see Sandra,. Mary and Bobby if they werenft, in point of 

24 fact, in jail. 
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The next morning, whiCh would have been 

August 13, 1969, Linda testified that she got up early 

in the morning and dressed as if she wore, going into town 

to the jail again, as. Manson hadinstilicted her to. do. 

In other wordel,she more a straight dress, 

as she calls it, the saie dress she ha&worn the proVioiii 

day; nylon stockingsl . fixed her' hair and put makeup on, 

like she was going into town.- 

Then she went to the parachute room to get, 

a. bag with diapers and pins and Other things that she laid.  

the had bidden back in the room. 

gowever, when she entered there Manson wag 

sleeping there with a new girl, Stephanie -- Stephanie 

Shramm. 
and 

She said goodbye to Manson,/obviously he 

must have thought she Was going to town again t* the jail 

As he instructed her to do. She was dressed the same way 

she had been,the previous day. 

"When you said goodbye to Mr. Manson 

did you intend to leave Los Angeles? 

"Yes, I did.. 

"Did you tell Mr, Man on that you 

intended to leave Los. Angeles? 

"No, I did not. 

"Why didn't you tell him2 

"I was afraid to tell him. 
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"When. you; said.  goodbye to. Mr. Iviaiasoria' 

did he say anything to You? 

"Yes, he juSt Said, 'Bye.' 

"Wbat is the next thing you did? 

"I lett the parachute room and I walked 

in front Of the ranch4' 

'No, excuse me.' 'walked down the end 

of the frOnt building towards.thecorral and 

I,spoke with the owner of the tar, I belie re 

his name is Dave tann440. I did tot know his name 

at the time. 

"And also BrUce Davis was there, and he 

gave me a credit card, a Shell credit card and 

$2, and I said, ''Goodbye.' 

°Did you tell Mr. Eannum where you were 

going with his car? 

"Noi I think he knew from the previous 

day that I was. gging. to do the same thing or 

he thought I was going to do the same thing. 

"The preYioue day you alio received 

Mr. Rannum's tar? 

"Yea, I did. 	, 

"Did you tell him why you wanted the car 

at that point? 

"Yes, I 

"What did you tell him? 

  

• 
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r • 

I 	 "I had tO so to 'town tO, see a few 

2 	.people. 

"Now, this last day that you ate talking 

12• 

9 

IU 

5 

7 

about you also asked nim for the car?'' 

"Yess  I did, 

"Why did you want the oar the second day?' 

"I wanted it tO escape. 

"Did yOu tell Mr, aannum yOu wanted thin 

car to escape2 

"Nol  1. did not. 

"Did YoU tell Bruce Davis -that you wanted 

to e-Scalie? 

"140s  I did not. 

l'Did you then gat 1r. aannumls.  car? 

"Yes I did. 

"Do you know what type Of ear it was?" 

$he said; "1 believe it was a Volvo," 

18 

•".9 
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"What was the inext thing you -did? 

"I got into the car and I drove away. 

I 'drove from the., ranch, and I stopped and got out 

of the car beside where I placed my sleeping bag, 

picked it up, pat it in the back seat and 

continued to drive. 

"Did. you look for Tanya? 

"No, because I knew.  she was at the 

waterfall. 

"Who was. .she with? 

• , 
	 "She was in the care of a friend'of 

mine when I last saw her. 

"Was there Any reason you .did not stop 

and pick 	; • 

"'She. 	wit lx the Whole Family and there 

• was no waY withon,E•beingr:;4uestioned that I could 
,there 

go. dovaand take her. 
) 

• • 	"So you left Spahn Ranch then:  in 

hap fuel's Volvo? 

"Yes, I did, 

"Why did you leave the Spahn kanch 

without Tanya? 

"I knew that I had. to leave, and something 

within myself told. me that Tanya would be all right; 

that nothing ,would happen, to her, and that' now was 

:the time to leave,, and that I knew I would come back 25 , 
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"and get her. 

"1 was just confident that she would 

be all right. 

'4ftei'' you drove off from Spabu Ranch 

where did you drive to? ' 

"Well, the day before I picked up two 

young hitchhiker's, and 1 told them basically 

about my plan, that I :gas escaping from thi$ place,•  

and I. had to get my daughter, and they had credit 

cards which were legal; they had their awn credit 

- 'card and they were going to pay for the gas 

',agave. them a ride to 'New Mexico. 

"So I told them I mould, pick them .up. 

the next:day, which I.dith" 
; 	I 

She said sho picked them up in a certain area, 

but ihe didn't Itnow etactlyvhere it was, two or three 

miles away from the ranch she •picked them up, around seven 

br _eight ceclook',, anetheY•started to drive to New Mexico. 

En route, she •testified that the carbroke down 

near Albuquerque, and she hitchhiked into Albuquerque. 

The car was about 2-0 miles from town. 

She spoke 'to a towing man. 

She used the credit card that Evade Davis 

had given her. 

The man called up on the card and said. it was 

illegal. 
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Sol  she said she bad to leave the car in 

Albulperque, aad because of that, she urote the Family 

a letter and enclosed the keys to Hannumls ear, told htn 

where the car N./4S and it would cost $20 to pick it up. 

Lad she sad alter that, r.',he hitchhiked to 

Taos, New Mexico. 

I will •talk briefly about David Hamm, 

mam testified that he started working as 

a ranch hand at „Spahn Ranch on August the 12th, 1969. 

That is the first day he started to work there, 

so -44 knew the dat.e. 

And he did testify thr,t he owned 4 1961 Volv-o. 

He said that 1.%ugust the'12th he loaned Linda 
• 

g.asabian'hls
, 
 ear because he. 4aid',the :first -day he came to 

work at ther-n.ch. he ,loaned Linda Itatabian his car, which 
• •f 

:is.' cOsi,.steikt 'with 'Linda's t;cdtimny. 

told him that who bad to go into town. 
: 	; 	, 

Tha not day' he again gave Linda the car to 

go into town, but sho never returnad with it. 

PGain, -completely censistent vitt), Lind& s 
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Hann= said that two weeks after Linda took 

the car, Susan, Atkins gave his a torn-up.  Piece of letter 

without an envelope. The letter was from Linda saying 

she Vas sorry 'for taking the car and telling him 'where the  

car was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the following 

month he picked the.  car up. 

Incidentally, liannum said at one time he 

killed a. rattlesnake at Spahn tench in Mr.. Manson s. 

presence, and this apparently angered Charlie Manson. 

xn other words, when Mr. and Mrs. La Dianca 

were just haviti; the knife stuck into their bodies and 

the blood is gLishing out of their bodies, he ,is drinking 
_. 	. 	. , 

Milkshakesi—but he gi* oixtretely infuriated when. a 

rattlesnake killed... , 	• - 

	

meson 	liow.‘Wbuld you like it if I 

chopppd your head vff? 
_ • 	, 

Then Manson said: I'd rather kill ,people 

than animals. 

A rattlesnake., ladies and gentlemen. Can you 

believe it? A rattlesnake is worth more to Charles 

EanSon than the lives of human beings. 

On August 13, just a few days after these 

murders, Manson' told Hann= that the blacks were going to 

take over and kill all the whites. 

Catting back to Linda, as you recall, somewhere 

between Los Angeles and Albuquerque, Linda picked up a 

4 

6. 

7 
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4h-2 1 : hitchhiker named Breckenridge to whom she. related many 

things put into he head by Manson and the Family. 

• She said it 'was her purpose to see what 

Breckenridge thought about these ideas. 

 

Mind you, Linda had just escaped, just 

•escaped a day or so earlier from Charles Manson and 

Spahn 1.anch. and the Family, and all these sick, far-,out, 

weird ideas that Manson bad impregnated her mind with 

were 'still fresh in her 

So, ,obviously,-  she wanted to find out from 

.someone.. outside the romily whether the ideas h,ad any 

Merit, or vete pure unadultered hogwash. So, she started 

7 

8
' 

9,  

xx 

,..a2 

  

• talking to Breckenridge'. .. 	.,_,.. 

pine.  in .14.6s,tiew*Mexico,. she looked up her 

husband,t!ob ' Xasablan., and fotind him. living in a commune 
I 	 , • 

- 	 - 
'called torten.,

f 
 a few milei from Thou, living with another 

woman. 

She told him about the murders. Mother 

thing she told him vas "Charlie flipped out and had a 

who bunch of people killed." 

She also told him that she had seen some of 

the people get killed. 

"I told him, that Tanya was' still bank there, 

and he told me that we had to go. back." 

The reason, that I em' going into, this, in a 

fair amount of detail IS because the defense is going to 
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issue out of everything that Linda did, 

Breckenridge, running away from the ranch. 

will read it now and then during my closing 

vont t have to . 

make a big 

talking to 

argument I 

t. 
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"I told him that Tanya was still back 

there, and he told me that wez hadto,go back.° 

This is what herhu#band, Bober,_ told her. 

"And I said, 'Yes, I know,/ but '1I'm afraid• 

to go back because I'm afraid we will be )411eav T, 

"So he said, 'Well, he was living with 

another woman at the time, Susan,,' and:he Said,; 

.'Well, I will send Susan baCk's 

"And I said, 'No, that wouldn't work 

either.' 

"So he said to give him the day, and he 

would think, you, know o'some way to go back and 

get Tanya out. 

wAnd I could not.stay with him because he 

was with another woman, so I hitchhiked back 

10 
	 into Taos, and went to Joe Sage's house, whom I 

met earlier. 

' 	"Who is this Joe Bagel 

"He ran, it is called Zen Buddhist Macro-

biotic Retreat," 

I imagine he is some type of a character.. 

He was' known, however, Linda says, for helping people-in, 

trouble, Maybe he wasn't a character. 

"He was known for helping people in 

trouble, giving assistance to people and 

things like this.' 

20,  
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"Is this why you went to hi a? 

"A. 	• Yes. 

=Inlet happened next? 

"I asked him for $100 to take a plane 

bank; 

' 	"At first X would not tell, hit et,, 	just 

Caine out and asked him for WO to take a plate 

to LOA Angeles; that my baby Was thire'and 

had to go and get her. 

"And he kept questioning me, le 1.4s not 

willing to help me unless I told him. 

"So X just very, very barely went into 

it, 

°X told him. X knew about the Sharon Tate 

murders and the people that had Tanya were these 

people' that killed Sharon Tate, and that is 

baSically What I told him. 

Nhen you told Joe Sage this, was any 

'other person present.? 

"Yes„ there was, 

"Who was? 

"A boy named Jeffrey. 

"Did Joe Sage eVentually give you. some.  

Money? 

"Yes, he did. 

"How'muoh money did he give you? 
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"Ile gave ne 4 two-way ticket to Los 

Angeles and back.°  

.1n, other words, he did, not give her any money, 

she said, 

I take that back. 

nos, he, gave me the actual'utmey, yes, 

but it was exactly enough for there and, back," 

So,, she is the 'oile that bought the: ticket-, 

So, she flew here to, Loa Angeles. , 

I Asked her °Do yiliWknow,approXimately 

2 

4 

10,  

12' 

" 13 

. 	' 
1$: 

16 

when you flew back to Loe,AngeleeT 

"Well, it took a few days to firld ,out, 

because in the meantime.from what 4,05 Sage told 

mel  he, Joe Sage, called Charlie at the ranch-: 

and asked Charlie if what.I had told him'is. the 

truth; and he- said that Charlie said that 

flipped out and My ego was not ready to die 

and I 1ban away, 

It is not quite that easy, 'i5 it, lediee and 

.gentlemen? 

21 
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• 
Linda is the one that flipped out according tO 

'Charlie. 

Of course, she didn"t think.  Charlie was going 

to tell Joe Sage: let, Linda told you the truth, I did 

order these seven murders, Joe. 

YOu don't think that Cnarlie is going to tell 

Joe Sage that. Obviously nut. 

And then she said that she called the ranch 

and she asked for Charlie, and he was not there, and she. 

say's that she believes she spoke to Squeaky. 

/ , 
	She can't remember the conversation too well, 

She recalled that she asked where Tanya Was. 

And Squeaky, or whoever it was that spoke to 

'fieri' told her that they: had. gat butted, they had been 
„ 

' arrested„ and Tanya was . in a "foster. home 

• 	1 ' 	, 0.?1. she saidAt she believed they gave her 
,, 	-,  
the name- of the social woker.-. 

, , a 
”; "And' then X spoke With patty Erenwinkel, 

and she said something .to the. effect, 1 Yott just 

• couldn't wait to open your big mouth, could you?) • 

"And I said, 'Well, you don't have 

to -worry about this man„ he is not going to-  say 

'anything,i or:something like'. that,. 

i'lleferring to Joe.  Sage? . 

"YOS. 

"Theft I remember, I made a phone call 
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"to -the 14falibu Police Station inquiring about my 

child, where she had been taken, and he gave me 

the Time of Some social worker. 

"Then X called the social worker." 

Again, I ani going through all of this because 

the defense is-  going to- make a big issue of this, and 

I want it to be fresh in your mind, 

"And the time was just perfect because 

apparently someone from the Family lis.d gone 1,11 

there and said that Tanya had belonged to her, 

and I had called at the right moment and told them 

4tAat that was not the truth, and that I am the 

.s 

6 

• mother and /fa= coming to get her, and I am coming 

the:  next day..And," went.Y 
, 	 • 

She saia..slie flew,  to Los Angeles. 15 

16 

,19 

"Abort hod many days after you left 

the' Spahn Ranch xiid yotr,return to Los Angeles/ 

.' 1 . 	1"Maybe;a, week. Four days, a week, 

ath. not sure., 

"After you arrived in Los .Angeles, 

were you able to get Tanya back? 

"Eventually, It took a while. 	bad 

to find a lawyer," 

First she said she went td see the social 

worker, and then eventually she went to person that 

whe had met a year before called Paul, Rosenberg, and 

2a 
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25 

26 
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Rosenberg referred her to an attorney, Gary Fleischman. 

He was the gentleman seated in court throughout 

Linda Kasabianis testimony. 

she met with Fleischman and told him about 

her child, :being in custody. 
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"He asked me why I left, and l told him 

went to find my husband, 

'1 sort of evaded the truth. T couldn't 

come right out and tell him that l knew about 

these things. X didn1t know h1 and l was very 

much afraid, and I was just more concerned with 

getting my child back; 

"So he told me, you know, okay, z will get 

your child.", 

And she flew back to Taos. 

• 

She did not have Tanya at that time. 

She said about three weeks later, all the red 

tape had been eliminatedA  and she'came'baek.to Los Angeles 

14 to make a edam apPearance and get 'Tanya. , 

	

is 	 Joe Sage had given her a $600 cheqk -4 • 

16  apparently this guy has got some money -- to' pay her 

. ar attorney, And also the plane tare to and fro. 

	

'. 1s, 	 And she said the :Judge granted Tanya back 

toher, 

Then she said she drove to Saugus where Tanya was 

kept, and Tanya was there waiting for her, and -she took 

Tanya hack,. 

Then she went to Taos and stayed with Joe Sage 

for a day or two, 

Then she went up to Qjd'Sarco,.to a small 

house that Bob and Linda Used to liVe in a year before. 
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4 . 

She said, "I sort of had it in my head„ 

you know, now that I have got Tanya, you know, 

maybe we could,. get back together, you know. 

, "I needed his help. 

"hut no, he still was on this trip 

With some other girl. So I went to live with 

some friends down the road*" 

'And eventually two or three weeks later, 

she said that she• hitchhiked to Miami Beach, Florida)  

because her rather lived in Florida. 
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Because her father lives in Florida, she 

hitchhiked with her little girl, Tanya, She made some 

phone oallS 

THE COURT: Mr. Bugliosi, we will take our recess at 

this time. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or express an opinion to anyone regarding the 

case until it is finally submitted to you. 

The Court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess..) 

(The following, proceedingswere had in the 

chambers of the Court, all counsel, all jurors, all 

,defendants being absent, Juror No. 1, Mrs. McK-tnaey0 -and 

the Court being the only Ones present.) 

THE COURT; I have asked the reporter to be present 

because all a this has to be on the record. 

JUROR McKENZIE: 1 think lmy prtiblem is being handled 

during the break by Deputy Slagle, and I have,juat told her 

to tell the other deputy to cancel my request to-see Judge 

Older. 

THE COURT:. Thedeputy handed me this note. You said 

You Vanted.to'taIk to me,;* that is why l‘ had you 'come down. 

But if it is all solved -- 

JUROR MoliENZIE: i think it Will be laii,,Ost4 minutes. 

Miss Slagle just came in when We went up. 	think she pan 

handle it for me and save time. 
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I was, going to request permission to make a 

phone. call... 

THE COURT;. Oh, I see. All right, if she can 'handle 

It for you 	are you ready to proceed now'? 

JUROR McKENZIE: Yes. 

THE -COURT: All right;  fine. 

(To the bailiff%) Then Would you take 

Mrs. MOKenzie back up and then she an come down with the 

jury. The jury will come down all together, 

JUROR MeKEUXE: Thank you. 

THE COURT: All right; thank you. 

(The following, proceeding's here had,ln, open, 

court, all jurors being present, all counsel with the 

exception of Mr. Hughes being present, the 'defendants all 

being absent.)' 

THE COURT: 'All counsel with, the exception of Mr. 

Hughes, are present. The jurors are present. 

You may continue, Mr. Bugli6si. 

HR. BUGLIOSI: Thank you. 

.MR..:XANAREKI Your Honor, 141. order that X not 

interrupt Mr. Bugliosi, 'I  wonder would it be possible to 

adjourn five minutes early to bring something to the 

Court'S.-attention at,  11:55, I won't have to interrupt 

Ni', tugliosils argument. 

*THE COURT: Very well. 

MR, BUGLIOSI: I asked Linda what happened after she 
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arriVed in Miami. 

' 	She said she met her' father the next day; she 

said her father is separated from her mother, they had 

beet Separated for 12, 15 or 14 /vars. 

She said her father works in Miami, 

11 Q,  

happened? 
ti A.  

So after you met your father, what 

I stayed 	he.  got me a smaU 

place in Miami Beach, and it was sort of like, 

:10 	to me it wat like a Vacation, just to unwind, and 

it 	 I tried to forget all about.these things. I 

12 	didn't remember it any more. 

18 	 "I just wanted to forget about it, and 1 

14 	 couldnttand I kept reading newspapers and 

zs 	seeing horrible thingS. 

"And At one point I thought about, getting 

in touch with people related, you know 	you 

18 	people, or relatives to these people that were 

10 	killed, or something." 

glY 	 Then Linda went on to say that there were many 

21; reasons why she did not contact the police and report 

' 22 these murders,, among them that she was pregnant with Angel, 

23 her little boys 

24 	 She did not want to, go through the ordeal At 

gs that time 	it certainly would have been an ordeal. 

Also she thogght she might lose Tanya, her 
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little girl. She said she never had'confidenee in,the- 

3 

palice, whioh is understandable, since the drug.ortented 

life she was living obviously was on the oppoSito side of., 

the tracks tram the police. 
4 

Also, she did not know -where Manson and the 

Family' were, and she , said she thought if she reported 

these murders to the police, Who committed them, there' was a 

strong possibility that Manson and the Family would murder 

he and her daughter. 

$arly 14 November her father gaffe her plane fare 

to Boston where her brother piOked her and Tanya up and 

took them:  to her mother's house in Milford, New Hampshire, 

where she stayed up Until the time of her arrest on 

December "2n4, 409. 

- On that: day she heard over the radio that she 

was wanted for the'Tate,-La Bianca murders. 

She told het mother. Her mother went to the 

:police; they arrested her. She did not tettst extradition, 

and came back to Los Angeles the Following day, December 

5, 1969-and,. as you, know, pursuant to a request by the 

prosecution, of August 10, 1970 Judge Older. granted Linda 

Kasablan imMunity from. prOsecution for these murders., 

am, not gOing to discuss with you the 2500 

pages of cross-examination by the four defense attorneys in 

this cage of Linda Kasabian, in which they asked her 

literally -thousands of-questiots, 95 per cent of which in 

4 
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my opinion were totally irrelevant because.they concerned 

points that had nothing to do with the issues in this case. 

But they will have A lot to say about those 2500 

pages,. you can rest assured of that, and I will have some-

thing to say during my final summation based on what they 

say. 
4 

The cross.examination:of4 Linda, ladies and 

gentlemen, by the defense 'counsel., in my opinion, was a 
; - 

classic study in futility, - 

A0 	 Collectively all four-  defense attorneys never 

11 budged Linda's story about these two night of Murder 

12 a fraction of an inch, and they couldn't do it . far the 

13 simple reason that Linda was telling the truth, that is why. 

Her Credibility was not destroyed one iota. 

15 	 All four defense attorneys, what did they do? 

16 They devoted the vast majOrity of the time proving that 

7 Linda itasablan led a drug-oriented life, and that she Wag 

sexually promiscuous. 

Well, so What? Even on, direct examination, 

dO even before cross-examination, on direct examination by 

21 myself Linda testified that she had taken approximately 

12 50 acid trips, and it was obvioUs that she had been Sexually 

23 loose. So what? What does drug abuse4".'sexual 

24. promiscuitylv have to do with the price of jute in. Karachi, 

25 Pakistan? 

26 	 'What does it have to do with the fact that 
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Linda was with these defendants on these two nights of 

murder? 

Nothing, that is what. 

All defense cOunsel's cross-examination of 

Linda constituted was a seminar in narcotics, a three-unit 

course in drUgs for us non-users. That is about the extent 

of the cross-examination of Linda, 

Looking through those 2500 pages of' cross 

exhmination, when you separate the wheat from the chaff and 

the diamonds from the rhinestones, we come up with nothing. 

The defense accomplishes absolutely nothing, and that is 

beCause Linda was telling the plain and the simple truths 

That is why. 

And, as we saw, ladies 'and:gentlemen,'the 

testimony of the other witnesses'in this case was 101, • 

per cent consistent with Linda's testimony. 

Linda's testimony about these twonightSor, 

murder, ladieA and gentlemen, all by itself, without any- • 
thing else, all by itself, think convinced each 'and 

every one of you that these defendants committed these 

murders, just her testimony alons. 

MR. UNARM Your Bonor, 1 must object to that 

because '"as a Matter or law that could not be. I must 

objeCt. 

MR. WMLIOSI: That is not the law, your Honor, that 

is not the law. • 
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THE 001.1n: What is the objection, Mr. Kanarei? 

2 
	 MR. 4CANAREK: The objection is, your Honor is going 

to instruct the jury that Linda Xasablan is an accomplice 

4 40 a matter of law, and therefore, upon her testimony alone 

your Honor would .giVe a directed verdict• Of not guilty 

,6 because it is not corroborated. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: This'is an argument, your Honor, by  

the defense counsel. 

They can be convinced of their guilt based 

en her testimony alone. Itm not talking .about convictions 

now, Xlm talking ,about belief. 

MR: UNARM: That is why we are in a court of law, 

your HonOr. 

THE COURT': That will be enough, Mr. Kanarek. 

MH.:KANAREK1  Yes, your Honor. 

THE COUHT: I have heard your objection. Your 

objection is overruled. 

The jury Will be t4t04hIy. instructe4 in, the 
• , 

law applicable to this case by the Court upon the' • 

conclusion of arguments. 	
• 

' . You are. to take ,your law from th$ initructions 

given to you by the Cdurt, not from cpunselnot 'from 

0 : 

10 

11 • 

12, 

13 

14 

counsel for either side. 

The only reason the Court permits counsel to 

dieduas the law in their argument is to relate it to the 

evidence ii this case for the purpose of argument, 
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•5.  

.But the law 4a it will be applied in this 

case you will receive in the form of instructions from the 

Court at the close of the argument. 

You may proceed, Mr. Bugliosi. 

4r 	7 
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WOLIOSI: 'Sergeant Frank Patchett, one of the 

investigating, officert in the La 'Bianca murders, testified 

that,, as' you know., 'while Ilanson.,was incarcerated, he 

recoVered Peoples 75 and PeopletS 95, these leather 

thongs, ..from a leather suit and a pair of -moccasin type 

boots tianson, had on 	Inyo County. 

Patchett, also recovered a pair of leather thongs 

from beneath the front seat of John Swartztia car. You 

recall that, 

'You. recall that those leather thongS in 

Peoplets 75 and 95, all three of those leather thongs look 
.;, 

veil? lry'mu.chi a.ke, pike Peoplet s 241, the leather thongs 

e4, a.touncl. /ono La Bianca' s. wrists. 

Keep two things in mind with respect to these 

' U1100,6640:: 	: ; 

There are all types of Leather, thongs, different 
• , 

different thipknosSee. 

Reoplei- S. 75 and 951  the leather thongs found 

on Manson's'clothitig 'in'Inyo County are just like the 

leather thongs found around Leno's wrists. 

Now,. that is not conclusive, 'obviously, beCaUse 

obviously in a large city like Los.  Angeles., numerically 

• there must be a great number of people who wear leather 

thongs, but percentagewise I imagine the percentage is 

exceedingly low. 

Among hippies, I imagine the percentage 
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	  19,014 ' 

-. 4s. higher., . 

If you were in San ,Marines or Bel Air, the 

percentage would be nonexistent. 

Over-all,looking at the 'broad spectrum of Los 

eles County, I. imagine the percentage of people who 

'Wear leather thongs around their necks is much less than 

1percent, 

Certainly it is not positive and Conclusive 

evidence, but just one item of circumstantial evidence 

against Charles luneon. 

With respect to the estate next to the 'La 

Bianca-residence, Patchett testified it used to belong 

toz,Barle C. Anthony, who some of you 'recall, probably, 
• . 

has been a wealthy radiO. station owner. 

Patchett :testified- that on August 11th, the. 
- 

day' after the La Bianca murders, he Went to Parold True's 

filo*Oe*Hosiddr* the 119w0 i htnext door to the la .'• 	 4 A 
Bianca residence, and it was vacant,' 

r 

f 	 Patchett,ideotified ladies and gentlemen, this 

map here, People's 2690s being a map of the vicinity . 

Mhere ,the La Bianca residence is located, this ited spot 

right 'here is the La Bianca residence on Waverly 

Patchett testified that the nearest freeway 

to the La Bianca residence is the Golden State Freeway, 

in red, right here, and the 'nearest' on-ramp is just east 

of liverS'ide DriVel  'off Los Veliz Boulevard, which is about 
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4.-; 	• 

'I2 

:g • 

13 

10 

right here-. 

Patchett t6stified the distance between the 

nearest on-ramp and the La- Bianca residence is approxi-

mately, a half milel  l believe he testified. 

• You .recall Linda Kasabian testified that 

shortly after Manson dropped Tex, Xatie and Leslie off 

at ,the La Bianca residence, he got on the freeway. 

Undoubtedly he must have gotten on the Golden State Freeway. 

You recall Patchett testified that if one got 

on the Golden State Freeway near Los ?eliz Boulevard and 

dribVe Ilorcil on the freeway they could drive directly to 

the gasoline. station in' Sylmar, which is located right off 

the.freey*, .in fact, it, is visible from the freeway. 

• 
	 A 
	

So Linda Kasabianls testiinony concerning these 

,Ig 

• ,I7• 

13 • 

.20 

.21 

g•Z' 

23' • 

' 24 

25 

thi-nis.1;9• tbteXly c9notqtent i,coi,t13. the, actual geography of 

the-  area; 'coMpletely'C'OnStstent.. 

Ruth Sivic,,testified that she and Rosemary 
-4 	 / 	-,• f 1 

BiancaLa 	,were pattneis in 'the .Miss Valentina Dress Shop 

- on 'North. Figueroa4 

-On August' 9, 1969," atound. 6:00.03: 6115-

she went to the -La Bianca residence to feed the La 

BianCasf-  three dogs. 

- 	Then she left, around 	p.m..., 41 the 

outside doors were 1oc1ed, except a side screen door which 

Was not locked, However, right inside the screen door 

Was a regular.  door which. was locked, 
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5a-4 Of course, when she left, everything was in 

order and 'there was no "Death to pigs" or "Rise" or "Hater 

Skelter" printed lax blood inside the La Bianca living room. 

• Frank Struthers: 16 years old, son of 

Rosemary La Bianca. He has a sister named Susan. Leno 

La Bianca 'was Frank's stepfather. 

Frank lived with his mother and father -- with 

his mother and stepfather at 3301 Waverly Drive, the 

La nancase residence, and he said that.  Leno was a major 

stockholder in Gatewayildarkets. 

On. August- 9pb.,. 1.969, Frank said he was, up. at. 

Lake Isabella when Leno and Rosemary drove up to pick up 

their boat., and bring the boat baoktojioi Angeles. 
• f 

He said Lena and. Rosemary left Lake Isabella 

around MO p.m. on August 9,, 1969, which would be around 

the same time that Charles Manson vas preparing his 

savages for another.  night of murder. 

.;,Thile Manson, ladies and. 'gentlemen:, and hiS 

'were roaming the Pasadena area indiscriminately 

looking for their victims, Lem arid Rosemary La Bianta 

were driving towards Los Angeles, their home, and violent 

de-ath. 

Prank said that he left Lake Isabella for Los 

Angeles on August 10, between 3:00 and 4:00 p. n.-- his 

mother and stepfather had already been murdered by them. 

Briefly, Frank arrived home around 8:00 p.m. y 
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• 
„August 10th, when he disco'vered all.of the ,doors were 

• 
locked and no one, answered when. he Ictiodlcd, he went to .  

•a hamburger stand, got in touch with Susi over, the phone;.  
-who apparently got in touch with one Joe Dorgan. 

At around 9;30 p.m., frank, Susan and Dorgan 

entered the rear doors gettlal8  the. key out of Rosemary's 

Dorgan and Frank walked to the living room. 

They saw Lem, immediately turned around, all three, left 

the residence, went across the street and called the 

police, 

There is an aerial photograph, People's 2013,* 

and you, will, note that the True residence, of course, is 

located from the street looking up, the True residence is 

lotated to the right of the La Bianca residence. 

Frank Struthers, jr., identified his home and 

the hote next door. 

Prank testified that Ile returned to his residence 

four or five days later after these murders and ascertained 

that nothing had apparently been stolen other than his 

mother's wallet, and also his mother's -wristwatch. 

Of course the wristwatch was.  found inside the 

mallet at the gasoline station in Sylmar. 

He said that the wallet originally Was light 

tan in coi". 

He also identified the photograph in the wallet 
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og his graduation ceremony. His mother was carrying it 

around on ber person. 
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John yokianoS, the news vendor on the corner 

of Ilillhurst and r3: a n Ic 1 , in the Los reliz area of Los 

Angeles.. 

Leno and Rosemary vere custom,ers .of his,. 

'Between. 110Q and 2100 	on.August 10th, . , 

1969, a 'Sunday,. Leno and , t,sercia.  ry bought  a. Sunday Herald,. 

and Itokianos gave them the Sunday Times. 

T.Jnfortunateiy the news of the day, not only 

here in Los Angeles but throughout the 'world, was the Tate 

murders, ratd Lena and Rosemary were quite' interested in 

the Tate murder's, the.news about them, and they discussed 

it with Mr. Mkianos, and then drove off to their own' 

Violent death, 'Obviously at the hands of the same people 

who haft murdered the Tate victi.Ms. 

-Officer Rodriguez, the first officer to arrive 

at the scene around 10:35 t:tra., on August 10th, 1969. 

lie entered through the front door. Although 

the- front dopr was - closed, it wasn't locked: 

Pie observed Leno ta Bianca lying on his back 

in the living room, the fork stuck into his stomaeh, 

papers all over, pillowcase over his head. 

He also testified that the side door to the 

La Dianci(residence, the side door to• the residence gas 

°port 4in, :he arrived. 

There is no way of 'knowing, ladies and. gentlemen, 
• 

• 

26 	how Charles:liens& got into the'-La Bianca residence, we 

1 
4 

r • 
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donut know that. 

Re could have gone in the front door; he, could 

have, gone through that aide door that was open. right :there; 

he could even have knocked on:the front door, and when the 

unsuspecting Lena .or.  Rosemary aniwered the- door he could 

have displayed his pirate sword or, a gun and forced his 

way in, We dontt loam; how he got in.. 

After Rodriguez obgerved Lend, be said Le ran 

aut of the house to his radio car and called for .an 

ambulance and a back-up police-unit. 

Sergeant Edward Cline arrived around 10:45 

Be testified to discovering Rosemary dead in 

het bedroom. 

Be also testified to observing the writings 

°Death to pigs" and "Rise" on the, walls in. the living 

room, and "Reiter Skelter" .on the refrigerator door, 

and he identified photos 'of these things. 

"Death to pigs" on the living room wait in 

the La Blanes residence, the word 'Rise" printed in blood 

in the La Bianca residence. 

Here is 'Reiter Skelter." It looks like it is 

' • 23. Inissperied1; 	 printed. in blood 
• 

24. ,on.die,refrigerator door at the La Bianca residence. . 

`23; 
	

Wei.11 discuss briefly in great depth the 

26 signi4icap.  Oe of all, pf these words. X think you already 
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know the significance, but Z will discuss it with you in 

depth, and draw certain inferences fox you, when, we discuss 

the testimony of other witnesses. 

Sergeant Galindo arrived at the Waverly address 

at 100 a.m., on August 11th, 1969. 

is observed a pillow over keno=s. head. 

May 1 have 91 -- 

When the pillow was removed he observed a. 

blood-soaked pilloWcabe covering tenols head. 

.Around the pillowcase was an electrical cord 

which was attached to a lamp around four or five feet from 

tenets body. 

Agaiil, that is the same photograph, this 

appears to be the electrical corA.right here, and here is 

the lamp that Galindo referred to. 

'He observed the fork of course. 

This is the fork that was' stuck in Mr.  

l'AmoLa Bianca's abdomen. 

Sergeant Galindo went into the kitchen and 

'observed a set of utensils that matched this fork. The 

utensils are collectively marked People's 214. 

These are the utensils which were'in the La 

Bianca residence,.ladiei and gentlemen. These utensil0 

right here were in the La Bianca residence in the kitcheft. 

This is the forks  right here, that was stuck 

n es ca h .Bianca' s. stomach, as you can see they came from 
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the same set. 

The killers went into the kitchen as a final 

act of,:. I don't know what you Want to call it, an 

attempted 4radation, I don't know. 

They plunged the fork into Leno1 s stomach. 

And he also observed Lenox s wrists to be tied 

With leather thongs, and he observed the word l'IsTar" to 

be carved on Lena La Bianca's stomach, Var." 

He said he observed no evidence of a struggle 

in the living roam, and he testified that Rosemary also 

had. a pillowcase over her head, an electrical cord from a 

nearby lamp was also tied around her neck, very much like- 

that of her husband. 

calindo testified that there was no sign of 

ransacking to the premises and no doors were open. 

He testified he found several items of value, 

such as several. diamond rings, one of which was marked 

14 carat, wristwatches, wcpensive camera equipment, many 

rifles and guns, a jar of coins, a -coin collection and. other 

matters .of value, personal property, all of which he said. 

were inside the residence and.  easily accessible to anyone 

.,if their intent had been to steal: 

Again, as with the Tate murders, there doestVt 

seem to be any question, these murders were not to carry 

out any robbery or burglary iit theft$  these,  defendants 

. Vent there both nights to murder and Rill; no doubt about 
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Galindo also found a woman' s- purse on top of a -

liquor cabinet in the kitchen. 

The purse was open. There was no wallet inside 

the purse. 

Of course the-wallet undoubtedly was Rosemary's,.  

that /4anson gave to Linda to bide. 

Sergeant Broada is 	Pooplevs 216 as 

being a photograph of Lena La Bianca taken at the Coronerls 

Office. It is not pleasant to look at this, ladies and 

gentlemen, but this is the' handiwork, this is the handiwork 

of the defendants. They ate nice people. 

Be also identified Peoplels 210, the knife, 

as a knife that was removed from Leno La Bianca's throat 

at the Cotoner's Office. on August 11th. 

Btkods: said he booked the knife with the 

Property Division of the Los Angeles Police Department. 
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Dr. Katouyama. He is the Deputy *Medical 

Examiner for the Coroner's Office. 

He performed the autopsies on Lena and Rosemary 

.on. August 11th in the Coroner's Office. 

With respect to Lena, the cause Of death was 

multiple stab wounds to the neck and abdomen, causing 

massive hemorrhage. 

He said when Lens's body arrived in the 

Coroner's Office the pillowcase was still covering Lenora 

iiead and. the electrical cord, People's:228, was over the 

pillowcase, .tied in a knOt„ Moderately tightly around 

Lem hOad. 
Hi said the cord could not be removed without 

cutting it„ and he identified Peop1:040 229 as being the 

plug to the electrical cord „lust showed you. 

'It' originally was part 'of 228, the cord. 

The doctor said that when he removed the 

pillowcase -be observed the ktifai People's 210, lodged in 

Leno's throat, And ha gave It to a representative of the 

Los Angeles Police Department, Broda, He said Leno had 

12 stab wounds in his body, all of• which were. 

penetration 

themselves. 

Wounds#  and six of.which were fatal in and of 

In addltl,on to *1112stab wounds, there were 

seven pairs of double.tined fork 'wounds, in other words, 

14 puncture wounds, for a' total of 2.6 wounds in LOrie 

T 

5c-1 
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La Biandato stomach and body. 

The doctor said that Peopleis 2074  the fork, 

is the type of fork that could have caused all 14 puncture 

wounds. 

1 

2 

,3 

4 

'6 

9 • 

The doCtor also observed the word "War" 

'scratched' on Lenots abdomen. 

He identified: peoplets. 246 as being a phOtOgraph 

'of Lenots abdomen, Bie testified that Peoplets 229, the 

electrical 'plug4  or the-end of a screwdriver, or some other 

such instrUMentcOuld.have been•tha type of indtrument 

Used 'to carve the word"War." Ho never, he had no way of 

knowing for sure. 

The doctor pointed out all 26 stab wounds On a 

diagram, and you will have that diagram back there in the 

jury room with you during your deliberations. 

The dOctor.  said that all 12 of Lenots stab 

wounds were caused by A sharp cutting instrument such as a • 

knife with a'double.edged blade.. 

He testified that Peopleis 2101  the knife 

removed from Lenots throat, could not have caused most 

of the 12 Stab. wounda on Lenots body, He said it was 

siMply too small, that the'ditensions-of the blade were 

such that it was too small.. 

The stipulated dimensions of the blade on. 

TeopleAs 22D' were •a length of 4,718 inches,:  a thickness of 

just under 1/16 of an inch, and a pladeyidth of 13/16 of 
! 

; 

19 

20 

21 

22 

g3. 

24 

25.  
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from VB argument 

r. Katsuyama testified that many of the wounds on Leno and 

Rosemary LaBianca were caused by a blade that had a thickness of 

one-eighth of an inch. 

Dr. Kat testified that many of the wounds on Leno and Rosemary 

LaBianca could not possibly have been caused 6 thesek knives righ5 
'awe Madeo. 14.04+4.0 

here because these knives are just too thin; they are just too thin. 

Now that is very thick. In fact, on page 9396 of the transcript, 

he testified that some of Rosemary's wounds were caused by a blade 

with a thickness of five-sixteenths of an inch. That is a thickness 

of almost a third of an inch! 

You are not apt to find blades that thick in any kitchen in 

_any- icragx0Exx _American biome.._ 

The only thing these killers got from the LaB residence was 

this knife right here which was stuck into Leno's throat, and the fork 

which was stuck into his stomach. 

jli og5.4 
aawr 
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an inch at .its widest point, and 3/8 of an, inch at its 

2 tarroweot 

The doctor testified that the depth of at 
12 

4 least two of Zeno's/stab Wounds was 5-1/2 inches. 

s 	 Since the length of People's 2.10 is 4,4/8 inches, 

6 we theteby know that particular knife found in Zeno's 

7 throat could not possibly have caused some of the other 

wounds. For Zeta there were other knives involved. 

The doctor estimated the width of the blade 

10 that was Used to stab Zeno was 1-1/8 inches, with one of 

the wounds having a width of.1-1/4 inches. 410.14)  much 

n. wider than the width of PeOple's 210 at even its widest 

is point,. which is 13/16 inches. 

x4 	The doctor estimated the thickness of the 

is ' blide'to range between 1/8 of an inch and 3/16 of an inch4  

i6 again much thicker than People's 210, Who width is only 

a4 1/16 of an inch. 

What is the conclusion.? Well, the conclusion 

20 Is. Inevitable, that Tex, Katie and Leslie, when they went 

.20 into the La Bianca residence, brought one or more .of their 

pl own kniveS into the residence, because People's 210, the 

2:2 knife taken froi the La Bianca kitchen,, by its Very 

21, dimensions simply could not have caused many of the wounds 

' Inflicted 'On Zeno La Bianca's body. 

2s 	 So there were other Knives involved. 

26- 	 The inference is inescapable that Tex, Katie 
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and Leslie brought their own knife 'or knivea into that 

residence. 

The doctOr teatified, of course, that he had 

no way of knowing the number or knives used td stab Leno. 

There were no defenae wounds on, Lem'. And)  

of course, there wouldn't be. Leno'a hanahad been tied 

up around hia wrists and obviously he was helpless, helpless 

to de 'end hiftelf. - 

With respect to Rosemary„ her cause of death 

was multiple stab woundgrto the neck and trunk causing 

masa.ve hemorrhage% 

When POsemary's body arrived at the Coroner's 

Office,'-the pillowcase was still over her head, and the 

electrical cord, People's 239, was wrapped over the pillow-

caae around Rosemary's neck. 

Rosemary, ladieS and gentlemen, had 41 stab 

Wounds, all or which were penetration wounds, eight of 

which were fatal in and of themselves. 

Or. Katsuyama also found three linear abraiions 

on Mrs. La BianCa's back, which he felt were caused by an 

instrument such as a screwdriver, or the metal prongs on 

the plug to the electric cord. He ruled out a sharp knife. 

• Rosemary had one defense wound to her right 

jawbone. 

Dr. Katsuyama testified that several of 

RoSemaryls stab wounds to her buttocks were definitely 
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inflicted after Rosemary had already died, and he even 

circled these areas in black here, betauseyou will notice 

that the wounds within the circle are very; very, light 

coley,, Very, very light-colored,, as.opposed to the darkness 
- 	4 

6 around the wounds up above. 

*The wounds up above Were inflieted, according 
t ( 

o Dr4 Xatsuyama, while Rosemary was stilLaIiVe• *; 

The heart was pumping blood to ,the stricken,. 

area,. whereas' when the heart stops beating it stops pimping 

blood„ and this is why Katsuyama drew the conclusion these 

stab wounds to Rosemary's buttocks were inflicted after 

Rosemary had already died. 

OP course, yoU recall the teatimonY Of Dianne 

Lake that Leslie Van Houten told her that she stabbed the.  

person after the person had already died. There Is no 

question that Leslie Van Houten is talking about Rosemary 

La Bianoa. 

You never know, of cOurSe, but it would appear 

'that Tex is the one that probably took care of Leno 	we 

don't know, it is speculation -- Tex probably murdered Leno 

and Leslie and Patricia probably took care of peor 

Rostmary. 

The' doctor felt that Rosemary's murder weapon 

was a strong, sharp-pointed knife with a double-edged 

blade. 

With respect to the dimensions of the blade 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

72 

;14 

15 

16 

17 

' .18 

20 

21 

23 

24 
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on the knife Rosemary was stabbed withl  he estimated the 

knife to be at least 5..1/2 inches, since several other 

wound6 were at least 5,-1/2 inches in depth.. 

The width of the blade around 1/16 and the 

thickness. of the blade up to 5/16 or an inch. 

The Dootor 'had no way of knowin4 the number. of 

knives used to murder RoseMary 

Note, however, Iaaie's and.  gentlemen, . the 

Similarity between the blades on the knives thwt,  were 

.used to murder Leno and Rosemary, with the dimensions on • . 

the blade or blades of the knives used - to Murder the Tate 

1 

• 	2 

3 

5 

.6 

7 

8 

9 

.10 

lX 

12 

as 

74 

15 

16 

17 

5d 	18 

is 

victims, 

PUrther„ from the testimony of Drs,. Noguohi and 

Katiuyamal  and the cloetor also identified People's 241 as 

the leather thongs. He said the knots on the thongs were 

already on the thongs when Leno came to the Coronetos 

Office. They were not tied by the doctor. 

20 . 

21 

• 24 

.25 , 
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Officer Granada -- getting. back to him.. 

Re testified to going to the La Bianca residence 

on August llth, 1969„ at 3t00- a.m. ' 

Be testified he received a sample of Leno 

arid Rosemary-)s blood from the coroner's Office, and deter- 

mined Letio,'s blood type to 'be B, and Roseraaryt s to be 

A. He did not get a sub, t. blood type, why I don,  t,know, 

but he didnt t 

Re found blood at various places at the La 

Bianca scene, took samples of the blood and determined 

what the blood type was,. 

Granada 'found no blood on the premises to have 

a blood type different from that of the two victims 

in the case, in other words all the blood on the premises, 

the La Bianca residence, was 	A orb type blood, 

Lend' .s or .Rosemary's. 

The words "eiter SitiF,..lteruwere B type blood, 

Leto 1,a•Biancals type blood; 

Granada got a positive' benzidine reaction to 

what appeared to' be blood in the kitchen sink, but it was 

too diluted to determine whether it was human or animal. 

I called Sergeant Dolan of the fingerprint 

section of the Los Angeles Police Department. 

Re testified to seeing watermelon rind in the 

as 

16 

iT 

18 

19 

20. 

' 4 

23 

24 

I would hate to think -- 1 would hate to think 26. 
3 

> 
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that Tex, Katie or Leslie enjoyed some watermelon.. I 

hate-  to 'think that they enjoyed some watermelon after 

the#0 mixrders, but it is entirely.  possible. 	. 

You recall Leslie told Dianne Lake she had 

something to eat out ot• the refrigerator. 

Around this very same periO4 of time Manson 
N 

s buyig 

`Off;teer Grand. 	shotal the leather thongs, 
, • 

241, tied- around the Wrists' and he was shown. 75 and 95, 

the thongs found on. Kansa-0s clothing, People's 244, 

the thongs that Patchett found beneath the front seat 

- of Martz' s . car. 

He 'testified that other than a visual observatio 

that they all appeared to be leather, and the same thieknese 

and shape. He knew of no scientific test to compare one 

leather thong or shoelace with another leather thong or 

shoelace, 

They appeared'to be the same to him. 

Sergeant Dolan:' Dolan testified that on 

August llth, 19694  he proceeded to the La Bianca tesidenCej  

arrived around 1:1X) 

Ho secured 25 latent prints, none of which - 

belonged to any of the defendants• in the case. 

19 of the 25 -were Matched up with Lena. and 

Rosemary and. Prank Struthers., Jr. 

Sii still have not been matched up. 
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Undoubtedly they belong to.  one or more people 

Whohad'b'en to the residence on an earlier occasion.. 

• 
	Of course, defense counsel will. 	the old 

trite,arguMent to.yoa: 
si • 	

;4 client's prints .weren't there, so 

that means, ergo,my client 'wasnt t there." 

th4t, argument to you.. 

I will., have something to say, -of course, in 

my final suftuation if theyfaake that argument, and 

anticipate they will. 

The fact that none- of the, defendants' prints 

were found at the scene, of course, does not mean that thgy 

eren't there. 

According -to Sergeant balam,70 percent of the 

times that he has gene  ,to the scene of a crime, he has been 

unable to secure readable latent fingerprints. 

Let's look at' Dolan's testimony now in detail' 

on this particular point, .x think it's very relevant: 

Sergeant, approximately how many times 

have you; gone personally to the scene of a,crime 

for the purpose of attempting to lift some latent 

fingerprints? 

I would say over 8000. times, sit. 

uP 	Of those 8000 times, apprMtimately what 

percentage of times were you able to Secure, 

that Ls, lift readable latent fingerprints? 

25- 

26 
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I would say approximately 30. percent of 

.the time. 
HQ 	Zn other words, 70 percent of the time 

you, are Unable to 'secure readable prints, is that 

right? ( 

"A: *Right; 

: These 8000 times that you have gone to 

thw scene ()fa criMe, Sergeant; have you attempted to 
r 	 . 

secure latent fitlgerprints -from the entire scene? 
V 

1Vir 	 C, six, ,t have not. 

"On the normal every-day calls that 

we have to relegate to residence and :business 

burglaries, the numbers of calls we have, we-cannot 

.go•over the entire residence., 

"What we do, we try to determine where 

the person broke n, and to that particular area, 

if the victim can point out any particular areas 

that hekimmos the Suspect has been, by certain 

things having been moved and the like, we' dust 

those particular things and then ve leave. 

"We cannot go through the whole house. 

Time would not allow it. 

NI 	With respect to this 70 percent of the 

ameo  -Counsel, that you were unable to secure 

latent fingerprints, did .you get anything, at all, 

this 70 percOnt of the tame.? 
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1 "A, 	yei, we aos we gat fragmentary. ridges 

smudges which have to be examined latei on to 

0,4tirthine their worth. 

°They turn out to be unreadable prints. 

"g ' 	ate readable fingerprints So'hard - . 

'to: obtainr.' X asked: 	• 

4 ,  ' 1 HA 	'Welly' you, Iire.looking for latent finger- 

13 

'14 

1,6 

17 

/8' • 

19. 

,2o 

,21 

.22 

23  

25 

• . 26 

1 	
, 

prints, 'The people are not putting the ptints down, 

1* pre iwi:dOliberatily recorded, 

"They. are left there by chance. The 

prints are left on rough, surfaces; also on porous 

surfaces and anything in betweenthere. 

"So. -- and: movement is involved in a 

lot of these things. 'People are climbing through 

windows, handling bottles, putting things dawn. 

."So you get partly smudged prints, 	, 

sMeared, prints that are sometimes touched by other 

People on the same area, and you get superimposures, 

two print's, one on top of the other, altof these 

are not readable. 

"0 	So if a person touches the surface 

and then moves his or her finger on that surface 

this would have a smudge? 

"A 	That t s right,. a smear or a smudge., 

"q 	And if a .person touched a surface and 

in the process of removing his finger from that 
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It surface again moved his finger, that would also 

leave a smudge? 

"A 	That's right, sit. 

And you pay if one person touches the 

surface and then, thereafter/  another per-eon touches 

tie. same sur4face:;. on. the same spot, that brings 

about a superimposuXe. 

• , 	. 	 4 

"Q. . 	Aupe.rimpo.sure is not readable? . 

Thatl's 'tight." 

This is very relevant testimony, very -relevant 

testimony because the defense is going to argue illy client',  

prints were not found at the scene; this means that my 

client wasn't there. 

Hogwash'. 

The testimo'ny . of Sergeant Do/an allows why it 

'iS hogwash. 

Another guest ,off 

HQ, 	/f one left a fingerprint on, a 

particular surface and. then thereafter someone 

used- a tag or something to wipe it off. of course 

the fingerprint would be no longer there, is that' 

correct? 

110,  
• 

xf you handle a particular surface or • 11.A.  

19,035 

2, 

10 

11. 
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area with a rag or -cloth, you don4 t have to actually 

wipe it, just handle the Etame area under normal 
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1q„036 

19 

l'pressure, it usually will wipe off any latent 

fingerprint that might be on there. 

What type of Surface, Sergeant., most 

,t lends itself to receiving clear readable latent 

fingerprints? 
„ 4 

maid spy a hard smooth surface. 

"f7,,, 	What if an 'otherwise good surface is 
„ I 

.4u,sty er - dirty? • r. 

Well, if there was dust on the surface, 
• . 

it reduces your chance for obtaining latent finger- 

' prints,, depending on the amount of dust. 
II 
	

If there is a heavy layprof,dust, 

'the moisture or foreign matter already on the 

fingers would touch the surface, the dust would 

-come off on the backs of the fingers, the fingerprint 

would be somewhere between the dust and the finger,  

.itself- 

"It leaves "what we call a finger mark 

on the surface, an empty space. 

I 

2 

6 

• 

9 , 

10 

11 

12- 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

room laying in the living room when I arrived, 

and the area directly around hitt vas :4heavily 

carpeted, and the furniture was upholstered furniture, 

trould the, surfaces, around the 'bodies 

of kir. and Mrs. La Bianca lend themselves to 

receiving latent fingerprints? 
trr 	Well, Vr. La Bianca was in the living 
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"which, would negate the chance of any prints. 

"Wa just cannot get prints off those 

types of surfacegl. 

, "There was a lamp there which had --

Which was rather rough, it had a rough finish on 

t, which is also a,ba4 surface for prints. 

La.Dianca vas in the bedroom 

- 	lying tly the side of the bed, and once again -we 

	

9 	 6 weie'ded1ihg with cloth, upholstery, the tug 

	

10 
	

th4 .am ln- • 

"Now, the lamp wag the only thing that 

	

12 
	

there was any chance of finding prints on, although 

	

13, 
	 1,t was rough. We did not obtain any latents from 

	

14 
	

that. 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

22' 

54 	2aL 

. "The immediate area around the bodies, . 

wbuld say, were almost negative chances of obtain- 

ing fingerprints." 	• 

And X. 'said: 

* "Of course if a person worn gloves, 

t take it they never would leave fingerprints, 

is that correct?" 

lie said; 

"That$4 correct, az." 

24 

25 

;26 
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Eoreover,'ladies and.  gentlemen, it Strongly 

appears either Tex, itatie or Leslie, or all three of them, 

deliberately -,... deliberately wiped off prints at the, 

La Bianca residence. 

For example, Peoples 26/1  the fork which 

Dolan himself removed from Li Biancafs stomach, appears tp 

have been wiped off so as to eliminate fingerprints. 

Likewise, the refrigerator door and the handle   

   

 

on the refrigeratOr. 

    

 

Let's get to that testimony; 
114 	Did you a4eipt.to secUre any 	

• I•  

latent fingerprints on 'that fork? ' 

Yes,. T did. 	
f 

Wore you .successful? 
	• 

No, sirs 	 .,4 
HQ, 	Did you secure anything at all 

from this forlt, a smudge, a trace, a fragmentary 

fingerprint, anything at all? 

No)'sir, there was not so much as a 

slight smudge on it, in fact he, gave the 

impreSsion to me that the handle of that 

particular fork had been wiped. 

'There was,not a smudge on it. If this 

thing had been handled by, anybody, if you did 

not. get a readable print, at' least you would 

get some ridge traces, Some fragmentary ridges, 
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fingerprint anywhere on this refrigerator door? 

111 	No, sir, I did not. 

`rte 	What about the handle pt ,the 

refrigerator door? 

It& 	No, sir. 

.•• 

In other words, the.entire,  refrigerator 
	• 0 

dOor in your opinion was completelyleant 

That's right, sir, 

Nhat type of surfate was this refrigerator, 

door? 

15 

16 • 

17 

18. 

19 

2:1 

23 

21 

25 

24 

19,039 ------- 

• 
1 	 'Now, I ran a tett on that particular 

2 	fork myself, after I found no priht on it, 

3 	 put my and over it and grasped it just like 

s(5, and dusted it, and found fragmentary 

'6 	 So the handle of the fork did lend itself 

/ to receiving readable latent fingerprints or at least a 

smudge, but there Was nothing' on the handle of that fork. 

9 AUtomaticall*the conclusion that someone. wiped the handle 

o oZthat fork.. 

With respect to the refrigerator door: 

12. 	 )1 Q, 	Did you find any, fingerprints 

or smudges.0, or _a trace or a fragmentary 

14 

Well, the front portion there, 

aside from the handles, look like an enamel type 

paint, that was an enamel type finish on the 
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114 

Yes, sir, 

What about the' handle of this 

114 Is chrome the type of material that 

Yes, sir, 

But yoU found not even a' trace. of 

readily lends ,tSelf tO receiving latent 

fingerprints? 

"A. 

, II 
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"outside. 

"4 	All right, is an enamel type 

finish the type of finish that lends itself 

very rea:dily to latent fingerprints? 

refrigerator door, what material is that? 

The best T can  remember I believe 
a 

it was/chrome type handle. 

anything, a smudge of anything on the refrigerator 

door or the handles, is that correct? 

"A. 	Thetis right, sir." 

Then I asked him: "If one were to graap 

this chrome handle to this refrigerator door,. 

assuming he was not wearing gloVesi would the 

likelihood be great that.tpe person would at 

least leave a fingerprint, trace Or smudge? - 

"I 	I would, say he would leave at 

least a smudge or a smear, not neceSsarili-e, 

fingerprint trace. 

"4 	But at least a trace Or a smudge?'-, 
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Jr 

Pight, 

In nearly all instances? 

Yes, sir." 

I traces whatsoevet on the front of this 

114 Any type of -traces whatsoever 

Re testified in this case he found 

absolutely hotting. 

In fact hete is .'what- he did find. I said: 
314 	Did you find ahy type of 

refrigerator door?" 

I am not just talking about smudges row or 

fragmentary ridges: 

on this refrigerator door? 

"A. 	Well; as that particular surface 

was dusted there was uncOvered on, there these 

markings that .looked like -- I am familiar 

with seeing these wipe type marks that somebody 

has wiped it up and downo  all along the' front 

surface of the refrigerator, that'is the white 

portion, On tbo handle itself there was nothing," 

On the refrigerator door Dolan noticed, in 

his opin160 -- he is an expert. that someone had 

deliberately wiped the fingerprints. 

or course Leslie Van Routen told Dianne 

Lake that she had wiped fingerprints off eierything, 

even things that had not beentpUched„ so Leslie told 

4 
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Dianne Laker 

If they want to make'the argument that because 

their client/s prints were not found at the scene that 

. means their Clients were not there, they can be my-  guest-, 

It lust doesn't happen to be a fact. 

tolan testified that he found no latent 

prints On People's 654  the Wallet. 

And Boen, the other officer, earlier.  of course, 

testified he found no prints on the buck knife found in the 

sofa of the Tate residence. 

Dianne bake; Dianne, a 17-year-Old girl who.  

pined the Family when she was only 14 years of age. 

She testified that she also had been known by the. name of 

Mamie Bluestein, a name which Manson gave her. 

Not only does he dominate- the Vamily, he, gives 

them names. 

Her name starts out Dianne Lakes all of a 

sudden. Charlie sayA, "That is not your name any more. It 

is Dianne Bluestein." 

It starts out Dianne Lake and ends up Snake 

Bluestein. 

If you can see any connection between those 

two , why they called her Snake,- I don't know,. 

She testified that she, Bruce Davis, and 

another young man left Spahn Ranch for Olandha.tWO days 

before the raid at Spahn Ranch. 
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1 In other words, AUgust 14th, the raid was 

August 16, 1969. 

'She said five or six days before She left for 

Olancha she recalls an incident with Leslie Van Houten 

arriving at the back hoUse behind Spahn Ranch at 7:00 a.m. 

Barbara testified she, Barbara Hoyt, and a 

girl named Little Patti were already inside the back house 

when Leslie came there, and' pOssibly a girl tamed Kathy 

Gillis was also insides  but she is not aure about that. 

Dianne testified that Leslie had a plastic bag 

containing 0 in coins, nickels, dues and qUarters4 some 

of the cans were Canadian coins. 

Leslie, told Dianne she had not stolen the 

money. 

note that the chances are only a coin,' 

Collector would have foreign coins such as Canadian coins. 

GaliadO did find a coin collection inside the 

La Bianca residence, so apparently Lent) .or Rosemary or 

both of them collected coins, 

Dianne also testified that Leslie also had a 

rope, a woman's purse and blouse, and some credit cards. 

She said Leslie burned the rope, purse blouse 

and credit cards, and also Leslie burned all of her own 

clothes. 

We have.no conclusive proofs  ladies and 

gentlemen., that the purse and blouse and credit cards came 
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from the La Bianca. residence,. W Mite :no con0,usive 

proof Of this. It certainly ',would not be an unreasOnable 

inference. 
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In any event, one thins is very, very clear. 

If these items were taken from the La Bianca residence --

and we have nO proof of it, but if they were';-- clearly it 

was in the nature of an afterthought. 

Clearly, tho$,e pet;p16 went 'in there to brutally 

murder these people like animalei and for no' other reason. 
4 

It was aft,afterthought that they pieked up ,a 

few small items of personal property. Thap;doesn't: mean 

that was the reason why their went in there. 

Dianne testified that around 151minutes'afterl 

Leslie arrived at the back house, three met approached the 

back hOuse. 

As' the three men approached, Leslie said, 

"Don't let that man see me or let him in because he just. 

gave no a ride from triffith Fark.4  

In other words, Leslie had hitchhiked back from 

Griffith Park. 

You recall Litda's testimony, of course, that 

while she and. Manson and 016m Tufts were outside the 

La Bianca; residence, of course, Manson told Tex and Katie 

and Leslie to hitchhike home. 

And here Leslie Van Houten is telling Dianne 

Lake that she hitchhiked* 

Let's look again at People's 9, this map of 

the area. 

Here is the residence right here. 
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Now, Leslie said that she had a ride back from 

the Griffith Park area of Loa'Angeles. This is what Leslie 

toi4 Dianne Lake.. 

Now, from the La Bianca residence, to go bank 

to the Spahn Ranch,. Leslie and Tex and Sadie would have had 

to have gone westbound, of course, towards the ocean, 

There are some east-west streets south of 

Waverly)  but as you will be able to see on this map, back 

In the jury room, these Streets that run east and went which 

Are South of Waverly run east and west for only a very short 

distance; ObViously„ it Leslie, Tex. and Katie wanted to 

hitchhike back to the Spahn Ranch from the La Bianca 

residence, they would have walked north, to Los Feliz 

aoulevard„ which 13 a main thoroughfare running east and 

west, 

Sergeant Patchett testified that the next 

street to the north of Waverly is 1414 Felix Boulevard, and 

there are no intervening streets, 

He said if there were, they would take up 

two or three city blocks. 

Some Of you who are familiar with that 

particular area, you will recall that Los Peliz Boulevard 

actually runs right past the entranceway of Griffith Park 

at Verment, 

po, it is pretty clear that when Leslie said 

she got a ride back from the Griffith Park area, that she got 

r 
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z. 
that ride from Los Feliz Boulevard, 

Note, of course,, also, that this back house 

incident occurred right around the time of the La Bianca 
3 

4 
murders. nye or six days before August 14th. 

	

5 
	 If you count from the 14th, if you count rive 

6 
days backwards, that would be August the 10th, the date of 

the La Blanca murders. 

	

a 
	 Dianne testified that only one of the three 

men came in the door, 
9 

	

lo 
	 Before he 'came in the dOor„ Leslie hid beneath 

a sheet On a mattress and stayed there while the man stayed 
11 

in the house for about three minutes. 

	

13 
	 The man said a dew things, and then left, 

14 
at which tie Leslie came out from under the sheets. 
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Don't forget now that Barbara Hoyt testified 

to essentially the same thing with respect to the back house 

indident. 

Barbara's testimony also placed the back house 

incident right around the time of the La Bianca murders. 

How do we know this? BeCause she said the night 

that Sadie asked fOr the three sets of clothing was the 

tight before she heard about the Tate murders on TV, and 

Barbara testified that the back house incident took place 

One or two days'later. 

3o, again, Barbara and.Dlanne both placed the 
X 	 2 

back house incident right around the time of the La Blanca 

murders, 

Now, ifIeblie left any doubt at all in.anyone a 

mind by the back house incident that .he was inveAved in 

the La Blanca murdert, she certainly removed all Of that 

doubt in a conversation she had withDianne Lake,at-  WilloW 

$prings gear Barker lianch in September.of 1969, She 

removed all doubt, if there was any doubt in any of /our 

minds from the back house incident alone. 

Dianne Lake's testitoty, in September, now, 

at Willow Springs, September, 1969, about a month after 

the• murders; 
tt4  What did Leslie tell you? 

She told me that she stabbed 

someone that was already deado" 
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8osemary La Bianca. 

"And that she wiped off fingerprints off 

of things that mere not even touched." 

- We have Dolan's testimony on that. 

"Did she say whether she had eaten or 

drank anything inside the- house? 

"Yes. 

'"What did she say? 

'She said she had something from the 

refrigerator, and that she took somethihg,with 

her. 

	

	
• , 

"She took some foo4 with her? 

"What did she take? 

"Something to drink. 

"She took something to drink with her 

When she left the- place? 

"Yes, 

"Did she say whether the perston whom she stabbed 

was a man or a wOmah? 

"No. 

"Did she say whether or not she enjoyed 

stabbing this person? 

"Yes.' 

'What did ehe 840 

"She said that at first she did not want 

000114
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12 0 do it, but the more she aid it, the more 

fuh it waa." 

We have another sweetheart to join Susan 

. Atkins. They eltloy' stabbing people. 

"pia Leslie tell you where this 	or .  

killings had taken plate? 

"Where did she saY? 

"Somewhere around Griffith Park." 

The.  La Bianca residence'is in the Griffith Park 

area, of Lou Angeles. 

I don't know if I pointed it out to you before. 

I pointed Oct Los Feliz Boulevard. But herq is Griffith 

Park right on the map. Here is Oriffith-Park4„and here 10 
I  

Leslie tells biahhe.th4t the murders took place, 

in the Griffith Park area..  

"Did she say anything about something 

being outside the house where the killing took 

place? 

wYes. 

"What did she say? 

"What 'there was a boat there. 

"T'utaide? 

"Yes.° 

--'t 

the La Bianca residence. 

22 

24 

3 

4 
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1:A..  No. 
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i. 
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• I 

23 

24- 

26 

4.• 

9.  

12 

la 

14 

1.5 

" 16 

17 

• 19- 

go 

On crow-examination by Mr. Xughed, however, 

Dianne testified that she-told Sergeant Sartucci that she 

didn't recall whether Leslie told her the boat was outside 

or whether She read this somewhere, 

However, she definitely did recall. Leslie 

describing the boat to her. , 

She said that, yes, Leslie aia describe a 

beat, 

Do you recall bow she described 

04 	Se, you don't remember the 
deseription of the boat? 

"11.. 	No." 

Recall that Frank Struthers, Jr., Rosemary's 

son, testified that when he came back trOm Lake Isabelle 

on August the 10th at 8:00 p.m., he noticed his mothor and 

vtep-fathees boat parked outside the residence: 

"4 	Did she say lidw,sheAiot back from 

this place in the Gritatil'Park area? 

nes, 

"What did she say'? 

"She said that she hitchhiked," 

Although LeSlie nester Came out andmehtioned 

the name La Bianca, certainly, there can't be any question 

in anyone's mind that Leslie was talking about the La Bianca 
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murder, and specifically the murder of Rosemary La Bian0a. 

2 
	 Incidentally, just.  by way of footnote, let 

me briefly discuss one point with you thaix'as lay people, 

you might be unfamiliar with. 	 L . 
1ven assuming, that at the time Linda stabbed 

Rosemary La Bianca,. let's assume how -- we don't know, but 

let's, assume._- that. Rosemary was already dead. This Would 

not mean that Leslie Van Houten was not guilty of this 

murdervn.the • reasoning that murder is an unlawful ki1144 

of a human 'being and. you can't kill, someone who is already 

dead, It would not mean that,. 

In the first place, we don't know for sure 

whether Rosemary La Bianca was already dead. We donit 

linoWl  and Leslie wouldn't have any way of knowing for 

sure whether Rosemary La. Bianca was dead. 

BUt more impOrtantlY, even assuMing that 

Rosemary was already dead,. this wouldn't make any 

differeneTiom a legal standpoint, She would still be 

guilty of these murders as a co-conspirator, and also, a$ 

I will discuss later on in my argument, as an ,ides and an 

21, abettor. 

Leslie was a member or.. the 'group of murderers 

that left the Spahn Ranch on tiie. night of August '9i 1969.. 

The mission was mUrder. She undoubtedly entered, the 

La Bianca residence with Vex and Katie, 'She undoubtedl 

was present during the murders of Leno and Rosemary, and 
, 

was wielding a knife. We know that. She told this to 

18 

19 

2S 

26,  
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Dianne, 

The fact that by the time she.  got around to 

plunging her knife into Rosemary, Rosemary may have already 

been dead. is legally irrelevant, She is still guilty of 

the murder ai'a co-conspirator and as an aider and abettor. 

In tact, even it she hadn't stabbed Rosemary,  

at all, not Just atter Rosemary was dead, but if she had 

hot stabbed' Rosemary at all, she would still be guilty of 

first,degree murder .as a co-conspirator and as An aides 

and abettor, 

24 

26 
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• 
I am sorry that I took that time Off, but as 

lay people, I am dust not going to assume that you would 

understand this rule of law. 

Dianne testified that she also had a 

conversation) with. Patricia Xrenwinkel at Willow Springs 

either in late August or early September of 1969. 

Miss Krenwinkel told Dianne that she had 

dragged Abigail Folger from the bedroom into the living 

room. 

11 

12 

19 

10 
	 How, we really didn't need to have that con., 

fessiOn„ obviously. Krenwinkells fingerprints were found 

at the scene, and that is really the beginning and the end 

of it for Patricia Krenwinkel; that is the end of the ball-

'game for her. 

But she also told Dianne: I dragged Abigail 

Volger from the bedrOom to the living tOom. 

Of ebursei this is consistent with Linda 

gasabians testimony, because Linda also places Abigail 

Folger with Patricia Krenwinkel at the scene of the Tate 

residence.- 

15 

16 

17 

'19 

19 

.29 
As you know,, she observed Patricia Krenwinkel 

21 

chase Abigail Folger with an'upraiSed knife. 

Dianne spoke Of her life with the Family, She 

24 said each day -- this is really something -- each day 

23 
everyone in the Family had chores to do, and they would know 

what their chores 'or- the day were when Manson would gather 
26. 
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us altogether in a circle that morning Or the previous 
g 	 • 

2 : 'might, including the defendants, krenwinkel„'VapRouten,',  

3. and Susan Atkins, and Tex Watson, and tell each persaft - , 

191055,  

• 

What they Were. going to do that day. 

$he testified that not only did Manson tell 

them'what.to do, but he even told them places to stay out 

:of. 

Dianne testified that several times during 

'June, July and August of 	Manson spoke to the entire 

Family, inaludlng liatacm and tilea& three female defendants, 

and said to them: We have to be willing to kill pigs to. 

help the black man start Aelter Skelter. 

Manson told the group that the pigs were people 

with a lot of money and that .they belonged to the 

establishment. 

And around .this very same period of time, 

Dianne Lake board Charles Manson say several times: I am 

going to have to start the revolution .. 

Right around the time of these murders, ManSon 

is saying: I am going to have to start this revolution. 

Charlie wasn't-  going to do it all by himself. 

Charlie needed a little help; i.e.)  he needed the help of 

his Family. And he said "we"; we have to be willing to 

kill these pigs to help the black man start Reiter 

Skelter. 

Dianne testified that Manson Spoke about the 
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black revolution when she rirst Joined the:  Family in 

2 
.1967; before the white BeatleSaltat :even * oame out, and 

.3 
	she testified that Man-son, spoke more about .11.filter-Skelter-:  

4 - 
and the revolution in the sutMer or '69 than' at any previous 

5 
	time. 

6 ' 
	 She reaaIled Manson saying;  in the summer of '69,1  

7 
. thO,Relter 31telter was,getting,near. 

Dianne teatiried,that on ',Euluary the 10th;  • 

1970;.she was committed to PattonState.Hospital;  where 

she- remained'until August of 1970;  when she was released* 

,11 
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She testified,that she is presently'a ward of 

the Inyo County Juvenile Court and that she lives:with her 

,foster parents, I. andltirs. Jack Gardner 

Nx. Gardner is an investigator for the District 

,g1 

• 
22 , 

17- 

18 

Attorney in Inyo County. 

Ga cross-examination, Dianne Lake admitted, that 

at the Grand Jury on Dectmber the 8th.„ 1969, she did not 

testify to' the truth as to the following ratters: 

No, 14. At the Grand, Jury she was asked where 

shefizas on August the 8th, 9th and.10th, I9693 and she 

testified that the vas Inyo County, vbiAlwas not the 

truth. 

She testified here at the trial that on 

the subject date she as at Sp .k ,at 

At the Grand Jury, she testified that the 

first time she heard about the Tatc4-ta Bianca murders 

was at the Inyo County •Police Station after her arrest in 

mid-October, 1969, -which ms not the truth. 

Sha testified here at the trial that even 

before her arrest she had heard about these murders from, 

Xrenwinkol, Van Routen,'and also Tex Watson., although it 

was not developed 'at the trial what Tex told her. 

At the Grand Jury, she testified that she did 

not know the names of the parties with whom she 'went to 

Inyo Coutitv, which vas not the truth. 
• r 

; Sao testified here at the trial that Bruce 

a 7 
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3.  

Davis was one of the persons with whom she went to Inyo 

- -County, tO Olancha. 

On redirect, Dianne gave you, folks the reason 

why she did not divulge all the information at the Grand 

5 

She Said, No:. 11  she fe-ared that if she diVoIlked 

• what she knew about these murders at the time of the .Grand 

Jury, she may have.been'Murdered h6rself. 

No. 2, Charles Manson had told her at some 

, previous time not to :say any-thing 'to the 'authorities. 

Now, it is Completely anderstendabIe why this 

young girl, only 16.  years of age at the time of the -Grand 

Jury, would fear: for here life at the 'hands of these members 

.of the Family. 

She had already heard from them 

Katie 'and Leslie -- she had already heard from them that 

: they had . committed these murders. SO, obviously, she 

certainly knew they were capable of murder, and in her 

mind, why would she be any exception,. 

Also, keep in mind that Dianne was incarcerated 

Inyo County Jail in. Independence -- that is, just a 

little small jail on the 6otn.er.  in 'independence -- she 

wet incarcerated in the same ,jail cell 40 other hard core 

members. of the Family, such as Gypsy,. Ruth Morehouse, 

)3renda McCann and Leslie. 

And Charles Manson, although not in the belie 

   

   

, 

  

• 
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6 

jail cat kf/itli Dianne, vas in the same jail. 
• f 

Mien Dianne came down here to • testify at the 

Grand Jury, she come down here with Gypsy, Leslie, Ruth 

Morehouse and Brenda McCann, 

In other words)  she was. still very, very 

vauch 'with the Family, and she testified that her state of 

mind at, the time of the Grand Jury vas that after she 

testified, she was going right back to the jail where 

. Charles Manson was. 

' - 
	 'So., she had every reason to be in fear of her 

life if -she' divulged vb.at she knew,  at the Grand Jury`,  

8 

9 

19 

6e. f1-s. 13- . 

3.2 

13 

'14 

15 

i6 

17 

18 . 

19 
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13! her own Admiasion„ she testified heie 	the 

stand that she Is divulging the truth now beCause. she feels 

much more protected. And obviously she is much more 

protected. She is with foster parentS, and her ;Oster father 

is a DistriOt Attorneyta investilatdrfroth Inyo CoAnty. 

. When she was asked if at the time of the Oraq4 

.Tury she thought Manson was -personally going to get out of 

Sail and harm her' if she told everything 84e,  w; the 

answered no. 

She was then asked: Why were you -afraid 

2 

3 

4 ' 

6 ,  

a 

9 , 

.10 

then1 

And she answered: Because he seems to have 

poWer over other people. . 

She testified that when she spoke to Sergeant 

Gutierrez on November 261  1969, at that time she never 

divulged td him what she knew' about these Murders. Again, 

because she was in fear Of her life, and Manson told her. 

tot to say anything to the authorities* 

Dianne testified that she has taken LSI) between 

4a. and 50 timet, but that during the period between Apgust 

and October, 1969, she only took LSD twice. 

On one occasion, she had an,  allucination. 

This was in late August, 19691  at Willow Springs. 

• On this occasion she was taking LSD with.  
Manson, Sandra Good, aquealcy,  Ruth MorehoUte and Brenda 

McCann. 
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She testified that Manson went over to her 

,and slapped her hard in the mouth, splitting her lip and 

making her bleed. 

She said right around this time she saw a red 

feather across the "moon. 

It seems more likely this was an hallucination' 

caused by Manson slUgging her across the-Mouth not from the 

LSD. 

/noidentaIly, this young' girl, whO apparently 

has derelict parents, apparently:, who are not concerned., 

With her welfare, cauSing her to substitute the Manson 
,„ 

Family for her family, was treated somewhat'lke a. 

punching bag by Charles ManOLOn. 

She testified that he "beat her •  up. on several 

occasions;  including one time with the leg of a chair,, 

and another time with a cord. 

: And he has also kicked her, 

She also testified that in September or 

October of t69 at Meyer's Ranch, Manson threatened to kill 

her. 

She testified that she has also had auditory 

hallilcidations, that is, heard voices, on two occasions. 

Once in September of '67, and once in January of 1970, 

at Patton State Hospital,'when she heard a voice saying: 

I am Charles Manson. 

Dr. Blake Skrdla. 
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Dr. Urdla is .a. psychiatrist with 21 years of 

2 experience in the field -of psychiatry. He was appointed 

3 - by Judge Older to examine Dianne Lake. 

4 	 ' He examined Dianne on October the 26th, 1970. 

He also read )ianne's file at Patton State . 

Hospital and the Superior COurt file of Xriyo County on 

7' Dianne. 

Based o4 his examination of Dianne, he formed 

that opinion that she hall the capacity and the ability to 

underatand and remember :conversations she had with others 

in August and September of 1969. 

Of course, her conversations' with 
4 	• 

Van. Houten. and Patricia Krenwifikel*did take-place ip August .; 

and September of 1969. 
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The doetox also formed the -opinion that Dianna 

has the ability to communidate these conversations to 

third,parties at ttis time without any difficulty. 

In other words, she has the ability to take 

the witness stand and accurately relate what she heard and 

15aW during this period• of time. 

This is Dr. Skrdlals opinion.' 

He also testified that, in his opinion, frlanne 

had no memory impairment of any kind as to recent or remote 

events, 

He testified that,-in his opinion, that Dianne 

Lake is not a psychotic. 

He said that at the time of her admission to 

Patton in-January of 1 70 there was a "posbibility".-that*she 

bad a drug-induced psychosis. 

However, even if she did, it quickly left her. 

The -doctor• differentiated between a drug-

induced pSychosis and those pSychoses caused by alcohol., 

syphilis or arteriosclerosis. 
of 

He said the latter types are frequently/ aprig 

standing duration and cause brain damage, vihereas the 

'drug-induced type comes and goes with the use "of the drugs. 

Id other wards, very transitory.. 

Moreover, the doctor testified that there is 

na eVidenfce:that the drug LSD causes brain damage. 

Certainly it is a harmful drug, but one :of • 

2 

3 

2f 

2$ 

26,! 

' 

y, • 
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its harmful effeets is not at damage of the brain. 

‘. v y Ti);:gtoctpi do'  o teseified that LSD does not 

adversely affect-onel'A.memory. 
C 	, 

The' "dbotor 	agreed with the psychologist 

original diagnosis of Dianne at Patton that she was 

schizophrenic, and concluded that the psychologist 

7. 	probably mistook Diannets drug-induced psychosis for 

schizophreniai 

la any event, the doctor testified that the 

final psychiatric evaluation cif Dianne Lake at Patton 

State libspital was behavioral disorder of adolescence and 

drug dependence. 

In other words, the final diagnosis was not 

schizophretia or psychosis. And, of course, we heard 

from the testimony of Dr. Deering that schizophrenia is 

a medical diagnosis, and a psychologist, Dr. Meeks, who 

Said that Linda is a schizophrenic, is not .a medical 

doctor. 

This is a free country, anyone can giVe any 

opinion they want to on anything, but it so happens that 

schizophrenia is a medical diagnosis, made by a doctor, 

andNeeks, a psychologist, it not a doctor. 

D. Skrdla found Dianne to be well oriented as 

to time, place and person, and noted that on January the 

12th, 19704  just two days after her admission to Patton, 

Dr. Oshrin, a psychiatrist, also found Dianne to be well 

9.  

10.  

12.  

13 

14, 

id 
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10 
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4 

19,065  

oriented as to time, plaae and person. 

Dr. Skrdla testified that Dianne vas perfectly 

capan4e of distinguishing betWeen an hallucination and 

What' exists in reality. 

He said that Dianne received all Ps at the 

school at. Patton„, 

NoN01 - I darAiimagine that is like BarvarC but, 

in,any.event, she got 41 4,0jot her studies. ,Apparently 

they break 'it down: betvieen X and El*  and Dianna vas a 

.4raighlt. A.. studqr0 	; 
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Dr. Skrdla testified that Dianne is 

bright and of above-average intelligence, and not only 

isn't she psychotic, she isn't mentally disordered or 

mentally ill at all, 

Dr. Deering was another court-appointed 

6 psychiatrist who examined Dianne Lake. 

	

7 
	

Dr. Deering has been a psychiatrist 1'017 years. 

So, we have, what? nand 17; 38 years of 

9 psychiatric experience in the evaluation of Dianne Lake, 

	

10 
	

And Deering's testimony concerning Dianne Lake 

ll was almost identical to the testimony, of Dr. Skrdla. 

Completely corroborated Skrdlattftestimony. • 

	

13 
	

kle testified that Dianne was not schizophrenic 
A 

when she was admitted to Patton State Hospital, nor is she 

	

15 
	now. 

	

16 
	

He concluded that Dianne is not suffering from 

17 any, mental .illness whatsoever, and she clearly has the 

13 • capacity and ability to remember and relate conversations 

19 ' she had with others in August and September of 'O. 

	

26' 
	

I will not,go over the remainder of his testi..,  

21 moray because, like I say, it is basically corroborative 

22 of Dr. Skrdla's testimony, 

	

23 	 One further point on the La Bianca murders, 

	

24 
	

lielter Skelter„ Rise, Death to Pigs, was 

25 printed in blood at. the La Bianca residence. 

	

26 
	

The prosecutiOn reqUested of Judge Older that 

6e-1 

• 
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a 

10 ' 

12 

he order Patricia Krenwinkel to give a handwriting 

exemplar of these words,. the purpose of which, of course, 

is to compare her exemplar with the printing at the 

La Bianca residence and see if an expert could form an 

opinion as to whether the printing at the La Bianca 

residence was printed by Patricia Krenwinkel. 

Pursuant to the request of the prosecution, 

Judge Older did order Patricia Krenwinkel to print each of 

the subject words ten times. Also, to print each letter Of 

the alphabet in capitals and small letters ten times, 

As the. Court informed you, Patricia Krenwinkel 

refused to comply with the Court order, refused to print 

those words, the sane words that were printed in blood at 

the La Bianca, residence._ 

Bhe told Judge Older that She refused on the 

advice of her attorney, Ht. Fitzgerald..  

HoweVer„ bls'Honor will tell ,IVU'whenhe 

instructs you on the law that Patricia, `Krenwinkel had the 

right -- had the right -- to print those. words,,notwithetad, 

4.ng the advice of her attorney, and she was told by Judge 

Older that she had that right. 

Her refusal to give the exemplars, ladies and 

gentlemen, I think Clearly shows a consciousheisi Oi.guili 

On her part with respect to the La Bianca murders and is 

-circumstantial evidence of herguilt. 

Would the Court want to adjourn early? 

44 

15 

24 

25 
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4 

THE CouRT: Ladies and. gentlemen,. do not converse 

with anyone or form or express any Opinion regarding the 

case• until it is finally submitted to you, 

The Court will recess at this time -- except 

that I will see counsel at the bench -- until 1:45 p.m. 

(The jury leaves the courtroom.,)' 

(All counsel approach the bench and the 

following proceedings occur at the bench:) 

THE COURT; Mr, Kanarek, you stated that you wanted 

the Court to recess five minutes early because you wanted 

to raise some point. 

KAWAREK: Yes. Actually two points, your Honor. 

First, 1 make a motion to vbir dire the jury 

ift connection with a matter of last night. 

As a matter of fact, just as we adjourned, 

some Pedtile in the mass media approached., 

Mt Fitzgerald and Mr. Shinn and mIself 4. I don't know 

abdut Mraugliosi, if he was there '-- and stated somethiPg t,. 
that going over KTLA TV, I think, which iS Channel 5, 

there was a statement about Mr. maroon having allegedly 

attempted to escape from custody. . 	t 

1 
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Now, again, it isn't :whether or not that 

occurred that is important, it is.whether the jury knows 

about It. 
4. 

And my 'understanding is that it went out over 
f 	- 

a- Substantial number. of outlets of the mass ta.  edia. it 

pay even be in the newspapers today. 
. . 

can,  t ma ,that representation to. the 'Court.-

I donl. t know.. I know that. all of the people here were 

'asiaige:ol 	I kiio*f;hat' the general public is aware 

of it because! there.-arq people who discuss it. 

4gain, the only way 	I make the motion 

'that the jury be voir diced so that we can determine whether 

or not they know about it. 

Tk COURT: 1 r, Kanarek,.. we have gone over this many, 

many times during the course ,of-th.is 

• This is just a repetition a motions that you 

have made on many occasions. 'There is no substance to it 

whatever, -as far as I can see, and the .motion £s denied.  

VAL UNARM: I have an obligation to make this' 

record. 

:THE :COTOr: ,You have Made it and it is denied. 

Anything else? 

UNARM; Then I make a motion for a mistrial. 

•ME, 'COM: Denied. 

KAVAREK: 1 have another point. 

kia. - 131.TGLIOSI.: Go ahead. , 
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Ifkb KASAREK: One other point.. 

Mr.Manson, he wi41 not have _to go to 

0:mit -.on the Shea case until some day certain; is that 

correct,. yOur Honor? 

-COURT': I don' t Ram. 
- • 

s, the. Shea case, 

have nothing to do with 

FITZGEtRAL3 : T understand it is scheduled for 

tomorrow. 

rT COURT: We' are 'in rOess, •  
- R. )10GLIOSI: I wanted to bring up one point. 

I - ax.: going eo. 'make a concluding summary of my 

summary of the evidence in this case. It will take about 

maybe an hour. 

anticipate I will react), that point somewhere 

around a quarter to 4:00 or 400 o'clock. 

'I would hate to breakit 

I am wondering if you  -want me •to break it, up 

or if you, vane me to -if,  

THE COURT: If you are requesting that we recess 

early, I donit have any objection to that. 

I know there are a number of activities 

scheduled, today --I am not participating in any of them --

but I,know there are a number of .them. around the Hall of 

As it is the holiday season, I don't think 

recessing a few minutes early it going to seriously affect 
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the outcome- :of the' 

SuGuqu: Okay. 

then I will conclude Monday morning? 

TM COURT: We will see how it goes. 

Mit. BUGLIOSI: "XeS. 

Mit KANAREK: In connection with'the Shea case)  
, 

how. will,,'1,  b6,  'ther ) .yot.4,‘ tiOnorT 
5 	• , 	 , 	, 	• 	. 	 . 	 . , 	 . 

(Whereupon at '12:00' a tcloOk noon the court 
• 

WaS i s Xecigs. 01 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WEDNE$DAY, DECEMBER 23, 1970 

1;53 P.M. - 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence of the :ury, all counsel with the 

exception of Mr. Hughes .being present. The defendants are 

not present; 

TRX * COURT: AI1 counsel, except Mrs  Hughe s ,are 

present. .The jurors are present. 

You may continue, H. BugIlOsi. 

MR. BUGLIOSI; Thank you, your Honor. 

.The testimony of the following witnesses, 

basiCally, Apply to both, the Tate and the La Bianca.  mux'4ers. 

We. are. starting to get into an area now of Mansonts state 

or mina.;  414 -philosophy' on life, testimony of JakcbsOn„ 

Watkins, Post en. 

FirSt we will diScuss briefly Sergeant Gutierrez' 

testimony. He testified On the morning session of the 

second day that Linda Kasabian 'testified, axe wasseated in 

front of the rail here in court.' 

He observed- 	Man$ On' s Aila Mrs . Kasabian 

eyes met, and observed Kr. Mansoril 'Make A plitting.of-the, „ 
throat motion to Mrs. Xasabian, by taking hiS right indei• 

finger,  and moving it across hiS throat from right to left. 

This apt alone, of cOurte„ by 'Man'Son, is' 

indicative of guilt. The motion by Manson !as 4 threatopirlg 

a- 
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motion, the obvious purpose of which was to silence 

Ets. Xasabian. 

He certainly does not want her to tell you 

folks what happened on these two nights of murder. You 12 

people ate the lest people. in the world he wants to know 

about these two nights of- murder. 

Of course he_knows that she knows exactly what 

happened so he makes the slitting-of-the-throat Motion. 

You recall Mts. Kasabian never Started to. 

testify about these two nights of murder until late in 

the morning of the second day she was on the stand, July 

1970/  so- Manson made this threatening, gesture right 

around the time that Linda was Starting to. testify about 

these.  two nights of murder.- 

Gutierrez also testified that one day in 

August, 1970, during the trial, he observed Mr. Manson 

came to court with an X scratched on his forehead. 'The 

very next day he observed the three female defendants, 

Atkins,. Krenwinkel and Van Houten 'with X's on their fore- 

. heads. 

This clearly and vividly illustrates the power 

:and the control this man has over these three female 

co-defendants. They followIghatever he does. 

Incidentally, Revelation 9, you will be 

reading It back in the Jury room, speak0 of locusts going 

out into the world and destroyingeVerything, including. 

• 
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men who do. not have a mark on their foreheads. 

So maybe Charlie put that X on his forehead to 

save himself from the locusts. 

YOu also recall several times during the course 

of trial Manson hap spoken out, and shortly thereafter the 

three girls have spoken out; again, further evidence Or the 

fact that they follow whatever be does, just puppets on a 

string, 

MR. KANAREK: Your Honor, l would ask your Honor to 

adMonish -- 

THE COURT: State the Objection. 

KR. XANAREK: Then may I approach the bench, your 

Honor/ 

THE COURT: State your objection if you haVe one. 

MR. KANAREK: Yes, your Honor. 

My objection is that Mr. BugliOsi Is arguing 

matters that are not in evidence. 

THE COURT: Overruled, 

MR. XANAREK: Thank you, your Honor. 

THE.COURT: Let's proceed. 

KR, BUGL1OSI: Gutierrez also testified on NoVember 

25, 1969 he proceeded to Spahn Ranch; he entered a trailer 

on the ranch and observed some writing on the cabinet door 

of the kitchen of the trailer. 
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He identified this photograph, keople's 261, 

a6 being. the Writing on the tabinetAoor inside the kitchen 

-of the trailer at Spahn.Ranch. 

Note,VelterSkelter is coming down fast. 

It looks like a 'flikettee there. Hefter-

SAtetter. •But if you look more closely, you will see that 

.4'it is S-t-e-1, and the "t" kind of -loins the "1". 

.,.. Helter4.*eleer ie coming down fast: 

-This was op. the cabinet tloor of a, trailer in 

2 

the tat n at Spabn Ranch.
Yr  t 

Gutierrez identified the location of the trailer 

at Speihi Ranch wher he found this writing about right 

here. 

This is George SpahnIshause. These are the 

trent «bi .d ngs at, Spabn Ranch, the bunk house, the ,saloon, 

and other buildings. Here is the' trailer right next to 

these- group Of buildings that we have been talking about 

during this trial. 

Gutierrez said this iv the trailer where he 

found the Naleing- 

' Now, we dontt know whether one of these 

defendants printed those, words on the cabinet door, 

at fetter' 	is coming flown` fast. u.  We don't know that. 

But the evidence is, still,..that type of evidence is 

.still powerful circumstantial evidence against these 

:defendanta in view of all the other'eVidence against them. 

8-1 
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Reiter Skeiter is an. unusual term. It was printed in 

blood at the La Bianca residence. We know ghat Manson, 

meant by that term.; The black-'White var. . And here at 

Spatui4. Ranch, ladies and gentlemen, here at Spahn Ranch, 

in.,1t ,trailer undoubtedly entered at one time or another 

..Manson 'and the three female defendants, in fact, 

even lived 	- one- time or .another, by Mr.Manson and the 
* 	- " x• tires. female defendants„ 'we,  find the 'words 'Bolter Skelter," 

the. ammo .-identical words found at the 'La Bianca residence, 
• 

• • "Now; this evidence' is the type of evidence that 

provei'Oat ,the:Tite,-1..a Bianca murderers came from Spahn 

Ranch. 

• A 

9 

We offered a tremendous amount of other evidence 

shoving-  who at Spat= Ranch corinitted :these Murders. 

Deputy tunlop. 

He .testified he was among the 40 or so armed 

deputy sheriffs' who raided the Spahn Ranch. on August the 

16th, 1941.9-, and that "he was one of the deputies that' 

trrested.t/r. yguasort. 

He testified that when he first saw 14.r. Manson, 

• Manson Vas in a little hole beneath the floorboards of • 

One of the buildings on the ranch. 

' 10in:son refused to come out, and Dunlop had to 

crawl under the building and pull Manson out by his hair. 

So,just one meek after the seven Tate-La 

Bianca murders he ordered, Manson is biding out under 'a. 
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2, 

	

	 'It certainly shows 4. tonsavoness of guilt 

on his.part. 

4 , 	M. WARM Your 4onor, I object to that. 

11.111-TE LOUR' : On what ground? 
o 

KANAREK: , Pardon?' 

THE MUM On *at gtound? 

•ICAZIpMt  '.'ZwouId—like to, your donor, make 
-ff, 

9 	',argument outside the presence of the jury. 
_ 	 ; 	• . 

Tng cipaT: Stacd thd'objectioa, sir. 

R. IONAREK: The objection is, your Honor, that 

yodel: Itotkir,, during ti3.4-cciurse of these proceedings, 

on that particular' point 'and on the very point that Mr. 

ilugliosi it arguing. presently,jour Honor overruled that 

exact contention ofAilk.- Bugliosi, and I can show your 

Honor that in therecard. 

Tug. COURT; The. objection -is overruled. 

1.et's proceed. . 

20 
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MR. BUGLIOSI: Of course, ManSon had no idea 

why the Sheriffs came to the ranch. He could'have easily 

thought they were coming out there to arrest him tor theie 

murders. 

He was probably extremely relieved to find out 

that they were just making a bust at the ranch for- the 

grand theft auto ring, 

EVeryone at the ranch was arrested, and Shortly 

thereafter released, on the Grand ll'heft Auto charges, 

Deputy William* Gleason; testified to participatin 

in the attests at Spahn Ranch on August the 16th and 

named the persons who were arrested, which included each 

of the defendants in this case,. 

Oft arrest, Susan Atkins gave her name as 

Sadie Olutz. 

Scott. 

BoWens, 

ranch. 

Patricia Krenwinkel gave her name as Mary Ann 

And Leslie. Van Houten gave her name as Leslie 

He also said that Tanya Kasabian was at the 

He also testified to Mansonts being found, of 

course, underneath one of the buildings, and to the fact 

that most of the other people at the ranch -- this was 

early in, the morning, Z think, at 6:00 a.m. 	Wete either 

sleeping, and those who were up were certainly not hiding 

22 

25,  

26 
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the way ManSon was, so far -as he knows, 

MR. XANARpc: I must object to that. 

THE COURT: Is this the Same objection? 

4. 	 4R, !UNARM No5  it is different. 

THE COURT: State your objection. 

MA. UNARM: The objection.  is that he is arguing 

outside the scope of the evidence, and, your Honor made the 

point In the proceedings before the jury as to this. 

Witnes$ that his teatimoty was. - as to what he perceived-

alone, and that was a specific point. 

MR„ BUGLIOSI: That is what I am talking about. 

MR, KANAREK! Mr. Bugliosi is extending that beyond 

the evidence. 

THE. COURT: The objectiOn is overruled, 

MR. 13V4LIO$1: Out of the 27 adults at the- ranch who 

were arrested., 19 were, girls. 

Three of the nen-,, John Swartz, Dave Hannum, and 

Larry Cravens, were not members of the Family, adcording to 

other witnesses in this case. So, 19 out of the 24 were 

girls. 

21 
	

It is-. clear that Mansonta family was predominant- 

ly fatale, and I tan understand why Danny te Carlo could 

say that there were enough.  girls,tpr•everyone„ 

Gleason testified0'aij'indicated, that he 

found no buck knives at the $pahn Ranch, on August thl 

16th, 1969. 
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It WAS stipulated that John Swartz's 1959 

Ford, license plate QYY 435, sae taken trom Spy Ranch 

On August 160  1969, the day or the raid„ and impounded at 

Howard Serra' garage located at 7252 Deering Street in 

Canoga Park, where it has remained to the present time, 

23 
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Sergeant John, 	testified that he is a 

detective sergeant Lot the City of Mobile, Alabama. 

On December the 1st*  1969, Sergeant Mcgeliax 

eeived information that Patricia, iireltwinkel was wanted 

npaillfornia met ,acme murders.' 

e and his*'::Peitnor went 'to the I:voidance of 

Garnett ViieVes* - rattled,/ Xsiatzwirikelf e uncle, and parked 

neat the driveway of the residence. 

,t1164g1:Jit. was an unmarked police cart  its  did 

have an aerial, on the roof ,of, the car in the. center$ which 

would .  clearly' indicate to 'anyone. looking at 'it :that it well 

scate type 'of a governs's' lit velliclei  perhaps a, police 

vehicle,. 

ApproxIsurtely 3:50 p.*. he observed * small 

Triumph vehicle 41rive b with Patricia xtonwiulaai as.-t 

Patftener in the tont seat. - Zt came to within 15 feet-

of his vehicle. 

Its it .drove by), she looked et $e ler and he 

looked at her land almost Immtediately .after their oils 

nal  kits* Varenvinkel reached oVe3 into the back seat of the 

oar and got A lar.St black , felt hat and put it on and 

Pulled it down over her face, 
t covered her ears. a ter ified that ishe 

palled it clown as far as it could go. That was the • 

impression 1* got. 

XeKe'llar and Ue partner isiodiately parsued 
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the ear, and eventually placed Mita Xxenwinkel under arrest. 

She gave ber name as liarni Nontgomery„ 

of eacirie',„ was an alias,. 

X think her very furtive conduct, Izeaehing over 

'thaiii4cif., seat aud,6'abbing,. a hat and putting it over , 	e 
her face as Ear as she oculd the Very wawa that she looked 

at Heicelt,r, almoq. instantly tliereafter, shows, obviously, 

tb-2 	1 

• 	2 

3 

3 	an effort to ayoitt,detection, and it certainly show's a 
, 	 4 H 

consolouanest ot'cguilt tin hek part, and la circumatantial 

evidence of her auilt., 

Juan Tarn de 

Flynn testified that in June or July of tf69L 

he had a conversation 1/W11,10.11am, Bruce Davis and Clem 

Tufts on the boardwalk at s n 1",anch. wiierein Hanson sad 

llinct you, this is June o July of 1 690, 

a =nth or two before these seven murders.. 

tVoll, I have come down to .t, and the only 

'way to got golng it to s. cg the blacic man and the 

pigs Ls to p sdoN4n there and kill a whole, bunch. 

cg the=1 f-u-c-:14-1x-ne- pigs.", 

'Mean Juan gent ,on to sot 

wanted to slum the tamers, you know, 

the 'flay he felt this way.s  you know, that he 

should show them, to le had to gc  down. and kill 

wholetcur,a, 0.2,ntother 1-use.-k-i-n 

'10 

iz 

12 

13 • 

14 

16 

11 • 

38 , 

19 

20 

21 

• 22 

4x' 
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"Thai is it, you knoi, 

4,7 "Tilit is whet lir. lisesola mad? 

" Yes. 

`4146w-tb..," black Haan, how to 4,(1 thLB / * 

. it .ti ilA  sit)r ihitii 430..- tonretilail one occasion 0  kir. 

- il..Ari.? , a % } ... 	• 	1 	t 
• t 't " ' 'e  • 	 -t ' 

1:k 

8 3 . . 

18 

' gyp 

21 . 

22 

23 

• 24 

25 

26 
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24 

' 25 
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5 

6 

9 

I0 

11 

12' 

16 

1t 

• I8 

26 

how many occasions? 
• 4. A 

"A 	Lots of occasions)  lots of then." 
, 

Manson. apparently was always easing out at 

Cpl anch 	&Awing th.,;black taw% how to, do it, 

doin'theiteand l i.l it1 	villole bunch of pigs. 

O :course -Linda Irit,sabian testified that Just 
. 

dri.vitig away from:the 1.4a, Bianda residence on the night of 

the La Bianca Murdera*naon said the same thing, he 

htl$P to show the black 'man how to do it. 

. Zlattson told Flynn that black people' had been 

taken_ out of the bushes by the white man and brought to 

this. country* 

Re told rlynn the 'black man vas just an animal 

in a 'white man' a twit*  and with a white men' to, thought* in 

his head, 

Manson told Flynn that 'piss were white people 

who were the establishment and who lived 141 lead-beda or 

tombstone.s.o. which Manson said 'were their horses: 

Flynn testified that Hanson vas against 1,44* 

people ancl white people and the establishment* 

Lett a face ito  ladies and gentlemen)  Charlet 

lianson was against human beings; be vas against -mankind. 

.• Be' didn't like people. 

Re sea Anson spOke of getter Skelter a' lot 

and said Reiter 'Skater Was the hilack-vhita .var 

revolution. 

I 	• 
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9-2 He said he first heard tianson mention Relter 

6 - 

s 

16 ' 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22' 

' 23 

.21 • 

- 	25 

26' 

,Skel.ter'ihen a'Beatles record called :Herter Ske/ter 

same opt. 
Oa severaloccasioni Manson told Plynn he. 

wanted to get s gold bracelet for Juan and put diamonds 
. 

on 	And Plynn could ,be 	hilkad Zorifte. . 
We are talking pi* about robots and Zombies., 
Nanson told-Piynn.  he Vail Big and strong, 
limn .said, of courses  that a Zombie. did things - 

got another without question. 
1,7ells  Tex 'Watson, le.dies and gentlemen vas 

-Charles noon's head Zombie on the 'night of the haIiiarics, 
mUrders, 

Tex, like Juan,. WW1 also big ,and sttigiss  

although he lost considerable weight since the summer of 

Ilatson apparently was willing to be Cho .es 
Manson' s Zombie. Juan wasn' t 

If Juan had been 'waling, maybe Juan rlyrm. 
would haveteen with the defendants ou the nights of these 

murders*  but Juan Plynn is not a Zombie; he is a human 
being, aP Charles nson had to look elsewhere for a 
big strong man to do his bidding for him. 

nuatICi I object. That assumes facts not in 

evicience$  the word =neIsewbere," assumes facts riot in 

Vidence. 
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'9-3 	1 

• There is nothing in the record to show any rt 
Ooltteitation of Juan, Flynn, therefor. the use of the vord 

"elitewhereitrolieg something,, your Honor, that this record 
ddes 'not xestat. 

	

Flynn 	never, bean solicited. This 
s 	• 	 . 

	

404rit 664412..4: reveal. 	'ea t' ask your Boxior to so rule. 

COURT: Overruledi, let' s proceed. 
q 't .1 

MR. JVGLX0,51:' Ili. Flynn testified that helms 
9• 	arrested OA August loh et the ranattit  using August 16th 

ao - *it a base of reference. 
it 

	

	 He said that about one week, earlier)  one *leek 
before August. L'itti, 'which of course would &e around August 

13 	the 9t11 and 10th., the nights of the Tote-La Aisuica Iturders,. 
recalled one night ate dark -when he *tot Manson ofd. 

15 • 	the hers. drive oft. 
16 	 X asked hist:* 

.9And Where were you at the tic*? 

"I was 	the trail-er. 

22 

19 	 tt 	yhose trailer is thisT 
This vas trailer next to the house.. 

*. 21 • Next to Cet,:irge Spahufs' bOuse? 
11,4, 	deorge patintg hOuce. 

23. 	 Do -,iou know whose trailer it was? 
24 

14.a 	it was Johnny -`wsrtsolls. 
•10 	25 1"- 	And yoti were inside the trailer? 

26 	 ft 	Yes, yes. 

6 

• is 
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Do you, know Stumi Atkins? 

Yea* 

yo kinov her Sadie Mutat 

4 	4 	r i 

"A 

9.4 

A 	• 

8 

9' 

• "P" Was qa dici.intlide the trailer with you? • 
, 

-"A 	Yes,. She wall thane f0V a while* 

.."•0„.. i did she evidently leave the ttailert 

"A 	Yeti* 

"Q 	Did,  she say anything When she loft the 

.trailer? 

"A Yes, 
11Q Vhat did Susan Atkins say.at she left 

the trailortn 

Novo, ads, is probably the. night a the 
dance murders . lei is Susan. saying: . 

Well,, she just went bolt of the tot/tart 

she hada little black cape with. a red .bottom .41:4 

she had two little, buttons*  you. knows  and shit said, 

114e are going .to get theat 1.14-4-k-i-nrg pigs, You 

know, and poor,, outside they vertu.. 

fiThere ,watt two sore- girls, tWo., 

bOerdWallt, yon ,see, the boirOalk like that, fo* 

the trailer,. you see, the steps to step .down,„ 

you.. see."' • 

Juato-s broken 'English* 

Then he said: 
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6 

"And then. I looked through the window; 
; • 

HO 	Of the trailer/.  

iihat did 4/oit set? . 
loatt  ther,e1,*;os. three sixes  you *se*  

Susan 'Atkins going cut the doors  there vas two .on 

tha, Atom they *eht downs- you know, and then When 

looked outs  you etet  they were getting in the 
g. 

11 

12 

• 13 

14. 

15,  ' 

• 16 

17 

18 

• 20 

21 

22  

23 

2 
25 

26 • 

-Whose car? 
"A 	This yellow lord car, Johnny tiwartsts 

dar#. Ycku see,' slid W., Monson was -4-- 

Mr. *noon vas *kat? 
Vas driving.° 

X Nowt  Flynn told Sergeant Sertucci ion Auguat 

Irathf  i9t49), that the Oar was .41. f'1 met. . 
At first 1* said that, and immediately there- 

after.  SartUcci asked Juan *Oho was the owner of it* P/issoutlis  
and then immediately Flynn said Was a 1959 Ford, Johnui 

wartr's car. 
as there is a conflict there. 
The. first thing that Juan told Sartucci was that 

it was a Plymouth, • 
If you loot closely at the transcript be 

immediately corrected himself and he thought yea, ,Jobnny 

Swarte,* 1,959 Ford. 
Of courses. since that time he bas bad conlideralt 

9-3 
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time to. think about ;Lt and re.flect back*  and now hie IS 
positive it was Svertz# 19,s, Torii*  ibich is consistent. at • • 
course',. with T Linda. Xadal4n1 a-; testimony that Swats-It ear 
was usect on ,the night o Ithe Vett •and the La Bianca isioders, 

r 	'i*Cta even frciai iwartsts testa onyw  s c • 
was Caen on twonights. around the sone period of. time, • , 	, 	,• 

obvious that Juart.11inn No the 19$9 Ford of Swan* 
when the group *trove -off* 

!I 	Do you know who else wes'in the 'car? ry 

"A 	There was -Garth Tufts* 
it Q. 	Clem Tufts? 
"A, 	Clew Tufts. 

"There was 'Mr Watson. There was Lulu 
When iou say Lulu, wine are yor . referring 

to? 

Right there, that pretty girl tight 
there. 

This girl here Vm pointing tot 
Yes, the pretty one.," 

Then j asked the Court if the record could show 
I vis . pointing to Leslie 'Van 'Ifouten*  end the Court 014 
the record would co indicatC 

Apparently *Yuan ktistif Utile Van, Houten •** 
Lulu. 

'Who else was in the car? 
Patricia Xrenwinkelic  Kiss Susan Atkins, 

6 
7 

s. 

9 

10 

12. 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

. 20 

.22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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14. 
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'16 

17 

g 

19 

:20 

21 

, 22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

'this other girl, that iss  Linda XASabian*  you 

know,,/ so, her ,for a couple, you know, her and 

- tir'f 	dit4ingi; 

"There var. ;?seven a them" 	strike 

that: 

- Thet0' lie; e. seven of _them -- you say there 

was  Tex Watson? 
11 
	

Your 	and three boys,' ye*. 

Ckty, and you sty Mr. Illation vat cirtVingt 

Yes. 

"Igx. Flynn, do you recall how these 

seven people were dressed at the time they got into 

the oar? 

"L rot, The only one X remember was 

Sadie OlUtz, you know. 

ad ytusee 	Manson start the tart 

Yes,' I heard him. 

Did you see the car drive off the lot? 

• "A 	I.7611*. t Saw it moving, you know. 

'Then / just puiled the shades over.  

liIte that, and just .stayed ,in there, you know." 

/s X say, this testitiony..ist 100 percent 

consistent -with Linda Itasabiatils testimony, that the 

same seven people diet Juan Flynn saw enter Swart * ,ear, 

Linda said in. fact t one seven people wore in John Swartz,* 

car on the night of the La',liar:ea murders. 
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.9 

" 	1 ` 
19,091. 

It seams highly probilay that tho night that 

Juil00.rtta-eireg 	 oft WAS tbs, 'night of that 

IA Bianca, saurdfkizi$ 	&% los probably ono 'wok 

befoge%40,44t,,,Itt*., • , , 
• 

10 

11 
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juan testified be always, heard Manson and the 

ottie're.:tit44t About *liter Skelter at the ranch, but around 

thiji  pe4o4.  ,Olt*, Around this time 'of the *urns, . 
Said 	 oriOwere'' talking about Heuer skater 

ouch more than they had before, 

'This 	Altoljoistent with -the testimony of Vienne 

girt 

"Q. 	44 you aver have a conversation, *A 
Vlynn, with Mr* Manson in the kitchen at Spabn 
tench? 

11A yaw"' 

"Q ilhitix 	this conversation take pis* 
...Yuan*, it reAation, to the evening When you saw these 
seven people, drive off? 

"A 	A couple of days later„ you lutow. 
"Q, Von, had heard about 'the •Tate-La Bianca 

murders? 
l'A :Tea, • 1* witnessed itt. toot  through the 

media at television„ you know. 
' This conversation 'oil 	with Vir. *anion. 

Lir t the kitchen at Spate Sena; was 'this before. or 
.after you heard about the Tate-laa Bianca mutderst 

A 
	After. 

And irons a couple of days, one or two 
days, you sayt 

WA 	Ys / 

After yon saw the seven people drive •007 
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A Yes. 
Mao was in the 'kitchen with you end Mr. 

"ft 

ttA 

"t4hat happened next? 
Mr. Mattson walked in and he vent UM 

4 

5 

6 

if 

9 

1? 

13 

1.4 

15 

16 

17 

is 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

11,093 

Manson? 
"A Hiss Olutz — 	when. Z walked in, 

you know*  Kiss Gluts was in there*  and there was 
Dianne Dluestein. 

"That is Snake? 
"A 	Snake, and Guialt, you see." 
And 1 asked him who Ouish ints. I satiit 

"Is that Ruth morehiiuse" 
Be said: 

"Yes 4" 
"I just got through unloading a -truck of 

hay, and walked in there to "get .stt?metti4ig to set, 

"So I scrounged out something to eats  
and I sat down*  You know*  to have something tO,  

. eat. 

*Inert indicated. And I said:,,  
"You, .meark he brushed his left shoulder 

with his right hand?" 
And Juan said, "Yes, like that." 
1'44 as soon as Manson did that the three girls 

walked out Of the kitchen.' 
"n, 	How tong after he *sada this brushing 
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20 
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26 

°motion to his left shoulder did they walk out? 

"A 	lAight when, they notieed it, you knoll. 
tr 	Ilsoisdiatslyt 

"A 	lamediataly, yes. 

"q 	iihat is the next thing that happened?' 

Re said: 

7 	 riiie1.1; X was going, to eat, you knQwI and 

8 	 I am sitting down at the table Ii ke this. 

'There was Jast you •ant;91r.. Kansan there? 

"A 	Yes* I. wasn't 'watching :in. I Was 

watching the food, you icaote/,!' 

hadiust been working 'pretty hard. poor: 411110. 

was sitting itioNaL t0 have' hie daily Road: 

"All of a sudden Manson grabbed ..Me by 

hair, you know, and put a knife on my throitt, 

and he "sad Li You son of 	don-''t you 

I am the one who is doing all of these kill/  roll 

'7 4re you going to c.ome with me or da I have 

to kill yoU?'" 

This is an page 12,04& o the transcript. 

And X said: 

'I'm eating" 4w4*  

tab UNARTIC: that was that page number? 

ZUGLIOSII 12,0484, Volume 105. 

And I $41.4 m eating and Vim right 

here, you know, so he put the knife down." 

4 

93 
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11R. KANatt: Your Honor, may `I request that 

Sugliosi 

TUEGO t Mt. Unimak, you are.interrupting, sit 

dawn. ' 

1.0zi KetNarit: May I have the other ,citations -he is 
• 

using. 

TM COURT: You have a copy of the transeriPti tette 

proceed. , 

t. =MEI: ''So he put the knife down." Referring 

to Manson. t,nd then he said Manson said "Okay, you kill 

me 

ttbld Said, 	dontt want to do 600, 1  

you know." 

Here we have a confession, ladies and gentlemen, 

by Charles Manson that he was respessible for the Tate-

La Bianca murders. 

Of mural Hanson did not really have to tell . 

awn that. It could not be more obvious from all of .the 

evidence in this case, ladies and gentlemen, that Charles 

Monson =a CkorIes nson alone ordered these seven. saves* 

taurders. 

• $folason told rtyrtn something the evidence already 

Showed at this trial, and this confession by Charieg 

lianoon Alone*  al by itself, without any other evidence, 

it sufficient to convict him of All seven counts of murder. 

ICANAPnr ,  Your Honor, that is simply' not the 

lax your Honor. I must object. 
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TIM COuRT: 'Overruled. 

BUGLIOSX; Mr. Flynn testified that 'when Manson 

tad. him this, be 'beneved him, but in another. sense he 

did not want to. believe .him and thought maybe Manson was 

boasting. 

Mr,  FlYnn teStified Mattson sussed very odious 

and convincing when he said. it, but he, W. Flynn,. -did not 

know '14Nether to believe 'Manson or not. 

lelynn testified that after Manson said this 

to him Mattson placed the knife dom and asked Flynn to 

kill him„ as r indicated. 

And then of souse Flynn told•Manson le 'did 

not want to do it, whereupon. Manson told Flynn to go 4o . 

to the creek and.uNake love to my gixlsvn 	- 

Flynn also declined that of. for personal 

health reasons-. 

Juan is the type of guy who learns a lesson. 

Flynn testilled that a fait month. later, a 

for months after this confession by Manson to,  him, when he 

*me up at Barker Ranch and Meyers 'Match, he tettlfied that 

he really believed 'what Mattson had tQl.d. hth beca.usia of 

oortain things he say at the rancho tkat scared hist and 

made him aware of what was going- on. . 

So when Flynn first heard thiHr, it sounded so 

'incredible to his* that, he' did not ltrtoW whether to believe 

Manson or not. 

Later on tip in the desert, he FealiSed :that 

• 
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• 19, (197 
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1O 

Mansell meant exaetly what 1a told rash. 

loIR.MAUI: Your flonor, I submit that is ireelevant 

, and that is not -- your ;Honor, X am sure did not allow -- 

TEZ WIRT: You are interrupting, Mr* Kanarski 

lf' you have an objection, state it. 

latIARCKt Yes, your Honor)  that Mr. 1`Iran's ' 

edit-orializing -- X make a motion that that comment be 

stricken. 

TEl COURT: This is argument, Mr. Kanarek, and you 

are .interrupting. 

Sit down, sir. 

The objection is ovexruled. 

tlovl  Manson did not say "X ordered 

the seven Tate-La Bianca murders" but it is obvious what 

he was:  talking about. 

Re was not talking, about the Mai Lai killings, 

Iadies- and gentlemen, heves taikin4 about the TatewLa 
• Bianca murders. 

Plyna also testified:that 'up in .the desert 

he started going to sleep with a shritgua at night for . 

protection Against galloon. 

As X told you, Charlie is as harmaemai 

an. emaciated moth, bat he ,does believe in killing human 

beings Flynn testified: 
"X vas aware and precautions because 

of the conversations that always arose from the 

6. 

7 . 

6 

.21 
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, 	19 

20 

21. , 

. 24 

25 

2 6 

party, 1 t meson, as to what was .to happen,  

to sito, if I wasntt to come along vith him, you see. 

"1, 4 be banging on. a tree and everybody 

4..muld run 44 and stab knives in no, you. know. 

-"Every Oats 1 walked around the -corner, 

well, that seemed to be the main .subjact, your know, 

about how many times they could do ma in, and this 

and that, you know..1' 

e said that one night he even caught Manson 

and Clem Tufts Creeping up on his cabin at Barker Ranch. 

• Manson had .a knife., When. Zfuen came to the door 

with the shotgun,' Chailie left. 

Charlie ,does , not 	.faix battlel... Ile Wow 

one,sided contests, a situation lid where a person 'ha* 

his iands tied behind his 1,204_a pillowe 'over his head, 

Charlie likes that type of a contest, 
. 

Charlie is; not going to Stand in front of 

someone face to face when.  that portion. has a deadly 'weapon. 

Cb;arlie takes off, 

Flynn testified that ha liked it up in the 

desert and did not want to, leave. lie did not Want to 

leave, but finally when he realized his life was in 

jeopardy, he said he left. 

On cross-examination there was a stipulation 

that -Et conversation lir* Myna had with sergeant Sartucet 

of the Los Angeles Police Department on August 18th, 

1970, consisting of 16 pages, and during the conversation 
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Juan did not mention the knife incident 'with Manson. 

ROVeVer,' Sartucci asked h this question:.  

"Q. 'hen did you first become aware o the 

fact that Ob.arles Manson. was, being charged with 

the *rip** that heis ,presently on trial for?"' 

)1r)t Flynn 0,119Weredi 

fl became Avare of the crime that he 

is being charged with when he admitted to me of 

the killings that were taking plaice as we have 

discussed from the .television news raedia.i" 

he also told Sertuccit 

"lie told, se that he was the main cacao-

fOr these surders to be emoilittect," 

' 	 4114, t.0 Sergeant Sartucci that meson 

had confessed to those zurders, 

The may thing he did not tell Sartucci is 

the exact word* that minion used when he confessed* 

where he confessedt  and when he confessed and the knife 

incident leading up to the confession.• 

. In. fact if askod about the. details he 'would 

-have told it to** swettitei• 

In factR  Juan testified it, might not have been 

brought up, in answer to ar. Itanarelos question why he. 

hadn't told Sartucci, 

Of course Ito. itanarek, in his cross-exmicaticn 

of Ht* Ylynn, suggested in 'kis question that the reason 

Er. Vilna never told Sattocat is because the incident leeVor 

• 	. • 2 

3 

4 

5 
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happened. 

Xanerek. also• suuested in. his cross-examination 

that the reason the precise, confession came out in my 

interview with Mr. Flynn is that X put the words into 

Vlynnts mouth. 

"The possibility that the reason why the .410n-feast n 

came cut in my interview with 11r. Fly was simply that 

asked Hr. Flynn lot of questions. Of course that waS 

sever considered by Zr. Itanarek. 

Kanarek' then changed his tack and instead of 

ray putting the words in Juan's ticutb, he suggested that 

Flynn made it up himself. 

Kenarek as4ed this question: 

'You made the confession up' for the 

purposes of this Courtroom, isret that correct, 

Plynra d  

Of course 	Flynn-replied that he bad not. 

XII other words, the whole thrust of Kr. 

Xanarekt s cross-examination was that I got together with 

Viri Flynn before he testified, and the confession by lir. 

'lynn was tecently fabricated by Juan and myself. 
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XANAMK:,  Your Senors  that is not the thrust, 

your Honor„ and I submit -- 

THE COURTI Will counsel approach the bench? 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench out of the hearing or the jUry:) 

T.11:00 COURT; Now, Itir. Xanarek, y'ou are up to your old 

tactics again or interrupting and trying to diatract the 

01117- 

I am not going to let you do it, sirs  I am 

warning you right now if you do it once more I wit find 
' 0  4 

you, in cOnterapt 4 	• 

12 	 You have never bettatoreclosed at ,any time 

during this trial •froO making legitimate okieetionas and you 

are not foreclosed now. X -want ypu, to bear in mind what 

15 . am telling you because I mean At.' 

1.6. 	 MR„ 4ANABEX t Your Honor 1-- 

17 	 TaK COURT: You don't have to answer. This is argu- 

menu. If you want to draw some contrary inference from 

what occurred, you may draw that inference in your argument, 

DO not interrupt Mr. t)ugliosi,s argument. 

MR. XAWAREK:  Re la making up facts, 

it E COURT: He is not making up facts, You heard 

what I said, 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of the jurv) 

MR, BUGLIOSIf Of courses  we proved,, ladies and 
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gentlemen," that this completely unpstified implicatiOn by 

2 Mr, Kanarek was totally false; that long' before, long before 

a • 1 had even spoken to. Juan Flynn, 1'lynn related the identical 

4 . story of Manson's confession to Dave Steuber, a Pres= CHP 

officer, on December 19, 1969, in Shothone, California. 

Steuher was not an investigator on the Tate.. 

La Bianca MVO:ems  but be wee a conscientious and diligent. 

officer who nevertheless asked Plynn what Flynn knew about 

9 these Murders. 

.io 	 Steuber,  played the tape-recorded comment* he 

1I 1144. with 1ynn here in court.. You heard the tape, 

12 	 Ho played it right froM.that witness stand. 

'1ynn told Steuber the same identical words 

14 ab0ut Matson placing a koJb:at his throat and confeesingx 

that he teStifliteto,6rev'On- this *itness stand. 

think Juan was a veri,gcod witness; although 

be could not *peak too clearly,. since he just came from 

Panama six years earlier,' 

In his somewhat broken English he related his 

experiences with Charles Nansoni  and '.x particular this 

confession. 

Juan lay 26 years old, sewed in, the American 

Army for three yes:raj  11 months, and 29 days of these three 

years were in Viet.Mam, 

He received two Purple ifearts and got an 

Honorable Discharge, 

,13 
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go 

X thought the. wOrds that Juan used and the way 

he' described. how an American soldier feels when be leaves 

the green Jungles of Viet-Nam and returns to the hustling, 

bustling bright lighta of civilization, I think was 

certainly tine of the most poignant, moving incidents durillg 

this entire trial' 

Other than Juan I's arrest on August 16th, 1.9690  

When everyone at the Spahr; Ranch was arrested and then 

released„, his only other arrests were for driving without 

alicense and being drunk and the other incidents  where,  :he 

Voluntarily turned himself in and paid, "Please arrest me 

for drinking:beer in the desert a couple of months earlier.:" 

Juan testified that for the past year the 

,police came to tee him several times, and asked him to 

tome downtown, to talk to me. 

' .1Elut be always had refused because he had 

received .threats on his Aire. 

Part o' the time he was 11Aring at SpabnBanva4 

and he,  said he diOnft. think it WOUId have been too safe for 
R te, 	 i 

him to cooperate with law entOrcement,and, still 44 re at the 

. He said, as ,recent 	two.  weeks Were his ' 

'testimony a man And a woman came to where he etas ,living in 

ga Canoga park4  They were armed With knives. 

He said they spoke to him about• the fact that 

he was going to testify tor the prosecution,}  and threatened. 

to kill him right thereF  , 
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'But 40 *mid he had an axe in his hand from 

OhOPPing woodl  And they eventually left. 

They did rpat like equal contest either* 

Vale Juan was at Spaha lianall he received two 

Written notes, handed tt him, which he interpreted to be 

threats =bit lite* 

One of the notes read; 

"ilOw many changes does it take to make one big 

Change,. or doet it 'take ten little changes to make one frig 

change, or does it take one big change to scrub away off 

the rads of the earth a lazy image like you," 

Another not. read:. 

'Vas is en Indictment on yOur life becaulte 

it is coming dawn", 

oIt la coming downi, ff  Reiter $kelter is coming 

down, that it obViout* 

Later in the note it said: 

Where the eagle filet we will lie under the 

sun; where the eagle flies we will die to be ono*" 

Sow, Juan.recognited the word* to that list 

note as being words of:a song that nson. had composed anti 

which he heax'd other Members <it the Pamily in at the 

Spam, Sfaxich ,.  

Um. can drew YOUr own reason le inference4. 

I donft know where that.note came from, but the language in 

that note Plynn had heard Wore, tt clams .from **Ong Of 
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charnel*, 

Now and, then, •when I'm speaking of one person 

X Will mentiOn another personls name, X apologize to you for 

that but you have to realize that there are literally 

hundreds of people's names here, and X go over them hundreds 

and hundreds of timea. 

NOW and then in reterrin5 to one person 

mention Someone else. 

Vlynn Said he had otio0 received phone calla 

in the middle of the aright, and when he picked up the phone 

the caller Would make pig sounds. 

Of course Juan had to change his number. 

He alto testified that people had been, driving 

by his home in the middle of' the night and Screaming words . 

at hit. 

Ile testified that he was so frightened that on 

August 18, 1970, after. he spoke to Sergeant Sartucci and 

. myseit„ he reqUested that he be arrested so he could be 

v.. : protected, 

So he wall arrested for drinking .a beer in the 

desert several months earlier*  

XtOidentally, Mr, Kanarek, of all people on 

the face of this earth,. Mr,. Xanarek is the one that paid the 

bs;il to get JUI).1% Plynn out 'of aiX, and then lir. Kanarek 

takes Juan, out- to eat; according to Juan's testimonyv 

MR,  Uh4REK: Your lionoi,:AlaYT m41(0',4 motion? 
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THE. 001111T: A motion? 

MR. KANAREK: Yes, your Honor. 

The motion, is, your Honor, that it be stricken 

on the grounds that I 'was called by Juan -- 

104 !AMAMI your Honor, he is testifying now. It 

Xr. Kagarek wants to take the stand, that is one thing, but 

he is testifying. 

TIC COURT I The motion to strike is denied, 

Mr, Kanare1. 

MR, BUOLI001: And what does Mr. Xanarek tell Juan 

Flynn? lie tells Juan not to say anything to anyone. 

Now, it is going to be interesting, when 

Mr.,Kanarek addresses you what he meant by that. 

I guess he was telling Juuil 

"Juan, Please don't tell anyone that you 

drank beer up in the desert." 
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I am sure 00 is what Mis.:  Kanarek ,was, referring 

to when he told Juan Flynn, "Don't say anything to anyone*  • 

Maybe Mr. Kanarek can shed some Illumination 

on what be meant by that during his argument, It will b• 

kind of interesting. 

Juan testified that he doesn't presently fear 

for his 114'0 at the hands of Aaneon personally Since 

Manson is in Sail, but he says he does presently tear 

Manson's "reach:" 

In other words, apparently Juan fears for his 

1irs at the present time at the hands of Manson, This is 

essentially the same thing that Dianne Lake said, 

Incidentally, Juan testified that Tex Wats6a 

Vas aquiet„ easy-going person, who didn't talk, much, and 

most of the time he was fixing dune buggies and doing 

mechanical work. 

Myna recalls Nanson telling Watson to fix 

dune buggiss, and he says he doesn't recall Watson telling 

Manson to 64 anything, 

He recalls around August of 1691  when the 

murders took places  Watson's behavior changed considerably. 

It X had, decent eyes before this trial, 

I have lost, them now, Just reading these transcripts day in 

and day' out.. 

Here is the way Juan described Teak. 
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"He was peppier, you know, he was snappy, he was 

sharp, you know, he was 	he just moved fast, you know. 

You know, he moved fast), you know, he ran up In front of 

Zpahn'S Rand, yoU knoW„ pop his chest out, put his shorts 

on, you know', and he was realltpePpys.you  know." 

You know, Juan certainly didWt- d6 a had. job 

articulating on that witness stand in view of,the fact that 

he only has been here for' six years, and 1 don't think he 

has been attending night school during, thoSe,six years 

learning English. He was not doing a bad job. 

Juan said that Manson had secret signals by 

which he communicated with members *f the Family from time 

to tinny but Juan didn't understand what they were. 

One signal he did understand. MansOn brushed 

his left shoulder and Dianne and Ruth Morehouse and Sadie, 

left the kitchen. 

Very interesting, and Z think this is one or 

the -keys of Manson's dOmination over the Vagabond tribe, 

Manson spoke to Juan Flynn many times about programming and 

unprogramming. 

Let's.• take a look •at it. 

"Did he ever tell yOu what the word 

'programmed' meant, Juan/" 

Juan answeredt 

"What did he say 'program' meant? 

"Well., it was, you knOw, what you was 
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"taught by sooiety or the system, the upeoviwz, 

the upbrin4ing of the children, you sees  or a 

tiociet;y.' or a system, you See, you know, like 

00100.4 and ohurch4 ands  yOu :now, all these 

thing$ that'led to inhibitions, youkhows  and 

stUtf like that. 

°What about parents' 
'Parental  too, you knolowg 
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"Did he mention parents? 

"Yes. Ikarents have the power to program 

their children in a very early age to go to school, 

you see, and this program consisted of, you 'know, 

the program to have the children giving their 

consent or accept .a aociety or a system that was 

approved by their Parent*, you see. 

"Did tk. Hanson ever mention the word 

itunprogrammedt to you?" 

Juan said "He said that, you know, to unprogrask 

y ourself you nave to get rid of all the = ego, you know 

"Ego? 

'1401 you knows 

'}411 the wants*  you knor„ that you had,- 

and give up your other and father., you knows  and 

get rid of all the inhibition**  you know, and just 

blank yourself out. 

'Did Ws Manson discuss Mit you, 

without going into what he said, skian, plans that 

he had to =program, the people in the Family? 

"Tess° 

So note, ladies and gentlemen, that Hanson very 

subtlely, very Subtlely, preached .to hie Pamily that 

society had prograimied everyone*  including :the mother. 
of his Family, and of course it 'was .42taritels job to 

do them a favor and unprogram them. 
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• course, '*hat Charlie didn'it tell anyone, 

the se 'otheriembers of the Vault 	vat that in, • 
the process of unprozramMitig the* he was really propitiating 

, 	 4 

itt4*, 	 time tc jai molding them to his Min 

ViskeS, to it,; that thc.ty release di their inhibitions 

and jiiit . :010.111C Callti • r, In other words, beep** Zoeftes, 

beeme robots. 

Tex tatie, Sadie And Leslie are font a 
Manson,' s robots, and being robots, they weren't about to 

asetty tor:hint; he commanded' them to do. 

Being rchotal  beinr, Zombies, on the night of 

the Tate-lit Bianca murders, when he sends them out On a 

mission of murder, they cant talk beck,. 

Now and then. you see a robot in a movie tal,king 

back, but a true robot cant t tall; back. 

Oresg Takobson. 

Between early sumer of 1968 and late Augutt 

or . early September of 1 694 he .had approximately IOtt 

discussions with Manson at Spahn Ranch, Jakohsone s he 

and Dennis Wilsonis lime, about Mansonts philosophy on- 

aakobson. 'found anon s.timulating 4 • .1.1111,6txt' 

and he testified on the witness stand to the substance of 

his =my conversations with Charles Manson. 

I think ve should look at Jakobsonts testimony 

in a fair amount of depth inasmuch as be obviously is an 
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intei4gent perqon* :was not  4 member of the 

* 	i W43 fieit*ony ,13,e1ied to give ao. iusiight into 

the i:ragedi.fiert.Ziad  pincl 	oto. charue tom.aou
■
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"What did Mr., anson say, if atythiAgs  

Jaltobsony about right and wrong? 

"He said there was no elleh thing. 

"No such thing as what? 

"tight or wrong. 

"Did ;IVA lialtzton elaborite'on what he 

meant 1'i/ben hesatid'there'wai no such thing 

WS wrong? 

34 he said he:6,4;144 do no 
. 	, 

ri-gnt or wrong. 

rs hat he PersOnalay e0441 do 	40: 

wrongt 
• 

"'Right and wrong was a cons dePt that he 

did not hold with.• he did not believe in it 

he waY that he personally Could do 

no wrong? 

9/es. 

"Did Manson over discuss with you his 

OonOspt of good as opposed to bad? 

'nes. 

: "What did he say/ 

wasttt any APod, or bad.. 

',Did Mr. Manson ever di ours with you his 

philosophy about death? 

didnrt believe in it. 

Nell, would you elaborate on tnatt 

101) 
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"1.14 said that he had died a long time 

ago and that ha had experienced death many 

t1mei. 

''This was one of the things that we 

argued about so Much)  the sub., ect1VO and the 

objective), where they met. 

"Did he say there was such a thing as 

death? 

'To)  it was only a physical change at 

the end Of the bodYt, 

1,The essence*-of life went'enw 

7The body did nOt have to do with the 

essence of lira, . 
A 

"Did he say there was. no such thing as 

1 
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• 
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12'; 

1.4 

14 
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16 

death? 

"Yes)  death also 1$ a concept or man, 

that exists only in the head, in the intellect.°  

I saidt "This is What he said? 

°Yes)  

"Did he say anything about death with 

respect to its being beautiful? 

"He said that he had experienced it and 

death wag beautiful.. 

4Did he say it was wrong to 1=1 a human 

being? 
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said It was not, but he said it 

should be gualified, it came at the and or a 

lot of talk, it oame at the end of' a Oonver, 

sation that hot int0„ first)  that there watt 

any right' or wrooz., and sedondly, there wawa tt 

any death)  and than it came so that it did not 

mattor.q 

No right or- wron;*  Ao such thing as death, ergo, 

not wrong to kill a fellow human being, 

I said; "'What didn't mutter? 

flIt someone was killed)  death, .didn't 

have Amy importanao." 

This is inat Gregg JakObsOn is telling us about 

MansOn's philosophy on :ate. 

And X questit,uied him Further. 1 said.: 

,So he told you then it was not wrong to . 

1;1111 is that eorrootI 

Irtes). that i4 vorroot iP 
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Alakobilop. :testified' on trostfrexamination that 

• don. said that Oen you kill. someone*  you are only 

4/144 

Now about that? 'au. you 1411 scow you 

are il:tilltngyo a I;. 	• 
. 	'ton .are the one that 'wales away and leaving 

egieepte behind deed* and apparently you have 'killed. your*,  

self* 

Did *mem say anything about time? 

'sit-does not exist: 

"Time doe* not exist? 

"It,ighti 

"Did he elaborate on that? 

'fit also is a concept of sumo 

"San invented ti 	The clock is the 

invention and creation of man, It is a concept* 

"Did be discuss the concept of pain 

vith you? 

"Xt is a concept. It. costs from fear. 

'It also is a creation 'of loan, .it'Lheltd 

,not be therel it does not 

imagine the unbelievable fear that these seven. 

victims bed lit/wing those sharp bloody knives in the face 

on tie night of the Tate- +; Bianca murders. And aerie* 

said there is no such, thing as 'fear. 

• des, said there is no Sucb. thing as fears 
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Juan comes out o4 the place at Barker Ranch with a shotgun, 

and Charles takes off like a big bird. But he says. there 

no such thing as fear. 

Beautiful, isn't it. Just beautiful. 

Yi  d Mr. Manson ever speak, to 7011; about 

the establishment? 

"es. 

"Mat did he say? 

"lie did not want to have anything to do 'with 

them; that they 'were so far wrong that everything 

that they vete anti vas, was colsing to an and«, 

'It was over. The beginning of the 

end had begun. 

"The karma was turning. Those are 

Us-words, not mine." 

When t say that, this is Jacobson testifying. 

NI In other words, he ad not want 

board a sinking ship, as it were, lie wanted to 

leave the establishment? 

'Exactly. 

"Did Manson ever say that be was Jesus 

thrist? 

"Yes. 

"Besa. .r 114; ;gas ;leads Christ? 

° id he ever say he was a devil? 

Yes. 

• 
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"Did Charlet Hanson /aver dinettes with 

you. his feeling about the reletionship between 

black and white peoptet 

'Many tines. 

"Did he mention the philosopb.er 

,t;:katzscha 

' 

"Mat ho had read rietzsche?" 

Getman philcsopher. 

"re 1,7ns 	 vith 
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'"What did Mr. Manaon Say with respect 

	

2 
	 to the relationship betWeen black and white 

• 
	 peOple? 

	

4 
	 9There was much said about that, and 

the essence pt what was said, going back to 

	

6 
	 the question about Nietzsche, that the white 

	

7 
	 race was more evolved than the black race. 

oThe white race was more evolved? 

• 9. 
	 "Yes, sir. 

nYou'ere using the term evolved to mean 

more deVelopedt 

, Yes. 

	

1'3 
	

"More advanced? 

	

14 
	

"Yes, *volutions, progreasive development, 

yes, tore evolved, more advanced.: 

	

16 
	

Then the bIackpeople/ 
ti 

	

17 
	

"Yes." 
• 

And later Jakobson teStitied that Manmon 

	

'19 
	

eubscribed, Manson told him,that-he subscribed to thb 

	

20, 	aerman philospher Nietzsche's concept of the master race. 

	

21 
	

Of course„'Adolph Hitler aleo bOrrowed,viry„ 

	

22 
	

Very heavily from Nietzsche. She Olird Reich, was rounded 
.4 

•g3 
	

somewhat on Nietzsohe's treatises and his books. 

	

24 
	

Nietzsche, incidentally, had three basic 

tenets, among many others, but there were, three b4440 

26. - tenets to his teachings. 

lod 

• 
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Number one. That women were completely sUb- 

seryient to men. 

This is one of Charlie's concepts also, 

A1so, the fact that the whites wore superior to 

blacks, 'The so-called master race theory which hitler 

subscribed to. 

Another one or NietzSche's concepts was the 

fact that It was not wrong to kill a fellow human beings 

It was not wrong to commit murder if the murder -Of the 

little slimy huMan, being would further some more grandiose 

sOhome. 

I donit know whether Charlie road those 

particular excerpts from Nietzsche. It would seem that 

he perhaps did. 

'de have aakobson's testimony .that Manson liked 

Nietzsche., he read Nietzsche, and be subscribed to ttiettsohe 

and these are three of Nietzsche's teachings which 

eoinoided with Oharlit's teaching. 

Getting back to the black people ti, I sail's 

"What else did he say? 

They were to serye 

"'Mackie was to serve Whitey? 
7 

23 

24 

25 

"Did he say what the black, person's 

PUrPoile was here on earth? 

°In effect.*  what was said was thit the 
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',black man was going to take the white man's 

Place; that the white man way to move on and 

the black man was to become the establishment. 

It wag his turn. 

''Whon you .say he thought the black man 

should become the establishment)  what would he 

say with respect to that? 

"'The black, man• WO Cuing to rise up, take 

the-1440e oX t46 white man in sodiety and the 

white man)  the white men that were left)  and 

there could be very Xew-)  would be liVing in the 

degert.,  

t • 
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now, rote, -Nanscn himself used the vktra 

344s so hirzelf used the Word "Ilise,"aad we have 

"Use printed in laced at tLe Lg: Ban ta residence. 

'1.14a the 1.4.44., tu.o. became the establish- 
. 	a 	' 

merit di ;:s. n:41son Loy v4antrele the black man 
i 	4 	r 

ueuld 1.74vc,. Irk 	estr,blistilanti 	 F 

'7E.e. tatole idea. wis that the 1)1a* atm 
1 

	

:as to corva the thite ti n 	tivery capadity, 

irtclueed 	pra.;;iitfent 	the:ttnitod ,states, 

heinz.1 a thief of polite, beLn; a judp, in every 

capacity. 

/TO 	becomt 	esta,bUsluaent. 

There .wolla be no white estz-Lblislameat left. 

'So then the blac*Juan IcAld be the 

president, the leaslatora, the police, et set a, 

that e6rreet? 

'11184W:eV*  they would be starving, 

i'DUt their zole function would be to 

serve 'white 	is that torretta 

"ls," 

In other vorets, 14,-Inszln envisioned the black • 
mon bein3 the tiresident o the -United aates, thief .tag 

but strictly in an a&inistoricl capacity, trot 

in the 'capacity' a stlyirtz 'You4-.74 this and you do that." 

It 'is u. 	 Ligrro cmeetlt, ;.gut JaU6bton 

testified very` clearly thz't the 	p1,4rpoze G the blacic 
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1, 

2 

3. 

4 

man taking over was not to dominate ,,- not to dominate --

but to serve the white man. 

"Did Or. ?Wigan ever . spealk to you, 

Mr. Jatri,obaora„ about blechite conflict or 

physical confrentation? 	;. 

tiften:. 
6.  

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

- 	ha ,is a this • IbLIck-wlaitevar,  -cer 

conflict a namm2 

'Mat tuame ad b ,ive it? 

%at= Skater. 

`Did, he mention Uater Skater to you 

many times? 

"Yes. 

"ad:he say therelwas going to be 
black-White wari 

"01, he believed that it was-  imminent. 

'That it was Imminent? 

"Yes* 

"That it was going to happen very scout 

Wes)  it was beginning." 

22 
	 nsol  in other words, licit= SkeLter, then, was 

23 
•the black-white war, is that correct? 

2t • 
	 'It WAS. 

1irb Hansoaever indicate to you, 

26 
	 how he envisioned this black-white war would start? 

21 
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21 

22 
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24 

25 

26 
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"It would begin by the  ;ppi 

of -some. white 4sailles 	theiv horses. 

'By whom? 

By the blacks.., 

"Did he tell, you what lie meant when he 

said the black mln would rip off same 'white families 

iu their be s2 

Yes)  he was pretty adamant, Iremember*  

because it was, -well)  he said, 'he used the words, 

'Tipped off,' and those stucco, in my mind, and 'then 

he vent ftz:ther u. soy that they would really be 

cut up and dismembered cnd so on. 

'After the black.witte war or lia:ter 

Skelter commenced in that fa corm. by the black man 

Vipping 'o :t some 'white families)  did he say where 

the battle would eventually lead? 

't It would be everywhere, it would be in 

the streets)  it would be an open confrontation. 

"Between laacks and 'whites? 
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1)141 Mr. 'Oanoon indicate to you, 

who be thought would pre/ail in this black-white 

war? 

JOhx  the black would Win. 

11 ila he tell ypu why he felt tilArbIacla 

would wir 

"It was their turn, It was their turn, 

It way tiwa ter tern t* take the place of 

whitey, 

Nhiteyli:kbarma would have turned, 

4Did Aro. klansOn eVer tell you what he 

intended to do durilui this black white War? 

'yes. 

:'What did he say/ 

was gcoiiv to zo t)the aesort with his 

people and completely avoid it then, 

''Did he say Whore in the desert h. was 

going to iso? 

e firwly believed that there wa0 a pit)  

a bottomIes3  At in the Death Valley area that 

could be lived, in, and inhabiteds'and quite 

possibly was inhabited, 

'Tid he saw he intended to inhabit the 

bottomless pit during bolter okelter? 

nes, 

you save indicated that 1$iianson said 
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3 

4. 

'abet he believed the black. van would, prevail,  

in this war with the whit* man, 

Mid he tell you whether oz not he felt ., 

the black man would be able to handle being 

the Establishment, handle the reins of power? 

"Ultimately _now, they' wouldn't, They would 

have to ooze back. 

: "Why wouI4nft the7 be .able to handle the 

reigs of power/ 

"It just wasn't' their thing, It was a 

creation of white mauls /• and they would not be 

able to handle it. They would not want it. 

They 'Would just finally 'put it dOwn, giVe it 

back to the white man that was lest. 

hi say who 'the white man was who.  

would, be lett? 

"Fell, he would be lest and anybody else 

who had been into the desert with him, and sur-

vived.  halter skelter, 

"So then the black litan eventually would 

Mame to Mr. Manson, i
d

s

[ 
 that correctt 

"Ms, 	.essenc, yes. 

for what purpose would the bleak 

man come to M. Manson as tar as Mr, Manson was 

0Oncernedt 

"POW help, to give it back, he would not 

5 

.8 

9.  

10 

12 

14 

15.  

16 

V 

is 

19 

2t 

. 22 

23' 

25. 
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4? 

5 - 

6 

7 

8 

9-

to 

11 

12 

13 

•14,  

15 

16 

17 

la 

10 

' 	$6,  

'21 

23 

24 

25 

26  

want it after he had it. 

o/n other words, the black man would 

want to turn over the establishment to fir, 

Aatson, is that correctt 

'Might, yes." 

It has been said, of course, that everyone has 

a reason for doini everythins, no latter' what that reason 

is. PO could be the craziest, mot far-out reason in the 

world, but there Is a reason for everYthin4. 

Apparently the reason ManOon wanted ** start,. 

Relter aelter was becaUse„ in his mind,' it would 

ultimately result in his being, the leade , m1t lust of his 

Family, which he was already the leader of, but of. *very 

Muer! bein4 on the face of the earth, after, the all 

inclusive, all,pervasive„ black-white war. 

Manson wasn't putting Jakobson on. There was a 

hundred discussions, Jakobson testified from the witness 

stand that •Charlie was very, very serious about it. And, 

that was Jakobson's testimony. 
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)34kobson testified that he even saw Bolter 

Skelter writtin on the wail of a. saloon at Spahn'llancli. 

1:111,0 is not that cabinet door, now, that Z 

shcved you, a picture of:, This is 4 Waal at the saloon. 

saidt 

There was a tie mural in say 10 

colors. It zlood, with blue lip;1,.t. Xt depicted. 

}leiter 'skeltitr„ and it was. 'mitten* 

`The wards were written? 

"Yes* And dart.). vas a picture of the 

mountains and the desert and Goler Viash, and 

so on, =4 Hater Mater coming down. out oZ 

the sky. 

"Y01.1 are familiar with Galax Weight 

'This is in the Death Valley axes.? 

Yes. 

`'Hawn you beenf up' there? 

" o, boa know wIler0 'Golf= Wash As?,_.  
411 dot,.  

116We you beep. up to tacker Rana? 

"les* 

'How far is Color: Wash from liatker lanchl 

.it is just off of Grier Wash. It is 

almost a Goler Wash. It is in the immediate 

108-1 

5 

7 

.10 

12.  

13 

141. 

is 

16 
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proximity. 

"Barker Peach is in the immediate 

proximity of Gaiet Wash2 
rlboo tl! 

row*  vibere did Charlie Manson get this bizarre 

far-out„ weird concept vi 'ielter Molter? 

VI don't U.nov. We' don't know, Sat 'we 

do know that he did not get it from the Beatles. HA did 

not get it from them.. 

Rot./ do,  we know .that? Because Jakobson testified, 

roston testified, even Dianne Lake testified, that Manson 

used to spea aout the block-white war before that Vbite 

Beatles album ever came. out. . 

Instead of saying, that Reiter Sk.elter is ci;tetittg 

down, Manson used to any the "blenVis coming down. 

(if course, the word be used was the gutter 

/4 

16 

11.  

19 

2L 

22 

Vernacular for defecation, 

.course's  when the' white Beatles album come 

out Vith the ser4I 	Skelter; Manson Aubstitutes 

word liclter Skelter for defecation. 

Hanson merely found isattport,' ladies and 

gentlemen, in, the lyrics of those 1eatlee, songs for 

23 	his beliefs oxtd philosophies he already had, 

24 

25. 

26 

Now, the genesis, the origin,„ of those 

philosophies we dontt knov. 

Let' a tal1z -a little bit about the Beatles, 

2 

16 

11 

12 
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Did Waft/Anson ever discuss with you the 

recording group called. the Beaties? . 

"Us. 

"And their role, if any„ in the scheme 

of life? 

"Many times. 

"What did be say-  about the Beatles?.  

'Re believed that they were prophets 

and they to. prophesying Reiter Sixelter if yos3. 

were listens ti to them, if - you were tuned 

that is what they were prophesying. .',heir were the 

leaders of the moment, within the words 1014 context 

of :their -SongS. 

"They were prophisyliig the fact that 

11.elter Wetter was Unbent? 

"Yes. 

"Did he over say that ibe ihelieved, tbe; 

Beatles were -speaking to hisa through the lyrics 

of their songs? 

• "Dh,, yes. 

'What did he nay? 

• "Weill  that in exactir lihat they *we 

doing, and he intended to folios -their advice. 

"lie put great stock in what the Beatles 

said in their songs, that ,the lyric content meant 

lot to him. 
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"Vould you, say he ilitdicatedthat ittt 

2 
	 worshipped them?' 

3 
	 .donft know abotit,worship*,  

4 

	 "He thought as awgui lot of the Beatles* 

5 
	 They were -- 	be thQuz;ht'on gwfullot Of them.' 

Jal.cobson testified that when the white Deatlee 
6 

album ears Litt 	14te 1 ;4 or early ,L9, Manson got a 

.record player oral started ploylng the alhou. 

	

.9 
	 te, &axd Nanson ;lewd the album rya  =Amber 

	

y;) 
	of times,. a'lat of'times4 It was playedover and over 

. again." 

	

12. 	 jakobsou testifed he never heard:Manson play 

any of the other 'seeks abwrigi. 

	

4 	
Cala; 	Du41losi, woad this be a convenient 

time? 

	

16 	ag.-B1.1a/chal • yes, your Ila-4,or. 

	

17 	 1:e x 1, take our recess,. ladies and TIM 

gentlemen. 

	

1.8 
	• 

	

19 	 aot converse with anyone or forst, or express 

	

0 	any opinion vti.;a4A,11a tix case until It Is finaIll subetitted 
2 

to you. a 
The court will recess gor 15. miztutes. 22 

(Rermos.) 

25 

26 
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11,WE Oolla; All counsel and jurors are present. 

/gamey continue)  ar, Bui.110ei. 

BUOLIOSI: Thank you, your Honor. 

Let's look at this Beatles' album. 

5 	 There are man/ sonp in taut album)  but Aanson 

6 played five or theta more than any others. 

They acre Bolter SkeItor)  Black Bird)  Figgies, 

Bevolution 9 and, Sexy Badie. 

9 	 We don't know. whether the is any connection 

.10  between that song*  4temy Badiel  and Sadie Gluts in this cue)  

4 , but there is a 4on6 y that nawe in toot album. 

12 	 *ow)  obvious .y$  0,0414$ * Beetles' Album is 
13 completely insignificant)  but it become* very relevant 

14  and extremely critical when 44 look at the words of the 

15  songs)  the lyrics of the songs andparticularly manson's 
16 interpretation and constructien of these wOrds. 
17 	 Let's see what Manson told Jakob3on about how 
18 he interpreted the 'words in the Beatles songs. 

19 	 O course)  Belter-Bkelter)  Manion t014 
20 Jakobson, that the Beatles were prophesying the last final 
21 battle to be fouht in the street between blacks and whites4 
22 	 iianson also used the term Armageddon)  which is 

23 a Biblical term)  also referring, to the last final battle' 
24 between men on the feee of the earth. 
25 	 Of course)  we have Hater 4kolter at the 

26' La Bianca residence. And Jakobson said that Eanson used 
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4 

.5  

6 

8 

1.6 

11 

13 

14 

rs 

16,  

17 

.1$ 

24 

the term ItelterIter frequently in ilia every day speech. 

In the seventh verse of the song lie .ter Skelter 

there is the language., "When I bet to the bottoms  Igo bask 

to the top of the slide.'' 

Jakobson testified that illanson .felt that the 

Beatles were referring. to the Bottomless Pit„ a place that 

Vianson derived from ilevolation 9„. the last book of the 

New Testament t  in which Manson said he found further 

support for his philosOphy of lielter Sitelter* 

jakobson said that Ivioneon wrote many of his 

own sOngs and he, too, like Danny De Carlo, remembers one 

Particaar "Ong that Manson wrote himself which contained 

the words Reiter Skelter. 

In the song Black Bird, Manson told Jakobson 

that the :Beatles meant by Black Bird the black man. This 

ie whot Dianson told Jakobson., 

One of the verses in the emit filack Oird 

"Black Bird singing . in the .death •Ottight„ take those broken 

wings and learn to fly. all your life you were Only waiting 

for this moment to arrive." — 

JakobiOn testified that Manson. said the Beatles„ 

by those lyrics, were saying that the black man should rise 

Apagainst the whits Dian* 

These were Manson,s words now. 

Of course, the word "Rise" is at the La Bianca 

residencet The word "Rise" is at the La Bianca residence. 

22. 

23 

24 

25 

20 
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Xn the song, PiWes2. 14ansOn said the teatles 

were reterring to the establishment. 

3,  Jakobson said that Mnson rrequently used the 

words "pie and ”p1136ies" in his every day conversation,, and 

he says that when' Manson used, the word ''pigs," Manson was 

referring. to the establishment. 

..Wv.krt 

4 

5 

7 

xi 

12 

13 

14 

is 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2i 

26. 
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In the fourth verse of the song Piggies there 

2 is a linel "What they need is a damn good whacking." 

3 	 Zekobson tftstitied that kianson liked that line 

4 a lot)  and he testified that Manson said that line meant 

5 .that the, black man was in to give  the piggies, the 

-6 establishment, a whacking* 

Qr course4-we have the word 4pig" at'the Tate 

residence, and "Death to Pigs° at. the La Bianca reeiden01. 

9 	 the last verse in the sons Piggies reads t 

23.0 	 "Everywhere therefs lots of piggies, 

11 	 living piggy lives. You can sae them out for 

dinner with their piggy wives clutching forks 

and k.nives to eat their bacon.," 

OlUtching forks and knives td eat their bacon. 

as A fork was,  found stuck In Leno La Biances stomach, ladies 

16 and gentlemensand a knife was found stuck in his throat. 

17 	 Letts go over that line again and place an 

. 18 emphasis on another word, 

19 	 tfClutohing forks and knives to eat their 

20 	1;laconot/ 

21 	 Well, the fork and the knife that were found 

22 stuck in Leno La BianctOs body apparently were taken by 

23  the killers from the La Bianca kitchen. 

24 	 In other words, these forks, or' this fork and 

25 knife, was Ye 'y probably a knife and a fork that poor Leno 

26 and Rosemary used to eat 'with. 
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2 

3 

4 

Quite unusual for the fork and, knite to be 

stuck in a person's body who is prObably already dead. 

Then we have this song that members of the 

?godly used to play over and over and over again)  

nClutching forks and knives to eat their bacon.' 

Jakobeon testified that Manson actually used 

to sing pastages frOm these songs and quote some of the 

lyrics verbatim)  particularly Blackbird. 

"Take these broken wings and learn to 

*iy;' all your life you were only waiting for 

this moment to arias," 

And piggies needing a whacking. 

Another song. In, Revolution 9 Manson said 

they were referring to Revelation 9 in that on the last 

book of the New Testallent. 

"Did Mr. Manson speck -about Revelations 9 

rather frequently? 

',Yoga' he did. 

"Did he ever quote any passages in 

Relevations 9 to you? 

,lrerbatim2 

"pretty much so, 

"Did Mr. NanSon ever ask you to read 

 

9 

10 

12 

 

13 

X4 

15:  

16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

gz 

23 

24. 

 

25 Revelations.0.  

  

26 
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2 • 

5 

'irectins your attention to the fourth 

verse. 'They were told not to ha" the grass a ' 

the earth or any green growth car any tree, but only 

those of mankind who have not the seal of Cod upon 

their forehead.' 

"Did r. Manson say what that language 

, meant? 

"Tes, he did. 

Vint did he say about that? 

"tht , the  men that had the mark be would 

6itiw ond they woad with 

"Xt was very subjective. 

"The men that had •vbat mark? 

"The mark on their forehead," 

Charlie heti tot that X on his forehead. So 

&the three gtoide defendants. 

"It vas never Clear -what kind of a 

.mark, whether it vas a green light or any kind 

of a mark. I don't know. 

"Ile Would recognize- it. Ile low it." 

• In the eighth veree• there is the language 

"their 'hair like voment a hair.'" Mansort . said that passage 

in Itevelation 9 referred to the Beatles vho, of course*  

who have long hair. - 

"Directing your attention to Verse 

!Saying to the sixth angel who bad the. trumpet*  • 

9. 

10' 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

la 

19 

20- 

21 

22 

23 

24. 
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- 9 
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12 

13- 

14 

15.  

16.  

14 

19 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

"release the four angels who are bound at the 

otat river Euphrates.i" 

Did Manson say who the four angels wet 

The four angels were the Beatles. 

varecting your attention to Vert* 15„ 

which veadsi 'Co the four anaels were released 

Who had lieen held ready for the hour, the day, 

the month and the year to kill a third of mankind." 

"144 he say what that language ,ant? 

'What did he say? 

"lie said that those lore the people that 

Woad die in Re1ter kelter. 

'A third of mankind? 

"Yes. 

"The white people? 

"Yes. 

"D renting your attention to Verse 11, 

vhichreadst 1 .Arafthis vas howl saw the horses 

in my vision, the riders wore breastplates the color 

of fire and sapphire 'and sulphur, and the heads. 'of 

the horses were like lions"' heads, and fire and 

-smoke and sulphur issued from their mouths.' 

'Did he say vhat that language meant? 

'Yes. 

"Mat did he Say? 
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14 

15.  

16 

17 

18 

19 

201 

22 

192 140 

"This referred to the spoken voted, 

the lyrics of the Beatles songs*  the power that 

came out of their mouths. 

"The power that carte out of the. 

mouth o the leatlest 

"Yes." 

to Verse 204  the language -speaks of vorthippizig 

demons and idols,  of gold arid silver and bronze. 

Mattson said that referred to the material 

worship of the establistmett of automobiles*  houses and 

looney♦ 

t 

.4 

4 

26 
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Now, with respiSt-Maaterial possessions, you 

recall that Jakobson had testified thatAinion had always 

spoken Out against the acquisition or attsrito. wealth. 

But in May of 19693  just a couple of months before these 

murderel  Jakobson noticed a very dramatic change in. 

Hanson with respect to material possessions. 

All of a Sudden Charlie was feverishly trying to 

accumulate money and firearms and vehicles. 

"Did he indicate why he wanted, firearms, vehicles, 

money? 

"Two reasons, Yes, he did indicate 

that' 

"What reasons did he Live? 

"Hefter Skater vas coming and he needed 

them to go to the desert. 

"He needed them to :survive in the desert," 

Manson even took stem ladies and gentlemen, 

to have the girls in the gamily be topless dancers so they 

could earn several hundred dollars a week  eaoh. 

He said arrangements had actually been suede 

with the Girard Agency on the Sunset Strip. 

Manson said he needed the money to buy thousands 

of feet of expensive golden rope to he used by him and the 

gamily to get to the bottomless pit. 

Jakobson testified that there is actually 

golden rope that sells. for $3 a foot,• and Manson had 

10k 

• 	2 

4 

8 

9 

.10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

15 • 

17 • 

18 

19 

21. 

22 

23 

24 • • 

• 	25 

26  
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25Y 

21. 

24 

25 

-26 

19,142 

aotually conOto,far .as to price tile rope. 

Unbelievable? ;nizarrelUnislee2 'Crazy? 

Yea. We are dealing with incredibly bizarre murders. 

Jakobson discussed ManY other 'subject's with 

Manson. Among other thinge Manson said there should not be 

a cipee bond between parents and children*  and education 

had nO worth. 

aakoboon testified that he visited Spahn 

Ranch -on many oecasions and he knew the group that lived 

there us a Family. 

Benson 'felled the girls in the Family witches, 

Ie said the girls' roles in the Family were 

to have babies and serve the men in the Family. 

Manson also had a mush more subtle*  much More 

subtle yet powerful role for the women in the Family. It 

waSn't Net to have babies and serve the pen. Charlie 

was a little more sophisticated than that. Charlie was 

doing to take-a step beyond Nietzsche, Nietzsche was lust 

old hat to Charlie. 
,Charlie said that he wanted men to 

come and he could not get men to come unless 

the women were there. They attracted the men. 

'"Did he say why he wanted men in the 

Family? 

qie needed the men for strength, the 

power 
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'4, 

2 

3 

. 4 

.9 

.10 

110  

12 

16 

17 

18 

19 

LOIS 	 20  

21 

22 

23 

2.4 

-25 

26 

''tie,, to 1.14* a word, recruited all the 

time. 1 -know because he tried tO recruit me.. 

"136 he needed.min4  tae 'told you., but he 

wanted the women to attract the Bent 

Jakobiori testified that Oanson asked him to 

Join the Paraily about 10. or 15 ti #, but Jakobson never 

did. 

sTakobson teetifled that he had dinner 

severgl times with the Family at Spahn Bench and each time 

listen to this 	Manson would sit on a rock and eat 

by himselt„ and the rest -o± the Family sat ,,all around him 

on the ground in a circle surrounding him. 

The King on his throne out there. S1aves4  

h14 subservient subjects, sitting around him. sitting on 

a rock all by himself. 

Jakobson teetified, that the /aridly wouldn't 

even go to 'the dinner location until Manson would announce 

HIAMO .04W 
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19444 

14 Charles. Manson. ever discuss with 

yOu. the relationship that he had with other members 

0g the Family? 

"Yes. 

`That did lir. Hanson say? 

"rre was just talking about the closeness 

of the Vamily and what it was like and to have algae 

people with him completely. 

"Did he say anythingelse? 

rThey were with him: and this was the way 

it should 1$, 4.n4 these is'nO in-between and' you had 

to choose. 
tr wanted Dennita'27-; rienas Mixotki *4". 

"He wanted Dennis; and Z to ehop.#04 it1.444.-  as if 

wee Phopaing sides. 

"Illero was no in-between; y`4ut understand*  

you were with him or against him. 

"Did he say whose family it was? 

"Yea, it was his family. 

"Did he say what you would have to do 

if you joined the Vamily? 

"Yea. 

"Vh.qt did he say? 

"Givg it all away. 

"Give what all. away? 

"Everything*  yourself, it that, ego, 

18.  

19 

20 

21 ' 

22 

23 ' 

24 

.2s 

26 
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"To whom? 

"Wall  I don't 'know if that is itapoXtait 

%share you give it away, but then he can. pick it up. 

"YOU, say then he cotzld pick it up? 

"less  it's very euti?.genus. 

flltfs very subjective, X know, I sis 

doing the very best with the words available. 

"Did ha Alter indiCate that. ,if you_ joined 

10 	the family you had to give yourself up to him? 

"Us. 

12 	 Nhat 4id he say? 

13 	 "That vas the indication, that was the 

14 	 inference, he Vas the obvious bead of the ramily 

zs 	'nd)  of court, you, woul4 give Yourgoaf to 144 
id 	 if you were a member of the Family." 

17 	 Jakobson testified that he also knew Charles 

28 WataQA, 

19 	 "Row woad you describe.dies Watson; 

20 	 his personality, hiS 4000anorr 

Listen to this. 

22 	 ulle WAS a happy,,,ao -lucky, almost 

23 ' 	llice a puppy, like a you doe, laveYs,  
24 	 its 	very loveable*  very likeable, very inuodent.0  

25 	 I guess robots have toy robots,. They can be 
26 	i able, l'ou Just mice them with 4 silly grim on their 

face. 
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"MX you ever notice any drama  tic change 

in Lis demeanor at any time that •y'ott knew him 

"res. 
"Men did y(su notice this change? 
"A long period GE time passed' that X 

didnit see Charlie Vation, and then X saw hitt at 
the ranch in the early sommerh 

"Of t G9? 
"Of 1 69-, 
"Mid he wattitt even the same person., 

"in what respect did you notice that 
he had changed? 

if 
"It vas as/the essence of lift* was gone. 

Ire vas 1-ike burnt oitt, Ile vas a shell*  an automaton*  

3104. walking around, There was no spark, 
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iwagine if you look ig Webster' a, just robot, 

zombie, automaton, they are somewhat synonymous with each 

other)  mindless. 

iianson's head zombie on the night of the Tate-,  

La Bianca murders. 

Now, you recall Burin i; this trial that I asked 

several witnesses to describe Charles Tex Watson, ail of 

whom described him, basically as a quiet, easy-goini type of 

,g1tYy never said much, eid whatever Charlie told hiw to do, 

spent most of nis time working on dune buzies, just 

another one of Charlie's slaves. 

Now the reason, of courfm, that I offered this 

evidence was to show that on the two tight* in question 

Oere is :no way in the world that Charles Tex Watson could 

have been the decision maker. He was simply doing what he 

bad always done„ followed Charlie's instructions, because 

truie robots, true zombies)  don't talk beck. 

aakobson, testified in late A144ust, early 

September of 19690  just a few weeks after the Tate-La Biansla 

murders, he saw Nansen for ithe last time. 

lie said he` noticed tae ciange in Aanson's 

demeanor in the Sprint; of 19691, that he had become rim.  

more pronOunced from. When 	had last imen'tim, 

This is what Jakobson said about Aanson: 

,The cliano 4fas'liks cart or a pattern that 

began in the 4irlmor tfi9 and became mbre'and more 
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"agitated and radical until the last time 1 saw Malt was 

like that of a -- the only thing X can compare it to Is X 

have seen cats that have been *aught in cages, like bobcats 

and things, and that is What I can compare it to. 

:The electricity was almost pouring out of 

hia. His hair was On end. His eyes were wild. Be was 

like an animal that moved just like an animal in a cage." 

Manson had every reason to be acting like. an 

animal, ladies and gentlemen)  he just ordered shortly 

before seven savage nightmarish murders, and to do such a 

thing he had to have the mind, the soul, the heart of the 

wildest arrival imaginable. 

Jakobson taltified to a very 

mosningful thing about Charlie Manson, .a Very„ very  

significant things 

04 	Did Mr. Manson ever tell YOu how he 

related to other human beings7,  
ti 	Yes. 

What did he say? 

Be related to all hu*an beings On 

their level of need, on their level. 

Would you elaborate on Watt 
0A. 	We 	Charlie had a time, a mask 

for each person that he dealt with." 

Thetis the mask to fool the La Bianca', the 

saute mask. 

/2 
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1,4 Did he tell you how many masks or 

114 

ft4  
Yes. 

What did he say? 

Yea . 

Or the particular occasion? 

Yes." 

,1 	That he had a thousand faces." 

I said: 

He told you this?" 

He answered)  nes .4  

08441 "Depending upon whom he was 

talking to/ 

'1.14 

'19 

I wanted to Clarify this And I said; 

"Did, he teIl ytu that?'" 

In other words)  that he had face and alcask 

for everyone with whom he dealt. 

oYes)  yes, 

z,4 	kie told *04 that he had a Lek 

for everyone with who he dealt' 

Yee. 

howmanY faces he had? 

22 	 Zuept for an incident a few months ago when 

23 Charlie slipped temporarily)  forgot himself)  the mask that 

24 anson has been wearing in this court)  ladies and gentlemen, 
25 is not that tf an animal but it is $ust of a peace-loving 

26 uyo  a peace-loving irldividUal. 
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It is a mas4c that he has to wear bees*** be 

wants you talcs to believe that he is incapable of doing 

that which, the evidence proved that he did. 

WOrtunately tiDr gr. t4anaon the evidence,at 

this trial removed that mask, and itlo onlYa aux* and 

shows what Charles Ranson really is. 

He is nothini:but a cold.4loodeld murderer who 

place* absolutely no value on hub= lie. 

"Cross.examination by kr. iiughos: 

' 	Mr, Jakobaono  did it appear that 

the Girls at the .Spabn ?arch were in love with 

hr. Manson? 

9 

:10 

11A. 	4ure4 
It4 	And did Mr, Nanson appear to 

Genuinely love paopla? 

Ye. 
04 	Did you feel that he genuinely 

loved you3, dir2 

Yes. 
24 

.21 

Did you love himl 

Y44../r  

U4 loved people,: All 

He loved people in a cemetery type of wit,. Us 

loved them when they were in a pine box, mix feet under• the 

ground, 
A  

He was very enamored, with time under that type 

24 

•• 25  
26 
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of a situation, 

Stephanie Schram. 

Stephanie is 18 years old, she testified she 

11$ et Manson on August 3, 1969 near Big Sur in Northern 

'California. 

She went with Manson to Big Sur, staying there 

for a few dayst  whereupon she believed she returned with 

Ransen to Spahn Randh On, the date of August 6, 1969 - she 

knows she•returned to Spahn Rat ch„ but she believe* it was 

ugUst Oh, the following MOrning„ August 7th, they lot 

to pick up some clothing from her sister. En route, near 

Oceanside)  Manson received a traffic citation at approxi- 

13 atelY 6-00 p.m. 

	

14 	 They stayed overnight in San Diego and returned 

	

35 	SpahnvRanch about 1:00 p.m, on August 8th, 1969. 
the 

	

- .16. 	 She said she had dinner with / famlly on the 

vening of August 8. Atter dinner Manson told her to g0 

nto a trailer by herself, which she did. 

You see, althOugh Janson liked young girls, 

	

20 	called them ''Young save," he had,more Important things 

2i 0 tend to this particular night, to-wit, the Tate murders, 

Stephanie said the went t sleep by. herself, 

23 d Manson woke her up Just before dawn and they went to 

24 evils Canyon which is neir Spahn ketch, She esid another 

25 irl was there already, 

	

26 	 On Auguat 9, 1969, Charlie left Stephanie around 

S• 
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72 

dark and she went to Sleep, The next time she aaW Manson 

was the following morning. 

. Again, on the night of August 94  1969, Manson 

had more important thino to do than to take care or his 

young 107ie,to-wit„ the savage La Bianca murders. 

tephanie'Sall that.ehe tlecame homesiek fOr her 

family while living with Manson. 

ate related, an ,incident that took plaoe with 

Manson in 1969 in the dese1;t: 

vl was just sitting there* I had a rifle * 

wa0 h4ading a rifle and I guess I looked a 

- little homesick„ and he asked me if I wanted 

to 	home. 

uUe tOld me he would give me one more 

chance to go home it I wanted to. 

''And I taa him I kind of did want to go 

home•. And he took the rifle and he hit me in 

the head and he knocked At down a sou pIe of 

tildes and told me I'd better forget about going 

home*" 

If anyone should be oanonized as 4 saint, ladies 

and gentlemen, it's, got to be Charles Manson. 
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Brooks Poston.' 

Brooks testified he first. met Manson in JIMOIL 

of 1P38 a .Dennis Wiloony s home on. Sunset Boulevard, 

across the street frcm the Will toners Ztate Park, sign. 

Brooks lived at Vilson$s residence with Hanson 

;,",laCUt two -weeks, but did A. t j-oirt Manson,  s group, at 

that particular Ube., 

Just baore Pfanom loft Vilson, ;gooks Sow# rftEtrl 

kneel; at /Janson' a feet 

Manson asked the =a if he was ready to' die 

at that instant„ and when the man said yes, Manson told 

hitt he could live forever. 

Cakti you tmacino that, ladies and gentleman:I 

Caarlea Mattson in effect saying that he had the pot er to 

eive,  life, 

This caused, Brooks to believe Manson was Jgaus 

-Christ, a, belief ti-lat Poston sincerely and fervently 

viLtvared to while he *as a member of the 'Zanily, 

Ile said '1-1 believe that Ircnsca was alert s 

s. 

7 

 

9 

 

zQ 

11 

12 

33 

14, 

15 

16 
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19 

 

  

Christ.," 

  

21 

22. 

24 • 

25 

26- 

 

lIrcoha went to Span Dan ch with Manson, and 

beeame a medlar of the romily. ,meson told him to work 

for "George Spam, co to did, cletnik-, up the barn, 

Exiddling tiorses, ct coterz. 

act rLl. t., t'so in the summer of 1968 

f,.;p4-a 	.„4 	 vas.a,t nomter tho 
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• Family*  but he tem a member later. 

He described Watson as very mild mannered. 

Re said he was very quiet and didn't say much. 

Re said Susan Atkins, katriaa Kr•anwitikel and 

Leslie Van Iiouten were in the Family• at Spahr. Ranch in 

the smaller of 19C,8. 

I am not going to review all cl Postonts 

testimony with respect to Manson's domination over the 

Family, but it was obvious from .this young mares "testimony 

that not only was he a slave of Charles 'Manson, but every-

one age in the Family was also. 

lmang other things, ha testified that the roily 

wouldn't even eat at night until Chartia deQided it was 

-time to eat. 

Lhenever the Family would move from one place 

to another, it was Charlie who made the decision to movet 

Directinz your attention to the people 

you called the Family. That wasn't a life where 

people did not laugh and joke =4 /lave cenerally a 

good time, is that correct? 

A 	No, sometime4)  only sometimes when 

Charlie would be arotied tb1 gs. siotild be like when 

schvol teach.er comes bac% to class. reople iould  

have to snap bad, into the par t that "they Were 	' 

playing." 	 . . 
roston said 	did eveiythini te told* mo to' 
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, or tried to do everything be told mit to do*" 

404 at night when Hanson would lecture to his 

Taulily Poston said only to would talk; everyone else would, 

lust 

"Q., Did be ever tell the Family why it 

Was necessary to talk to the* at night for periods 

of am? 
sr.. 	Usti, 

"4 At'. ad he, say as, to. tba reason why 

wag necessary to talk to the s liamily.at night? 

**Cause most people mete iii computats. 

"1 other words, they 44.4 not know 

anythlog that had not been .pyt, tbaakh-y, 

churches, parents, friends„ relative*, radio, 
. 	, 	• 	 4 

television and everything, and *VIM'  jr, other Moe 

of communication. 

"Nothing they bad was their own; that 

they didn't know anything* 

"The only aims they knew is what they had 

been told And programmed, and that he with his 

militia and his words could unptogram, take those 

program.* out and leave a void, 07: nothing* in 

'which love would CCettik thr0111114" 

Jove could come through!, 

Sharon Tate, :Abigail Fol,ger, Voityck Yrykowiki, 

Jay Sebring, Steven:Parent, Leno 	Bianca, It-ossuary 
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Zok lig could bate lived very well 'without Charlie. 

Mango& s type of love. 

roston was present on many occasions when Walton 

spoke of ester Skeiter and the black white Vat. 

Hamm 84 that the White MAW a Wirral was 

turnings  that the black ,man was going .to itiVeilobiters 

karma* 

"TO 40 this, the 'tort c)f timhameatd: 

woad swing back and chop the beads off o the 

whites because the whites had dime it, to the. 

lttihammedau- civilization which was a love civilization,. 
fig 	Did. Mr. Manson spea about the black- 

white relationship often during the summer o 16a? 

A few times. 

At * later period did he discuss the 

black-white relationship with more frequency? 

"A Yes. 

n•Q 'When was that that he started talking 

about this black' dote relationrship much more 

frequently? 

"A Toward the latter part of the year, 

which would make it November, December .of 6.680. 

Mitt then into „January and February of #.69. 

"P ire were you during this period 

when Mr. liaruion'began speaking more of the 
black-whit. relationship? 
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• 13.45 	1 

2 

11" 
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4 

Well, from November i ;.•,sieve, to 

the first. '470 weeks in January was at Barker 

Eaneh*  which was in ,GCler` dash in lay° Col4kty4 
ft 11 	It woad he say? 	 4.• 

;5 

6 

7 

6 

11 

12  • 

.20 

'22 

18 

13. 

14 

15 

19 

21 

17 , 

Ile said, that the blank 11tas ocobn dont*" 
It wasn't Reiter Skelten it vas defecation. 
Ott • Did he say what be meant by that vhen 

be said the blank was coming down? 
' . 1LA. 	lie said the black man was geing to 

rise and cover the -white man as, the. night covets 
the day; that mass bloodshed was going to be 

taking place; that people who were supposed to 
be left -- in other Ifordsx  the Vbristians this 
timex  the- ones that hung on the crosses before --
were going to have to be on the debts  and that 
the Douglas would be hung on the cross this time.' 

While at 041.2*(327 Ranch Hanson frequently' left 
the Vemily fox a few dais and than returned New Year's 

Eve 1.969'i  that is, December 31st 1444, nson returned 
to Barker from Los Angeles, 

'What did he Say viten, he arrived back 
at Barker nanah on sew War' a Eva, 1969? 

- g3• 	 ITA lie said, 'Are you hap to what the 
.g4 	 DeatIos ore,  saying?' 
25 	 Mom did he way this to? 

The entire 3amily as a group.. 
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11414 

  

try 	
1114 

Did he say anything else? 

said, 'Hater Skater is cooing down, 

The, Beatles are tC11.0 it li1  it 

 

4 

5 

6 

9,  " 

10 

11 

12 • 

 

1 t tzt 	1101 3  prior to that time, New Yearls ave, 

469, he used to say the blank was coming down. 

 

  

 

MBA you say in 10 he started saying. 

'Pelter Molter Is coming down*? 

"41 	Yes.11  

Poston said titiat Z;faagOrL Wa$ the one N1110. 

'introduced the toils*  Bolter Sitelter to the rilraily; that 

he had never heard anyone IA the rattily use the term 

Eater ;Skelter until Charlie -did. 

Poston said Mason and, -the Family played the 

Beatles' album Poutattayt 'day after day, and Manson, said 

the Beatles re 60.1ting to hist through the 1Y-4144 03:E 

their -songs..• 

ot course, he. use.4 to quote the verse in the.. 

..4004 	Th4t the t;Lggies need a damn, goociwhaciang„ 

end Xaneon would refer totÀ.-4 plies with their folio' 

and knivesi  again with respect to blackbird. 

Here is something interesting from the song, 

l'Revolution 9,. when 'llauscn played it, Although there 

ire no lyrics to this sang -7 I &net know if you want 

record player in the jury roc when you go back there, 

.18 not the most beautiful music :1,4 the world„ but it 
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you want the player, the court eau arrange it. 

Manson would Say "Did you hear them say 1Risel 

in the bacigground? It,  a in aad around taaCtlinevri, fire 

and the oinkint; 	pica in the background.1' 

ib one else could hear the word "Rise," 

aceordixe . to Poston,, but Cbarlie heard the word "Itiae't  

the background,. 

O oauroe„ "Mae" was at the La )3ianca residenc 
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Ilanson .said the pigs were the lawman, Also 

the zan who went to college*  the white man. 

It meant wealth/ white peoples  the man who 

Wore sterchod white shirts*  everyone who was part of the 

white establishment. 

Larson said the black Panthers were passing out 

coloring bool;4 to young black children in which the black 

children Were ishoWn tow to kill the white pigs. 

In PebrUary of1.969„ while this family was living 

.at the tree ha Zitreet address ih Canoga Parks  Aanson spoke 

to the ramily on bow Wolter Skelter would itart.. 

Listen to- this, ladieS and gentlemen, this is 

Charlie Ilan son telling hia tribe hOw .1ter Skelter was 

,oink, to start.  

a12 $O# said: LA group or the reel blacks 

real blacks -. will tome out of the ghettoes 

and do an atrocious crime in the richer section 

of Us Angeles and of  

`'They will do an atrocious murder with 

stabbing, killing*  cuttina bodies to Pieces: 

smeaving blood On the walls, writing tpigst 

on the walla." 

When x asked blawhat liahson sari pigs would be 

written in, plans= said the victims' blood. 

And that after this he would .o and hide in 

cellara -of the ghettoes. 
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When you say 'he,' you mean the 

black man? 
ti A. 	The black man. 

Yes. Go *head.c  

And the brown man, or the trash 

man, would be lett out front when the white 

tan came down.to tilt; ghettoes to slaughter 

Negroes. 'Mich they wouldn't really be 

killing the black man, they would be yaling 

the 'mongrels, is what Lhe said, the ones that 

weren't any goix4 rola bleqk men, anA they 

weren't any good to the White xan either 

because they weren't a pure race, 

'The whit* man would go to the ghettoes 

-end de$troy them, and the garbage would pile up 

because no one would be around to carry it out 

for them. 

"And then the real black man would come 

out of the teller and say, 'Look what you have 

done to my people,' 

"And, this was devised to separate the 

white man. 
114 
	

l'ou may continue. 

To where there would be fighting 

in the streets among the whites over the Negroes. 

"In other words, bIaOkie was playing onto 

o. 
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iithe whites and cetting them to kill each other 

off., 

And then. after only ra. few whites were 

left the blacks would come out of the ghetto 

alanG with every civilization that the write man 

had destroyed, and wipe out the remaining whites, 

and they would take over the world that way and 

level out the kharma of whitey, 

nhen after blackie had the world, he 

would see that he didn't want it beeause'it 

would i,e too much responsibility, and he 

would give it over to Charlie and the AM41), 

which would be the original 12 tribes. 
,4 	The aril:Anal 12 tribes of Israelt 

Yea*  

i/t1, 	Did sr. :.6anson mention the number 

2444000;  at all? 

Yes. 

)144 	What did he say? 

He said that there would be 144,000 

PeCIPle in the desert, hiding undergroundk 
q4 	Under_ noun 
Irti‘ 	 Underground during halter skelter. 

°When Helter Skelter was complete, these 

144,00 of the oricAnal 12 tribes would come 

and take hack the tiorld and be ri4htfUl Owners 
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"again and tell the black man to go piek 

cotton again, 

114 	• Did lianson•eVer Say what he 

thought the purpose -of the black man. was on 

this earth? 
sad 	TO run and fetch for whitey.°  

In February of 1969 not too many months 

before these even murderss  Manson Spoke to his tribe about 

otrocioUs murders being committed in the richer Sections 

of Taos Angeles by cutting and stabbing the victim* to 

pieces.* 

That is exactly and precisely what Manson 

ordered these co.defendanta and Tex Watson to do. in August 

of 1969, and FansOn ladies and.gentlemens  even went 

further than' that. 

. ge said the word "pigs" would be' written in 

blood on; .the walls of the residencess.in Pebruary of '69 

he was talking about-this.' 

Of course "pie at the Tate residence on the 

door, and On the La Bianca,residence.the word "pige 

Actually was printed in blood On the living room walls  

on the living room wall of the La Bianca residence. 

Ladies and gentleman of the Jury, if that 

evidence'alone .- we have an etormouss  massive' amount 

evidence against Manson," .but if that evidence alone 

doedn,t tie „Nanson irrevocably in with these peven 
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1 
murders, I don't know what In the world would. It just 

couldn't be any clearer. 

Row could it possibly be any clearer? These 

4 seven murders and the circumstances surrounding them are 

S 
very unique*  very unusual, very bizarre, and yet even 

6 before they happened Charles Manson knew exactly how they 

7 were going to happen. 

:8 

	

	 How did be know how they were going to happen? 

Decause these murders were Charlie's idea. 
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11c-1 

.3  

6 

9 

01. the nights of August 9th and 10th, 1969, 

nanson, through Tex -and the 07:e0 ea-0,efendants„ was 

simply carrying that idea out, 

Manson. told the Family .about a psitocybin trip. 

"tinti itt the trip he was on a mattress, 

and he had a girl at his feet and be said it vas 

nary, meaning krtry.Drunner„ and also I believe it 

meant Mary lisgdaiene.'n  

nary traLdalene vas at Charlie's feet'. 

"And he said he was in'this in this 

trip he was on a cross; that he had died oar 

4rOSS; that he. experienced dyinzcn the cross for, 

us, gleanitt4 the Vamily. 

111:tat during the trip he experienced 

all the pains of the nails: 7401 the arms and the 

wrists, hands and in the feet and the spear in 

his side. 	, 

rThertihefpliattt it*  for a long time 

until he finally ao.Vcit up,  and-he 	whei_be.  

gave up he died. 

'Ile experienced death :and cams Itp art 

saw the world through everyone" s eyes." 

NanscnIs rye of criur4e.  Charlea- Vills 
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24 nanson, 

assn even placed a special significance 

in Ss name. Several times he wad say his name was 

45 

26 
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"Chsrlee *1 is 1.WoJs Son.'" 
t 

crOlWeltataination by Vir, IcanareIco  Poston 

e014 Qg aft many times that ,Manson. had told him to 4ie,. 

Dying and death were constantly on *Arlie, * rain& 

Poston. recalled timez eel). Hanson v0,ould addreas 

cup.-'of rtmly-  umbers, and say "You all are goir$ 	tia.ve 

to 4ie," 

Zei!or6 Iet to Paul Watkins, perhaps vet Can 

XeC040* your Honor. 

N:ct.134 ,just like .to say irry atritittnii$ t0 

an 'of- you; 	has been difficult; you  are away 	your 

Zdnilies Pad priVate Saes and everything like that 4. 

411: o USA the icur defense attorneys and myself and, 

courte, the couxt„ epolo.$iza to you for that, and ve 

do. lois? you ;e, Merry, C11.4stiftte. 

• ?thank 'yott'veritaich and X believe his lioner La  

to recess r,(,14' until hne4 klondsy. 
: 

I  vm-  coinatt 	adjonrn,ladies and palmetto  

telift Illonekv: `ptiO 

Avaxi X remind 'fir-on., do not converse With 

anyone or forst or express any opinion regarding the C40 

:until it is finally submitted to pat*  and Tim sure all  

.of the attorneys in the case on a t aides as volt SS 

ao 'Merl; 	tbe reporters and the 4ailiffs and all of 

the cOttrt attaches 5oin with xxe in visbing, You all . a 

very lTerry Christmas. . • 
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X will see you next Monday at 9:00 am, 
(Whereupon the herein proceedings were 
tontinuad optil the ollvosiriZ ktmdaY, 
December 28, 1970 at 9:00 a.m.) 
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